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Abstrakt
Naprostá veˇtšina prací v oblasti hodnocení kvality byla, v posledních
dvou dekádách, veˇnována kvantifikaci zkreslení zpu˚sobeného
zpracováním obrazu. Bylo tedy vždy možné uvažovat, že pu˚vodní
obraz má nejlepší možnou kvalitu. V takovémto prˇípadeˇ lze kvalitu
meˇrˇit cˇisteˇ jako podobnost zpracovaného obrazu vu˚cˇi referenci.
Neˇkteré algoritmy z oblasti post-processingu ale umožnˇují upravit
estetické vlastnosti obrazu za úcˇelem zvýšení vnímané kvality. Zde
již reference o nejlepší možné kvaliteˇ není prˇedem známa a klasický
prˇístup meˇrˇení podobnosti tak nelze aplikovat. Cílem této práce je
revidovat metodologie hodnocení kvality tak, aby se dokázaly
vyporˇádat s problémy, které post-processing do hodnocení prˇináší.
Algoritmy post-processingu, odpovídající tématu této práce,
pocházejí ze dvou skupin – algoritmy vylepšení obrazu, zde
zastoupené metodami doostrˇování, a techniky pro kompresi
dynamického rozsahu (známé také jako algoritmy pro mapování
tónu˚). Práce studuje jak subjektivní, tak objektivní metodologie
hodnocení kvality v teˇchto oblastech a prˇedkládá vhodná rˇešení
prˇekonávající doposud známé metody. Navíc je v práci navržen
nový postup pro porovnání schopností objektivních metrik kvality,
který rˇeší nedostatky v soucˇasnosti používaných metod.
Abstract
The vast majority of the work done in the field of quality assessment
during last two decades has been dedicated to the quantification of
the distortion caused by the processing of an image. The original
image was, therefore, always considered to be of the best possible
quality. In this kind of scenario, the notion of quality can be
expressed as the fidelity of the processed version to the reference.
However, some post-processing algorithms enable to adjust
aesthetic properties of an image in order to enhance the perceived
quality. In such cases, the best possible quality image is not
available and the classical fidelity approach is no longer applicable.
The goal of this thesis is to revise the quality assessment
methodologies to cope with the challenges brought by the
post-processing into the quality evaluation. The post-processing
algorithms, relevant to the topic of this thesis, come from two groups
– image enhancement, represented by image sharpening, and
dynamic range compression (also known as tone-mapping)
techniques. Both subjective and objective quality assessment
methodologies applicable in these areas are studied and the
suitable solutions, outperforming the state-of-the-art methods, are
proposed. Moreover, a novel methodology for evaluating the
performance of objective quality metrics, overcoming the
shortcomings of the currently available methods, is presented.
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Résumé
Ces vingt dernières années, la grande majorité des travaux réalisés
dans le domaine de l’analyse de la qualité a été consacrée à la
quantification de la distortion engendrée par le traitement d’une
image. Par conséquent, l’image originale était toujours considérée
comme étant de la meilleure qualité possible. Dans ce genre de
scénario, la notion de qualité peut être exprimée comme la fidélité
de la version traitée à sa version de référence. Cependant, des
algorithmes de post-traitement permettent d’ajuster les propriétés
esthétiques d’une image afin d’améliorer la qualité perceptible.
Dans ce cas, il n’existe pas d’image ayant la meilleure qualité
possible, et l’approche classique basée sur la fidélité ne peut plus
être utilisée. L’objectif de cette thèse est de corriger les
méthodologies d’analyse de la qualité afin de résoudre les difficultés
d’évaluation de qualité que soulève le post-traitement. Les
algorithmes de post-traitement, en rapport avec le sujet de cette
thèse, proviennent de deux groupes : l’amélioration d’image,
caractérisée par l’accentuation du contraste, et les techniques de
compression de la plage dynamique (également appelée mappage
tonal). Les méthodologies de l’analyse de qualité applicables dans
ces domaines, tant subjectives qu’objectives, y sont étudiées, et les
solutions proposées permettent de surpasser les méthodes les plus
récentes. De plus, une nouvelle méthodologie est présentée afin
d’évaluer les performances des indicateurs de la qualité objective,
corrigeant les défauts des méthodes actuellement utilisées.
Abstract
The vast majority of the work done in the field of quality assessment
during last two decades has been dedicated to the quantification of
the distortion caused by the processing of an image. The original
image was, therefore, always considered to be of the best possible
quality. In this kind of scenario, the notion of quality can be
expressed as the fidelity of the processed version to the reference.
However, some post-processing algorithms enable to adjust
aesthetic properties of an image in order to enhance the perceived
quality. In such cases, the best possible quality image is not
available and the classical fidelity approach is no longer applicable.
The goal of this thesis is to revise the quality assessment
methodologies to cope with the challenges brought by the
post-processing into the quality evaluation. The post-processing
algorithms, relevant to the topic of this thesis, come from two groups
– image enhancement, represented by image sharpening, and
dynamic range compression (also known as tone-mapping)
techniques. Both subjective and objective quality assessment
methodologies applicable in these areas are studied and the
suitable solutions, outperforming the state-of-the-art methods, are
proposed. Moreover, a novel methodology for evaluating the
performance of objective quality metrics, overcoming the
shortcomings of the currently available methods, is presented.
Mots clés
Évaluation de la qualité d’image, évaluation de la qualité subjective,
évaluation de la qualité objective, évaluation de performance,
post-traitement d’image, amélioration d’image, HDR imagerie,
tone-mapping
Key Words
Image Quality Assessment, Subjective Quality Evaluation, Objective
Quality Metrics, Performance Evaluation, Image Post-Processing,
Image Enhancement, High Dynamic Range Imaging,
Tone-Mapping.
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Introduction
For human beings as a species, visual information has always been of crucial importance. It is used as the
main indicator for orientation, identification, object recognition, and many other everyday tasks. From all
of the senses, humans tend to consider their sight as the most reliable one. This is the reason why human
race started capturing visual information for describing the world and for future recollection of events.
Everything from the first drawings on the walls of caves to the advanced digital photography, as it is known
today, can be considered as capturing and reproduction of the visual information.
In recent years, the digital imagery has become an omnipresent part of the modern life. Digital cameras,
computers, tablets, smartphones, and other devices able to capture and reproduce an image in the fraction
of a second are affordable to virtually everyone. With this, observers’ experience with image technology
and thus their demands on the image quality has grown significantly. The quality of images is affected
by plenty of factors in the image processing chain. These are, for example, properties of the scene (e.g.
illumination, colors, etc.), components of the capturing device (e.g. lens, camera chip, etc.), image recon-
struction algorithms (e.g. demosaicing, etc.), processing of the image (e.g. compression, etc.), properties
of the communication channel, and many more. Some of these factors are easier to be controlled than other
but all of them should be taken into account when designing any part of the image processing chain.
In order to optimize the appearance of the resulting image, it is necessary to quantify the impact of the
above stated factors (either individually or overall) on the final outcome, i.e. to reliably assess the quality.
A trustworthy quality evaluation tool can be used to rigorously compare different approaches in image
processing (e.g. different processing algorithms) or to design and optimize new methods that can then be
used within the processing chain.
Nevertheless, the notion of the quality can be seen from multiple angles. Especially in the area of
telecommunications, historically most rooted understanding of quality is connected to the concept of Qual-
ity of Service (QoS). It is defined in ITU-T Recommendation E.800 [1] as “The totality of characteristics of
a telecommunications service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the
service.” However, since QoS is mostly focused on the physical properties of the service itself, it does not
involve all the factors affecting the resulting quality as perceived by the observer. To provide more general
concept expressing that the center of attention is the end-user, Quality of Experience (QoE) has been in-
troduced. Despite the fact that discussions about the concept started already in 1990’s, the solid definition
has been missing until 2012. In this year, experts from the European Network on Quality of Experience
in Multimedia Systems and Services (QUALINET)1 released the White Paper on Definitions of Quality of
Experience [2]. The working definition provided in the white paper states that “QoE is the degree of delight
1http://www.qualinet.eu/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the fulfilment of his or her expectations
with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the application or service in the light of the user’s personality
and current state.” It can be noted that the perception of quality can differ from person to person and can be
changed with various conditions.
In this thesis, the optimal quality will be regarded as the expression of the scene that is the most aes-
thetically pleasing for the observers. This brings a fundamental change to the classical quality assessment
paradigm where the optimum is an artifact-free representation of the real-world. Including the aesthetic as-
pect to the understanding of quality introduces much more diversity into the observers’ opinions but, at the
same time, shifts the area of quality evaluation further towards the completely user-centered model.
The aesthetic judgment, according to Immanuel Kant [3], is formed by two contradictory properties:
• Subjectivity which is based on a subjective feeling of pleasure or displeasure, and
• universality that involves an expectations or claims on the agreement of others.
Considering these two principles, a debate is still going on whether the aesthetic judgment can be at all
universal. This is referred to as the “Big Question” of aesthetics [4]. The generalists believe that there is a
clear general reason driving the aesthetic judgment while the particularists deny it. Aydın et al. [5] argue
that, practically speaking, the truth seems to be somewhere in the middle. Although there is a significant
influence of the personal taste in the observers’ preferences, some general trends can definitely be identified
as well. The goal of this thesis is to revise the quality assessment paradigm in order to be able to identify
these general tendencies and reliably quantify them.
The remainder of the introduction will firstly describe the classical quality assessment paradigm in
detail. Further, the image post-processing approaches and the challenges they bring to the evaluation of
quality will be introduced. Finally, the objectives of this thesis will be summarized.
1.1 Classical Quality Assessment Paradigm
The absolute majority of the research regarding quality assessment has been based on the assumption that
the processing introduces a distortion to the reference stimulus [6]. In other words, there is a perfect
quality stimulus at the beginning of the processing chain and its quality is being negatively influenced by
the processing algorithms. This assumption comes from the main application areas of quality assessment
which are quantifying the impact of a compression and transmission errors. It enables to understand the
quality evaluation process as a fidelity problem. In other words, the goal is to determine how close the
processed (distorted) version is to the original. The quality assessment methodologies have, therefore, been
designed for this type of scenario. Two fundamental approaches can be identified – subjective quality tests
and objective quality metrics.
In subjective experiments, a group of observers is presented with a tested content and their opinions
regarding its quality are collected. The evaluation always progresses under certain subjective procedure.
There has been a number of procedures, suitable for different applications, being of different difficulty for
the subjects, and requiring different preparation and results processing, introduced during the development
of the quality assessment field. The detailed discussion regarding the subjective experimental procedures,
including the in depth description of the most important methods and their applicability, advantages, and
disadvantages, is provided in Chapter 2. The individual results from the observers are then pooled in order
to determine a general information about the quality of the content within the test. Since the subjective
experiments obtain the direct qualitative feedback from the participants, the resulting pooled opinion scores
represent the most reliable reflection of the perceived quality. However, the time requirements for such
tests allow only for very limited number of stimuli to be included, the experiments are also vulnerable to
researchers’ mistakes and biases, they mostly need specialized facilities, the participants need to be paid,
etc. Moreover, the nature of the subjective tests does not allow for real-time quality evaluation and they,
therefore, cannot be used to control the quality within the transfer channel or as a base for optimization.
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The second approach towards the quality assessment is the use of objective quality metrics. These will
be presented in Chapter 3. The idea is to develop algorithms able to automatically evaluate the perceived
quality. The advantages are obvious since this approach removes most of the above stated deficiencies of
subjective tests. The most crucial downside is the reliability since, unlike in case of subjective experiments,
the human observers are not directly involved in the evaluation. The reliability of the metrics, thus, needs
to be tested in every application before they are practically used. Objective quality criteria can be divided
into three groups: Full reference, reduced reference and no reference (also known as blind) metrics.
Full-reference criteria require the presence of a whole original version of the stimulus. They are based
on a comparison of a distorted version with the reference which corresponds to the fidelity scenario. This
family is the most developed of the three and it has many subdivisions. Signal based metrics do not consider
any assumptions about the two versions and simply mathematically compare the values of the two versions.
Despite their rather poor performance in the terms of agreement with subjective tests, these criteria are
widely used for their simplicity and speed. The widest part of the full reference metrics family consists of
the metrics trying to model certain features of human visual system (HVS). These criteria are much more
complex and they correspond much better to the subjective results.
Reduced-reference metrics are a kind of a compromise between full and no reference criteria. They do
not need the whole original stimulus but only its certain characteristics or features (e.g. histogram, entropy,
etc.). This group is the least popular and developed of the three.
The remaining class is formed by the blind quality criteria. Essentially, the quality is evaluated without
having an access to any information about the original stimulus. This is much closer to the human perception
because observers are able to recognize good or poor quality stimulus even without being exposed to the
original version. The majority of the no reference metrics is specialized on a certain type of distortion or
feature but there are also criteria based on the natural scene statistics (NSS) that attempt to evaluate overall
quality regardless the processing. They can be divided into opinion aware and unaware according to the
necessity to train them on subjective data.
Given the question of reliability of the objective quality criteria, their performance evaluation and com-
parison with respect to the ground truth data, obtained from the subjective experiments, is another impor-
tant aspect of the quality assessment. The state-of-the-art methods used for this purpose are thoroughly
described in Chapter 4.
1.2 Image Post-Processing and Quality Assessment
The previous section defined the classical fidelity approach in quality assessment. However, as described
earlier, this thesis considers also the aesthetic attributes of the quality and, therefore, admits the possibility
that the original version of the stimulus does not necessary has to be of the best possible quality. Thus, not
only the negative impact of processing on the quality is recognized but the positive influence is considered
as well. Obviously, in such scenario, the fidelity approach is no longer usable since the stimulus of the best
possible quality is unknown.
The increase in the perceived quality can be caused by so called post-processing algorithms. For the
purposes of this thesis, they can be classified into three groups:
• Restoration algorithms,
• enhancement algorithms, and
• algorithms adjusting the content for displaying.
The techniques from the first class have been designed in order to compensate for a certain type of distortion.
A typical example could be algorithms for deconvolution, denoising, or deblocking. The abilities of such
algorithms can, actually, be determined using a classical fidelity paradigm since the main concern is how
well can the technique get rid of the particular artifacts. The distortion can, therefore, be applied on a
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reference stimulus followed by the studied restoration algorithm, and the fidelity of the result to the reference
can be evaluated. Another possibility is to use a no reference metric specialized on the particular distortion.
Restoration techniques are not designed to increase the aesthetic properties of a stimulus and do not cause
any increase of perceived quality when applied on the undistorted stimulus. Thus, this group is not relevant
to the subject of the thesis.
The second group, on the other hand, is formed by the algorithms specifically designed to enhance
the perceived quality of the stimulus. They are mostly specialized on a certain feature such as contrast,
sharpness, colorfulness, etc. It has been proven in a subjective study [7], that human observers visually
prefer content with enhanced features over the truthful, more realistic representation of the real world.
To evaluate the performance and optimize the setting of the enhancement algorithms, classical quality
assessment paradigm needs to be revised.
The last group has become a hot topic especially with the increase in popularity of High Dynamic
Range (HDR) imaging. Here, the full range of luminance values in the real world scenes is captured and
stored. However, the dynamic range of such scenes is much higher than what standard displaying devices
are able to reproduce. This lead to development of dynamic range compression algorithms (which will be
referred to as Tone-Mapping Operators (TMOs) throughout the thesis) which should transform the HDR
image into a form displayable on the regular devices. The goal is to provide the reproduction of the scene
of the highest possible quality. The difference in dynamic range of the original image and the outcome of
the tone-mapping process makes the classical quality assessment paradigm inapplicable as well.
The last two classes of post-processing algorithms require revising of the quality assessment method-
ologies. Each of the groups introduces related, yet slightly different challenges into the quality evaluation
process. For this reason, they will be treated separately further on in this thesis.
1.2.1 Challenges in Quality Assessment of Enhanced Images
As stated above, enhancement algorithms are capable of adjusting aesthetic properties of the stimulus and
thus increase the perceived quality. However, the quality assessment after enhancement needs to deal with
several problems as identified by Saad et al. in the Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) e-letter [8]. Note
that the challenges stated here and the main principles that will be discussed further are applicable on all of
the enhancement algorithms. As a representative, image sharpening has been selected since it is one of the
most common enhancement techniques having its roots already in an analog photography.
The Overshoot Effect
Most of the enhancement algorithms enable setting of one or more parameters. This way the strength and
possibly other properties of enhancement effect are influenced. When applying an enhancement method, the
resulting quality can, in fact, be affected in both ways – some setting the parameters enhances the original
stimulus but after reaching a certain point (i.e. the optimal amount of enhancement) the perceived quality
starts to drop. This happens due to the loss of naturalness. There is a thin line between the aesthetically
pleasing amount of enhancement and the degree “violating” the stimulus too much. The effect is called
over-enhancement or the “overshoot effect” [8]. The main problem is that the optimal level of enhancement
also varies with the content, i.e. the overshoot effect appears for different set of parameters with different
strength depending on the scene. The phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
The figure shows the dependence of normalized perceived quality on the amount of enhancement (the
strength which is set by parameters) for three different source contents – I1, I2, and I3. It can be seen that
the optimal enhancement for one source content can lead to the significant drop in quality for the other
(see ∆QI1vsI3 which is a difference in perceived quality for contents I1 and I3 when the same amount of
enhancement is applied). Identification of the optimal parameters is one of the goals of quality assessment
methods.
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Figure 1.2: The range effect.
The Range Effect
In classical quality assessment scenarios, mostly the wide range of degradations from almost imperceptible
artifacts to heavy distortions is considered. In case of enhancement, on the other hand, much smaller
changes in perceived quality are being considered since the main focus is on the stimuli around the optimum.
This puts higher requirements on the discriminatory power of the subjective methodologies because they
need to be highly effective in terms of reliable differentiation between the quality of stimuli in the narrow
quality range. The difficulty of the task for the observers is also much higher.
Moreover, the classical methods for objective metrics’ performance evaluation can be misleading. These
methods are typically based on a correlation of subjective opinion scores and the respective objective met-
ric’s values. The Figure 1.2 depicts an example of the problem when only the small range is considered.
Note that the data were created artificially for the illustration only. Overall, the scores predicted by an
objective quality metric correlate well with the subjective scores obtained from the observers (result of the
subjective test), as can be seen in Figure 1.2(a), but this correlation is lost when only the range highlighted
by the rectangle is taken into account (Figure 1.2(b)). However, most of the scores within this range are
not statistically significantly different and the correct order cannot be determined from the data. The low
correlation is based on the assumption of the order which is uncertain and may be incorrect. The combina-
tion of the narrow quality range and the possible differences in personal taste of observers (some observers
prefer more enhancement, other are more sensitive on the presence of the overshoot effect) increases the
probability that the confidence of the estimated overall subjective scores will be low. It is, therefore, abso-
lutely crucial to consider the uncertainty of the subjective scores in this kind of applications. This will be
thoroughly discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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1.2.2 Challenges in Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped High Dynamic Range Im-
ages
The main motivation for HDR imaging is the capturing and reproduction of all the contrasts and details in
the scene. TMOs should therefore ideally compress the dynamic range while maintaining details. However,
it has been discovered [9] that human observers simultaneously require the tone-mapped image to look
natural.
Maintaining Details and Naturalness
These two goals are contradictory since in an effort to reproduce all the details some naturalness corrupting
artifacts often occur. It is, therefore, necessary for TMOs to find a good balance between the two entities. It
is believed [10] that naturalness is a combination of different factors such as contrast, colorfulness, bright-
ness, details, artefacts, etc. The problem is that TMOs often introduce spatially non-uniform distortion of
contrast resulting in unnatural look.
Information about color is often neglected when evaluating the quality. However, it is very important in
the area of HDR content processing. Number of TMOs work with color appearance models or color cor-
rection algorithms and can, therefore, produce results with different color reproduction. It is thus necessary
to incorporate the chrominance information in the evaluations since it can also have a crucial influence on
the naturalness.
Complexity of the Distortions
Considering all the above stated factors, versions of the same HDR scene obtained by various TMOs (also
with various parameters settings) are often perceptually very different, although possibly of high quality.
This makes it hard for the observers to create their mental scale for assigning quality scores or rank the
stimuli in the set. Subjective experiments therefore have to be designed in a way which decreases the
cognitive load as much as possible. Also the objective methods cannot be trained to recognize just a single
type of distortion as in some classical quality assessment applications, since the TMOs influence multiple
aspects of the image at the same time.
Here, the personal taste of the observers regarding the aesthetic attributes of an image play even more
important role. To capture the common trends in the aesthetic judgment, it is, again, absolutely necessary
to consider the confidence of the overall subjective scores.
1.3 Objectives of the Thesis
Regarding the above explained problems, the objectives of the thesis have been identified.
1. Design of the performance evaluation methodology suitable for comparison of objective metrics
in post-processing scenarios. The state-of-the-art performance evaluation methods will be deeply
studied and their suitability for the task will be determined. The goal is to propose a methodology
able to provide fair, unbiased comparison with respect to the above described scenario.
2. Investigation of the methodology for subjective assessment appropriate for post-processed im-
ages providing reliable evaluations. Since the novel challenges bring more complications to the
subjective quality evaluation, the appropriate robust procedure to be used in experimental studies will
be carefully selected.
3. Conducting subjective studies on challenging content to obtain a ground truth data for objective
metrics training and testing. The selected procedure will be used for creation of the representative
databases enabling to test the abilities of the objective quality criteria in the given contexts.
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4. Proposing objective metrics suitable for the above described scenarios. The final goal is to find
or eventually develop metrics capable of reliable quality assessment of post-processed images.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 provides an introduction into subjective quality assessment methodologies, discusses their advan-
tages and disadvantages, and describes the procedures for processing their results. Chapter 3 is dedicated
to objective quality metrics including their classification and delineation. Chapter 4 describes the state-of-
the-art methods for evaluating the performance of objective metrics with respect to the subjective results
and identifies their weaknesses. Chapter 5 proposes novel methodologies overcoming the disadvantages of
the current performance evaluation measures (see Objective no. 1 in Section 1.3). The discussion about
the change of the role of the reference in the post-processing scenarios and the possibilities of quality as-
sessment in this context can be found in Chapter 6. Adjustments of both subjective and objective quality
assessment procedures (Objectives 2, 3, and 4 from Section 1.3) for sharpened and tone-mapped HDR im-
ages are provided in Chapters 7 and 8, respectively. Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions of this
thesis and the activities that have been conducted during the Ph.D. studies. The graphical representation of
the outline is depicted in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: The graphical outline of the thesis.
2
Subjective Quality Assessment Methodologies
In subjective tests, a panel of human observers is asked to evaluate the quality of stimuli that are presented
according to a specific procedure. The composition of the group can vary from one application area to the
other. It is mostly desirable for the panel to cover as wide range with respect to age, gender, and cultural
background as possible.
Subjective tests are the most reliable way to evaluate the image quality. Nevertheless, they are very
much dependent on the test design and can be significantly biased when not carefully prepared, conducted,
and interpreted. In order to maximize the reliability and reproducibility of the experiments, number of
standards and recommendations has been issued.
The recommendations describing preparation, conditions, procedures, processing of results, and other
important aspects of subjective experiments that are most relevant to the topic of this thesis are ITU-R
Recommendation BT.500-13 [11] and ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [12].
The procedures for subjective tests can be divided into direct and indirect scaling methods [13]. The ad-
vantage of the direct scaling procedures is that the results from individual observers are directly on the ratio
scale (the differences between various types of scales are summarized in Table 2.1) that is clearly defined
by the particular methodology which simplifies the following processing and interpretation. On the other
hand, the indirect procedures typically provide higher discriminatory power and can be less complicated
and tiring for the observers. Several works has shown that the indirect scaling methods need lower number
of subjects to provide the same reliability as the direct scaling procedures [14, 15].
Scale Type Properties
Nominal Discrete categories, not necessarily ordered
Ordinal Scores are ordered but not numerical
Interval Numerical (the distance between scores is known) but there is no absolute
reference point, i.e. relative scale
Ratio Numerical with respect to the reference point, i.e. absolute scale
Table 2.1: Different types of scales.
The following sections summarize the standard viewing conditions and the most popular subjective
experiment procedures.
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2.1 Viewing Conditions
The viewing conditions have a huge impact on the observers perception and therefore on the test itself. Most
of the experiments are conducted in the laboratory conditions where the environment is strictly controlled in
order to ensure the reproducibility. If the conditions are free, e.g. in case of crowdsourcing experiments [16],
the number of observers needs to be much higher to compensate for the different viewing setups. Moreover,
in some applications, such as psychophysical measurements, the results need to be always related to the
particular conditions.
Recommendation ITU-T P.910 [12] provides the range of environmental requirements for conducting
laboratory tests for multimedia purposes (see Table 2.2). Nevertheless, it is always necessary to report the
exact room illumination and display types used within the experiment.
Parameter Setting
Viewing distance 1 - 8 × screen height
Peak luminance of the screen 100 - 200 cd/m2
Ratio of luminance of inactive screen to peak luminance ≤ 0.05
Ratio of the luminance of the screen, when displaying only black level in a
completely dark room, to that corresponding to peak white
≤ 0.1
Ratio of luminance of background behind picture monitor to peak lumi-
nance of picture
≤ 0.2
Chromaticity of background D65
Background room illumination ≤ 20 lux
Table 2.2: Viewing conditions according to ITU-T Rec. P.910.
The optimal viewing distance depends mainly on the resolution of the used display. For the full High
Definition (HD) Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD), i.e. 1920 × 1080 pixels, which will be mainly used in the
experimental part of this thesis, the optimal value is 3.2 times screen height [17].
The illumination of a background allows maximum detectability of distortions. For some applications
the value can be determined by the application itself. The chromaticity of a background can be adapted to
the chromaticity of a monitor when using a computer screen.
The above stated parameters are defined for the classical television applications. In case of HDR imag-
ing, the conditions need to be adjusted accordingly. The specific conditions used within the conducted
experiments with HDR display will be discussed in Section 8.4.4.
2.2 Direct Scaling Methods
As mentioned previously, direct scaling methods collect the opinions of observers regarding each particular
stimulus directly on the ratio scale. They can be related to the magnitude estimation method, as introduced
by Stevens [18]. The scale values depend on the selected procedure. Once the results from all observers are
collected, the processing including outlier detection and averaging is applied directly on the raw data. The
final outcome of the experiments has the form of mean opinion scores (MOS) or differential mean opinion
scores (DMOS) with respective confidence intervals calculated from the variance of the raw scores. MOS
values represent the perceptual quality of each stimulus, i.e. the stimuli of high quality reach higher MOS
values. In case of DMOS, the quality of the reference stimulus is considered of the highest possible quality
and the difference of the scores with respect to the reference scores are taken. Note that DMOS values can
mostly be calculated from the MOS and vice versa.
Given the higher requirements on the observers, it is recommended to conduct a training session (with
the content that does not appear in the test) where the extreme cases of quality are shown prior to the test
itself. This helps participants to calibrate their mental scale to quality range within the test. The opinion
collection procedures together with their respective MOS/DMOS scales are described below.
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Figure 2.1: The timeline of the ACR methodology. Ai represents a content A under a test condition i, Bj a
content B under a condition j, and Ck a content C under a condition k. During the voting period, the gray
background is displayed.
2.2.1 Single Stimulus / Absolute Category Rating
Single Stimulus methodology (SS) [11], also known as Absolute Category Rating (ACR) [12], is the sim-
plest subjective procedure. The stimuli are presented to the observers in a random order one at a time,
followed by the mid-gray screen during the voting period. Depending on the research question, the refer-
ence can be explicitly shown to the observers or not used at all.
The participants are mostly asked to evaluate the quality of the five grade scale as:
5 Excellent
4 Good
3 Fair
2 Poor
1 Bad
The outcome of the experiment using this scale (after the results processing as described in Section 2.2.4)
are the MOS scores ranging from 1 to 5.
Since the method is the least time consuming, stimuli can be also displayed repeatedly to increase the
discriminatory power and reliability. The timeline of the procedure can be seen in Figure 2.1. The method
has also been implemented as part of the MATLAB-based applications for image processing and quality
assessment [19, 20].
ACR with Hidden Reference
The special case of the procedure with so called hidden reference (ACR-HR) can be used as well. Here,
the reference stimuli are present within the set but the observers are not aware of this fact. This enables
calculating the DMOS score for each stimulus with respect to the score of the reference as
DMOS(Ai) =MOS(Ai)−MOS(AHR) + 5, (2.1)
where DMOS(Ai) and MOS(Ai) are the DMOS and MOS scores for a content A under a condition i,
respectively and MOS(AHR) is the MOS score for the hidden reference of the content A. The higher the
DMOS, the closer is the quality of the stimulus to the reference.
In case that the MOS value of the stimulus is higher than the MOS of the reference, i.e. DMOS(Ai) >
5, so called crushed DMOS value defined in [12] as
crushedDMOS(Ai) =
7×DMOS(Ai)
2 +DMOS(Ai)
when DMOS(Ai) > 5, (2.2)
is used instead.
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Figure 2.2: The timeline of the DCR methodology. Ai represents a content A under a test condition i, Bj a
contentB under a condition j, andAref andBref the reference stimuli for the contentsA andB, respectively.
During the voting period, the gray background is displayed.
2.2.2 Double Stimulus Impairment Scale / Degradation Category Rating
Another popular procedure is Double Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) [11], also called Degradation
Category Rating (DCR) [12]. As the names imply, it is assumed that the stimulus is degraded compared
to the reference. The goal is to evaluate how much does the distortion affect the perceived quality. The
displaying of each stimulus is always preceded by showing the reference for the same content, as shown
in Figure 2.2. It is obvious that the length of the test is higher than in the case of ACR. However, if only
static images are evaluated this can be compensated by showing the reference and the distorted versions
simultaneously [21].
The observers are asked if the degradation is:
5 Imperceptible
4 Perceptible but not annoying
3 Slightly annoying
2 Annoying
1 Very annoying
The MOS scores (see Section 2.2.4) are therefore again in the range from 1 to 5.
2.2.3 Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale
The last direct scaling procedure mentioned in this thesis will be Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale
(DSCQS) [11]. Similarly to DSIS, the stimuli are always displayed and evaluated in pairs (from the same
source content). However, the observers are not explicitly told that one of the two stimuli is reference and
they are supposed to evaluate both of them at the same time. The recommendation allows two different
variants:
Variant I The observer is allowed to freely switch between the two stimuli and then score the quality of
both of them on the scale.
Variant II The stimuli are presented twice, according to the Figure 2.3.
The observers assess the quality of both of the stimuli on the continuous scale (see Figure 2.4) which is
normalized to integer values from 0 to 100 for the purpose of results processing (see Section 2.2.4). Since
one of the stimuli in pair is always the reference, the DMOS values can again be obtained as the difference
between the scores.
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  10s            3s            10s            3s            10s           3s          10s                  5-11s
A          gray         A          gray          A         gray         A                gray
ref                            i                                 ref                           i
voting
Figure 2.3: The timeline of the DSCQS methodology – Variant II. Ai represents a content A under a test
condition i and Aref and the reference for the content A. The voting period begins when the first stimulus is
displayed for the second time. Note that the order of the reference and distorted stimulus is random.
Excelent
Good
Fair
Poor
Bad
 A   B  A   B  A   B  A   B
Figure 2.4: The scoring sheet for the DSCQS method.
2.2.4 Results Processing
Processing of results from direct scaling methods is thoroughly described in the Annex 2 of the ITU-R Rec.
BT.500-13 [11]. The goal is to transform the collected observers’ scores (OS), which are integer values
in the range depending on the procedure, into the MOS/DMOS values with respective confidence intervals
(CI) that will reliably reflect the general opinion. This also requires a screening of the observers in order to
detect systematic outliers.
Note that the following procedures assume that the observers’ opinions are drawn from the normal
distribution with the mean equal to the true quality value. The distribution of data should be checked
before the analysis since the central tendency of the data from different distributions than normal are better
described by median instead of arithmetic mean and non-parametric methods should be used for analysis
[22].
Mean Scores Calculation
Considering the i-th stimulus, the test providesN(i) integer scoresOS(i, n), whereN(i) is the total number
of times the particular stimulus has been evaluated. The mean score for this stimulus is obtained simply as
MOS(i) =
1
N(i)
N(i)∑
n=1
OS(i, n). (2.3)
The overall MOS for a specific test condition or content can be obtained by averaging over different contents
or conditions, respectively.
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Confidence Intervals Calculation
In absolute majority of cases, 95% CI are used. Such CI for the i-th stimulus is defined as
CI(i) = [MOS(i)− δ(i),MOS(i) + δ(i)], (2.4)
where
δ(i) = 1.96
SD(i)√
N(i)
. (2.5)
Standard deviation of the raw scores for the i-th stimulus is given by
SD(i) =
√√√√√N(i)∑
n=1
(
OS(i, n)−MOS(i)
)2
N(i)− 1 . (2.6)
The value of 1.96 in the equation (2.5) is obtained from the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the normal distribution. In case of smaller number of observers (typically N(i) < 30), it is advisable to
consider the Student distribution instead [22], i.e. the equation (2.5) changes to
δ(i) = t
(
0.975, N(i)
) SD(i)√
N(i)
. (2.7)
where the value t
(
0.975, N(i)
)
corresponds to the a two-tailed Student distribution with N(i)− 1 degrees
of freedom on 95% confidence level.
Screening of the Observers
The procedure for screening of the observers should not be applied more than once to the results of the
same experiment and should be restricted to the cases with small number of observers (e.g. N(i) < 20 for
∀i ) all of whom are non-experts [11].
The first step of the procedure is to calculate the kurtosis of the distribution of OS for each stimulus.
The kurtosis for the i-th stimulus is computed as
β2(i) =
µ4(i)
(µ2(i))2
, (2.8)
where µ4(i) and µ2(i) are the fourth and the second order moment of the distribution of votes for the i-th
stimulus. The x-th order moment for the given stimulus is defined as
µx(i) =
∑N(i)
n=1
(
OS(i, n)−MOS(i)
)x
N(i)
. (2.9)
The kurtosis is used to check if the distribution of opinions is normal or not. If the value of β2(i) lies
between 2 and 4, the distribution is considered to be (close to) normal.
In the next step, the individual votes of each observer n are considered. The goal is to find the values of
Pn and Qn for every participant. The procedure is visualized in the Algorithm 1.
If the observer is rejected, the MOS values and CI should be recalculated without considering any of
his/her votes.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure for the screening of the observers.
for every observer n do
Pn = 0
Qn = 0
for every stimulus i do
if 2 ≤ β2(i) ≥ 4 then
if OS(i, n) ≥MOS(i) + 2× SD(i) then
Pn = Pn + 1
end if
if OS(i, n) ≤MOS(i)− 2× SD(i) then
Qn = Qn + 1
end if
else
if OS(i, n) ≥MOS(i) +√20× SD(i) then
Pn = Pn + 1
end if
if OS(i, n) ≤MOS(i)−√20× SD(i) then
Qn = Qn + 1
end if
end if
end for
if Pn+Qn
N
> 0.05 ∧
∣∣∣Pn−QnPn+Qn
∣∣∣ < 0.3 then
reject the observer n
end if
end for
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2.3 Indirect Scaling Methods
The indirect scaling methodologies give the observers an ordinal task. HVS is very good in making deci-
sions about the correct order even in the situations where assigning numerical values becomes challenging.
This phenomenon leads to the increase in reliability and lower requirements on the number of participants
in the test. Moreover, the task itself is mostly more comfortable and less demanding for the observers.
However, it is only possible to transfer the results of the ordinal task to the interval scale (see Table
2.1). This was mainly regarded as a severe drawback, especially when using the subjective tests results for
performance evaluation of objective metrics. Nevertheless, if special methodologies are used, this disad-
vantage can be compensated and the higher discriminatory power of the indirect scaling methods can be
fully exploited even in these applications. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
In this thesis, two most popular approaches are described – namely ranking and paired comparison
(PC). Some other possibilities can be found e.g. in [13].
2.3.1 Ranking
The process of ranking is self-explanatory. An observer is given the set of stimuli obtained from the same
source content (with or without the presence of the reference) and is asked to rank them. The task is
generally pleasant for the participants for its “puzzle-like” nature [13]. The procedure is very popular
especially in printing industry where it is easy to provide the subjects with access to all of the stimuli in the
set at the same time.
Considering the high resolution images or videos with limited number of displays, the procedure be-
comes less simple to set up. The problem can be solved with smaller thumbnails that are displayed at
the same time and allow to show the full resolution stimulus upon request but the simplicity of the task is
then corrupted and PC methodology becomes preferable (especially its shortened form as described in the
following Section).
2.3.2 Paired Comparison
Paired Comparison (PC) can be regarded as breaking down the ranking process into basic tasks where each
stimulus is compared to the others. It is also standardized in ITU-T Rec. P.910 [12] and ITU-R Rec.
BT.500-13 [11] (in several modifications called Stimulus Comparison methods).
In the basic PC test, every subject is presented with a pair of stimuli coming from the same source
content simultaneously and is supposed to decide which of the stimuli has a higher value of the measured
entity (in this case the quality). Sometimes it is possible to allow observers to state that the stimuli are the
same (i.e. ternary scale is used). However, most of the PC experiments are so called forced choice tests,
where the participants have to choose one of the two stimuli. It is assumed that when the stimuli are close,
the probability of selecting one over the other is close to 50% and the votes will be distributed accordingly.
Note that it is also possible to present the pair sequentially (i.e. not simultaneously).
The result of the PC experiment is the Paired Comparison Matrix (PCM) of size a × a for each source
content, where a is the total number of stimuli within the source content. If the observer n selects stimulus
Ai over Aj then PCMA,n(i, j) = 1. Note that if the ternary scale is used and the participant evaluates the
pair as not different then PCMA,n(i, j) = PCMA,n(j, i) = 0.5. The overall PCM for the content A is
obtained as
PCMA =
N∑
n=1
PCMA,n. (2.10)
Note that PCMA(i, i) = 0 for ∀i since no stimulus is compared to itself.
PC methodology provides the easiest task to the observers since only one comparison is required at the
time. The obvious downside is the time requirements of the test. When considering all the possible stimuli
pairs in both configurations (i.e. AiAj andAjAi), the total number of comparisons is a(a−1). This number
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can be halved by randomization of the order in which the stimuli are displayed (i.e. as right and left). The
number of comparisons in the classical Full PC (FPC) is therefore a
2
(a− 1).
It can be observed that the amount of necessary comparisons grows exponentially with a and makes the
tests too long very soon. A lot of effort has been dedicated to decrease this amount while simultaneously
preserving the reliability. Some solutions have been proposed already in 1960 by Dykstra [23].
In his paper, several methods enabling complete omitting of certain pairs were designed. Since every
stimulus has the same frequency of occurrence in the test, the methods are known as “balanced sub-set
methods”. Dykstra’s procedures are group divisible designs, triangular designs, cyclic designs, and square
designs. This thesis will mainly exploit the last of the methods.
Square Design PC
In the square design PC methodology (SDPC), the stimuli are arranged into a square matrix. Therefore, it
is required that the square root of number of stimuli a is a natural number, i.e.
√
a ∈ N. (2.11)
The matrix of the stimuli for a = 9 can have the following structure:
A1 A2 A3
A4 A5 A6
A7 A8 A9
The pairs for comparison are then created only among the stimuli in the same row and in the same column.
It this case therefore: (A1, A2, A3), (A4, A5, A6), (A7, A8, A9), (A1, A4, A7), (A2, A5, A8), and (A3,
A6, A9). Since each subset requires 3 comparisons, the total number of comparisons will be 3 × 6 = 18
compared to 9
2
× 8 = 36 in case of FPC. The general formula for the number of necessary comparisons is
a(
√
a− 1).
Nevertheless, omitting certain comparisons will definitely have an influence on the reliability of the final
results. To quantify this, Dykstra [23] defined a measure of efficiency and proved that the SDPC is a reliable
method.
However, Li et al. [24, 25] pointed out that the reliability holds only if no observer errors occur which
might be an overly optimistic assumption. Therefore, they came up with an adaptive scenario, ensuring that
the reliability remains high even if observers make some mistakes during their evaluations.
Adaptive Square Design PC
Adaptive SDPC methodology (ASDPC) [24, 25] is based on the fact that the same error made when com-
paring qualitatively distant stimuli has much higher impact on the overall scores than during a comparison
of the qualitatively close stimuli. Thus, it is more convenient and proof against observers’ mistakes when
qualitatively farther pairs are omitted. In other words, closer pairs should be arranged in the same columns
and rows. Moreover, decisions regarding the qualitatively closer pairs have higher informative value. Due
to the better robustness against the subjects’ errors, even higher reliability than in case of classical FPC can
be achieved. A different approach towards the more frequent comparing of qualitatively closer pairs was
proposed by Silverstein and Farrell [26] who used a binary sorting tree for generation of the pairs.
Li et al. proposed an elegant solution for arranging the stimuli into the matrix as desired. The stimuli
are sorted according to their respective quality scores using one of the models from the Section 2.3.3 and
then positioned into the matrix spirally as shown in Figure 2.5.
The quality scores are, of course, not known prior to the testing (otherwise it would not have to be
done). The initial matrix set up is therefore random or obtained by a pretest or some a priori information.
To maximize the robustness of the procedure, quality scores are calculated after the observer has finished
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Figure 2.5: Spiral for positioning the stimuli into the matrix in ASDPC methodology.
the evaluation and the matrix is rearranged according to his/her and previous results. This makes the test
adaptive and more robust.
2.3.3 Results Processing
This section introduces the ways to interpret the outcomes of the indirect scaling methodologies. The
processing of PC results is thoroughly described in [27]. In case of ranking, the procedures are similar.
Firstly, two models for comparative judgment that can be used to transform PCM into the interval scale
(see Table 2.1) will be introduced. Moreover, the way of getting useful information directly from the PCM
will also be demonstrated.
Thurston-Moesteller Model
The first and most popular model for comparative judgment was proposed by L. L. Thurstone [28] and
further studied by F. Moesteller [29] and is, therefore, known as Thurstone-Moesteller (TM) model. The
model assumes that the decision for stimuli Ai and Aj is based on two Gaussian random variables
ξi ∼ N (µξi , σ2ξi), ξj ∼ N (µξj , σ2ξj), (2.12)
where N denotes a normally distributed random variable with mean value µ and standard deviation σ.
Variables ξi and ξj correspond to the stimuli Ai and Aj , respectively. Their probability density functions
(PDFs) are expressed as
pdfξi(x) =
1
σξi
φ(
x− µξi
σξi
), pdfξj(x) =
1
σξj
φ(
x− µξj
σξj
), (2.13)
where φ(x) is the PDF of standard normal distribution N (0, 1) which is defined as
φ(x) =
1√
2pi
exp
(
− x
2
2
)
. (2.14)
An example of PDFs for two stimuli on the quality scale is shown in Figure 2.6.
According to the model, when comparing the stimuli, a realization is drawn from each of the distribu-
tions and the stimulus with realization of higher value is selected as qualitatively better. This can also be
expressed in terms of difference, i.e. Ai is selected over Aj if ξi − ξj is positive, thus
Pr(ξi > ξj) = Pr(ξi − ξj > 0). (2.15)
Since both variables are Gaussian, ξi − ξj is also Gaussian random variable with mean µξiξj and standard
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Figure 2.6: PDFs for two stimuli on the quality scale.
deviation σξiξj . The equation (2.15) can, therefore, be expressed as
Pr(ξi > ξj) =
∫ ∞
0
1√
2piσ2ξiξj
exp
(−(x− µξiξj)2
2σ2ξiξj
)
=
∫ ∞
−µξiξj
1√
2piσ2ξiξj
exp
( −x2
2σ2ξiξj
)
. (2.16)
The symmetry of the Gaussian enables to write
Pr(ξi > ξj) =
∫ −µξiξj
−∞
1√
2piσ2ξiξj
exp
( −x2
2σ2ξiξj
)
=
∫ −µξiξj
−∞
1
σξiξj
φ
( x
σξiξj
)
. (2.17)
Therefore, the probability of selecting Ai over Aj can be expressed in terms of standard normal cumulative
distribution function (CDF) Φ as
Pr(ξi > ξj) = Φ
(µξiξj
σξiξj
)
, (2.18)
where Φ is defined as
Φ(z) =
∫ z
−∞
φ(x)dx. (2.19)
The equation (2.18) can be inverted in order to get the mean quality difference
µξiξj = σξiξjΦ
−1
(
Pr(ξi > ξj)
)
, (2.20)
where Φ−1 is the inverse standard normal CDF, also known as the probit.
According to Thurstone, the probability Pr(ξi > ξj) can be estimated from the number of times the
stimulus Ai was chosen over Aj during the test (Cξi>ξj ), thus
Pr(ξi > ξj) =
Cξi>ξj
Cξi>ξj + Cξj>ξi
. (2.21)
Cξj>ξi represents the number of cases where observers selected stimulus Aj over Ai. The estimate of mean
quality difference can therefore be obtained as
µˆξiξj = σξiξjΦ
−1
( Cξi>ξj
Cξi>ξj + Cξj>ξi
)
, (2.22)
which is known as Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgment.
It can be seen that the value of σξiξj will not be obtained from the PC test. To enable the practical
computations, Thurstone proposed several simplifications. In the absolute majority of applications, Case
V model is used. It assumes that the variables ξi and ξj are uncorrelated (ρξiξj = 0) and their standard
deviations are equal, i.e. σξi = σξj . Since the variance σ
2
ξiξj
= σ2ξi + σ
2
ξj
− 2 × ρξiξj × σξi × σξj , it is
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convenient to assume (without the loss of generality) that σ2ξi = σ
2
ξj
= 1
2
. The estimate is then computed as
µˆξiξj = Φ
−1
( Cξi>ξj
Cξi>ξj + Cξj>ξi
)
. (2.23)
To obtain the final values on the interval scale, the Least Square Method is used [29]. When a being
the number of stimuli, a vector of quality scores µ = [µξ1 , µξ2 , . . . , µξa ] can be defined. An a × a matrix
of the estimates of the mean quality differences D with elements D(i, j) = µˆξiξj can then be used for
optimization:
µˆ = argminµ∈Ra
∑
i,j
(Di,j − (µξi − µξj))2. (2.24)
This problem has a simple closed form solution. When µξ1 is set to be 0, the individual scores are obtained
as
µˆξj =
a∑
i=1
Di,1
a
−
a∑
i=1
Di,j
a
. (2.25)
Bradley-Terry Model
Similar comparative judgment model has been developed by Bradley and Terry [30–32]. Sometimes it is
also called Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model after R. D. Luce who extended the model to a multiple choice
scenario [33].
Here, the probability of choosing stimulus Ai over Aj is expressed as
Pr(ξi > ξj) = Pr(ξi − ξj > 0) = piξi
piξi + piξj
, (2.26)
where piξi = exp(µξi/s) with s being a scale parameter. Therefore, the previous equation can be expressed
as
Pr(ξi > ξj) =
exp(µξi/s)
exp(µξi/s) + exp(µξj/s)
=
1
2
+
1
2
tanh
(µξi − µξj
2s
)
. (2.27)
From here, it has been noticed that the variable ξi− ξj is a logistic variable with the mean µξi − µξj and the
scale parameter s. This is the main difference from the TM model, where this variable is considered to be
Gaussian. It has been proven by Block and Marschak [34] that in order to fulfil the model’s requirements,
the variables ξi and ξj follow Gumbel distribution.
Performing the similar operations as with TMmodel, the estimate of quality differences can be obtained
as
µˆξiξj = s
(
ln
( Cξi>ξj
Cξi>ξj + Cξj>ξi
)
− ln
(
1− Cξi>ξj
Cξi>ξj + Cξj>ξi
))
. (2.28)
Since it is not necessary to compute the error function, the BTL model is computationally less demanding.
Nevertheless, this advantage is irrelevant with modern computers.
The estimation of individual quality scores can be obtained by least square method as well. However, it
is more common to perform Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [32]. The likelihood function has a
form of
L =
∏
i pi
Cξi
ξi∏
i<j(piξi + piξj)
Nξi
, (2.29)
where Cξi is the total number of times where the stimulus Ai was selected in the whole test and Nξi is the
total number of evaluations where the stimulus Ai was present (during the whole test), i.e. the number of
times it could have potentially been chosen.
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From L we can get a simple function for individual scores
pˆiξi =
Cξi∑
i 6=j Nξi(pˆiξi + pˆiξj)
−1
, (2.30)
that can be solved iteratively. An effective MATLAB implementation, provided by Wickelmaier and
Schmidt [35], can be used to compute the scores from the PCM.
The BTL and TM models were thoroughly compared by J. C. Handley [36], who showed that BTL
model is more analytically developed. E.g. it enables a calculation of CI using large sample theory as
CIξi =
[
ln pˆiξi − zα/2
√
ψii/N
pˆiξi
, ln pˆiξi + zα/2
√
ψii/N
pˆiξi
]
, (2.31)
where α is the level of significance (α = 0.05 for 95% CI) and ψii is a diagonal element of (a+1)× (a+1)
matrix Ψˆ, defined as
Ψˆ =
[
Λˆ 1
1′ 0
]−1
, (2.32)
where 1 is a vector of ones and Λˆ = [λˆij] where
λˆii =
1
pˆiξi
∑
i 6=j
pˆiξjNξi
N(pˆiξi+pˆiξj )
2 ,
λˆij =
−Nξi
N(pˆiξi+pˆiξj )
2 , i 6= j.
(2.33)
There are also several other characteristics, such as goodness of model fit or hypothesis testing, defined
for the BTL model [36].
Direct PCM Processing
In some cases, it might not be necessary to put data on the continuous (interval) scale. If the only concern
is which of the stimuli in each pair is of better quality or if the quality of the two stimuli is similar, it is
possible to obtain this information directly from the PCM.
Every pair in the PCM can be regarded as a 2×2 contingency table as shown in Table 2.3. To determine
Cξi>ξj Cξj>ξi
Cξj>ξi Cξi>ξj
Table 2.3: 2× 2 contingency table for stimuli Ai and Aj obtained from the PCM.
if the pair is statistically significantly different, Fisher’s [37] or Barnard’s [38] exact test can be used.
Barnard’s test is believed to be more powerful in detecting the significance.
Another possibility is to consider the data for each pair to follow a Bernoulli process B(N, p), where
N is the sum of all individual counts and p is the probability of success in a Bernoulli trial, which is set to
0.5, considering that, a priori, both options have the same chance of success. The binomial CDF can then
be used to determine the critical region for the statistical test.
2.3.4 Factor of Influence Verification
This section describes a procedure to check, if a certain factor has a statistical influence on the evaluation.
E.g. if the assessment for male and female observers statistically significantly differ or not. The method is
based on permutation test and was proposed by Li et al. [39].
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Given the two groups of observers G = [g1, g2, . . . , gNG ] and H = [h1, h2, . . . , hNH ] divided by the
factor whose influence is being checked (e.g. gender). The PCM for each group can be obtained from
individual observers as
PCMG =
∑NG
i=1 PCMgi ,
PCMH =
∑NH
j=1 PCMhj ,
(2.34)
where PCMgi is the PCM of the i-th observer from the group G and PCMhj represents the PCM of the
j-th observer from the group H .
Having calculated the two PCMs, a 2 × 2 contingency table can be created for each pair of stimuli Ai
and Aj as where Cξi>ξj ,G is the number of times the stimulus Ai was preferred over Aj in the group G.
Cξi>ξj ,G Cξi>ξj ,H
Cξj>ξi,G Cξj>ξi,H
Table 2.4: 2× 2 contingency table for stimuli Ai and Aj obtained from the PCMG and PCMH .
Employing Fisher’s [37] or Barnard’s [38] exact test, the number of cases where the evaluation by the
two groups statistically significantly differ can be determined. Significance Ratio SR can be obtained by
dividing this number by total number of pairs in the test. If the factor has a significant influence, the SR
should significantly differ from the case, where the groups would be divided randomly. The distribution
for SR′, representing the significance ratio of randomly divided observers, can be obtained by Monte Carlo
Simulation. The whole process is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Permutation test for determining the significance of factor’s influence.
Define the number of repetitions L (at least L = 1000)
e is the number of times where evaluation by the two groups significantly differ
K is the total number of stimuli pairs in the test
while l < L do
Randomly divide observers into groups G′ and H ′
Calculate PCMG′ and PCMH′ according to equation (2.34)
Calculate e(l) for the groups by Fisher’s or Barnard’s exact test
SR′(l) = e(l)/K
l = l + 1
end while
Outcome: The distribution for SR′
The factor is considered to be of influence on the given level of significance if the initial value SR is an
outlier from the distribution for SR′.
3
Objective Quality Metrics
The subjective quality tests, as discussed in the Chapter 2, have several disadvantages. They are time
consuming, expensive, and require an access to a panel of naive (i.e. non-expert) and independent human
observers. Moreover, they cannot be used within real time applications for controlling or optimizing the
quality. For this reason, objective quality metrics are useful. These are algorithms able to measure the
quality automatically. Reliable objective criteria should provide a good correspondence to the results of the
subjective tests. Therefore, they always need to be benchmarked with respect to the given application [40].
Note that not all of the algorithms described in this chapter fulfil the mathematical definition of a metric1
as defined in [41]. Strictly speaking, the term quality index is more appropriate for the majority of the
following criteria. However, for the purpose of this thesis, and considering that the terminology commonly
used in the literature is not strictly unified, the terms quality index, metric, measure, and model will be
considered as equal. No special properties will be implied by the use of a different term.
The objective quality metrics can be divided into number of classes. Probably the most basic classi-
fication is according to the metrics’ requirements with respect to the reference stimulus. Considering the
subject of this thesis, the stimuli in question will always be static images. Full Reference criteria need
the whole reference for the assessment. Reduced Reference metrics require only a certain characteristics
of the original, such as information about edges, histogram, etc. The last group consists of No Reference
or “blind” quality metrics which assess the quality based on the stimulus in question only, without any
information about its original form.
Throughout the years, an enormous amount of objective criteria has been proposed. The most popular
ones are summarized e.g. in [42]. A number of software packages containing implementations of various
metrics are available [19,20,43,44]. The purpose of this chapter is not to provide an exhaustive overview of
the existing approaches, nor to describe the metrics in full detail. It is rather to introduce the fundamental
principles of the criteria that will be further used in the experimental part of this thesis. The metrics that
will be described in this chapter are, together with their type and references to the literature, listed in Table
3.1.
Note that unless directly specified the following equations assume a comparison of the single channel
images (i.e. gray-scale). In case of 3-channel images (RGB - according to the red, green, and blue com-
ponents), metrics can be calculated either for all three channels separately and averaged, or the luminance
component of the images can be extracted and compared. The second approach is more common, since the
majority of the objective metrics are designed to work with the luminance component only.
1According to [41], the metric is defined as “a mathematical object computing the distance of two elements in a metric
space.” It is always non-negative, symmetrical, equal to zero if and only if the two elements are identical, and it fulfils the
triangle inequality. For more information, refer to [41].
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Name Category Type Reference
Mean Squared Error (MSE) Full reference (Section 3.1) Signal based (Section 3.1.1) [6]
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) Full reference (Section 3.1) Signal based (Section 3.1.1) [6]
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [45]
Multi Scale SSIM (MS-SSIM) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [46]
Information Weighted SSIM (IW-SSIM) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [47]
Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [48]
Feature Similarity Index (FSIM) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [49]
Most Apparent Distortion (MAD) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [50]
Visual Difference Predictor (VDP) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [51]
High Dynamic Range VDP (HDR-VDP) Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [52]
HDR-VDP-2 Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [53]
HDR-VDP-2.2 Full reference (Section 3.1) HVS based (Section 3.1.2) [54]
Metric for JPEG No reference (Section 3.2) Compression metric (Section 3.2.1) [55]
Metric for JPEG2000 No reference (Section 3.2) Compression metric (Section 3.2.1) [56]
Variance metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [57]
Frequency Threshold metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [58]
Gradient based metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [59]
Laplacian based metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [59]
Autocorrelation based metric No reference (Section 3.2) Blur metric (Section 3.2.2) [59]
Histogram Frequency metric No reference (Section 3.2) Blur metric (Section 3.2.2) [60]
Kurtosis based metric No reference (Section 3.2) Blur metric (Section 3.2.2) [61]
Marziliano metric No reference (Section 3.2) Blur metric (Section 3.2.2) [62]
HP metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [63]
Kurtosis of Wavelet Coefficients No reference (Section 3.2) Blur metric (Section 3.2.2) [64]
Riemannian Tensor based metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [65]
Just Noticeable Blur Metric (JNBM) No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [66]
Cumulative Probability of Blur No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [67]
Detection (CPBD)
S3 metric No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [68]
Fast Image Sharpness (FISH) No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [69]
Block based FISH (FISHbb) No reference (Section 3.2) Sharpness metric (Section 3.2.2) [69]
Weber contrast No reference (Section 3.2) Contrast metric (Section 3.2.3) [70]
Michelson contrast No reference (Section 3.2) Contrast metric (Section 3.2.3) [71]
Root Mean Squared (RMS) contrast No reference (Section 3.2) Contrast metric (Section 3.2.3) [72]
Root Mean Enhancement (RME) No reference (Section 3.2) Contrast metric (Section 3.2.3) [73]
Second Derivative based No reference (Section 3.2) Contrast metric (Section 3.2.3) [74, 75]
Measure of Enhancement (SDME)
Global Contrast Factor (GCF) No reference (Section 3.2) Contrast metric (Section 3.2.3) [72]
Color Image Quality Index (CIQI) No reference (Section 3.2) Colorfulness metric (Section 3.2.4) [76]
Color Quality Enhancement (CQE1) No reference (Section 3.2) Colorfulness metric (Section 3.2.4) [73]
Color Quality Enhancement (CQE2) No reference (Section 3.2) Colorfulness metric (Section 3.2.4) [73]
Color Saturation metric No reference (Section 3.2) Colorfulness metric (Section 3.2.4) [77]
Aydın’s metric No reference (Section 3.2) Aesthetics metric (Section 3.2.5) [5]
Blind Image Quality Index (BIQI) No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-aware [78]
metric (Section 3.2.6)
BLIINDS No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-aware [79]
metric (Section 3.2.6)
BLIINDS-II No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-aware [80, 81]
metric (Section 3.2.6)
Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-aware [82]
Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE) metric (Section 3.2.6)
Curvelet based metric No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-aware [83]
metric (Section 3.2.6)
Natural Image Quality Evaluator (NIQE) No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-unaware [84]
metric (Section 3.2.7)
Quality Aware Clustering (QAC) No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-unaware [85]
metric (Section 3.2.7)
CS metric No reference (Section 3.2) Distortion-unaware opinion-unaware [86]
metric (Section 3.2.7)
Table 3.1: The list of the metrics described in this chapter.
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3.1 Full Reference Metrics
As already stated, the full reference metrics require the presence of the whole original image. The majority
of this type of criteria measure a “fidelity” of the processed version to the reference, i.e. how similar the
two versions are. The assumption is that the reference is of the best possible quality. This class is the oldest
and the most developed one. The full reference quality assessment algorithms provide the most reliable
estimates of quality. However, there is a number of applications where the original (best quality) version is
not available or known. In these cases, these metrics cannot be exploited.
3.1.1 Signal Based Metrics
The simplest criteria come from the theory of signals. They are also known as “pixel based” metrics,
since they compare the original and processed images on the level of pure pixel intensity values. They are
very popular for their simplicity, almost no computational requirements, and clear mathematical definition.
However, they mostly do not correspond well with the subjective quality tests results, since human observers
do not perceive quality as the pixel differences. Moreover, they require the two versions to be perfectly
aligned, otherwise they produce very low quality estimates.
MSE
The first signal based metric is Mean Squared Error (MSE), defined as
MSE =
1
X × Y
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
(IR(x, y)− IP(x, y))2, (3.1)
where IR is the reference image, IP is its processed version, and X and Y represent the image width and
height in pixels, respectively.
Since it measures the error, higher values of MSE represent lower quality.
PSNR
The most popular pixel based metric is called Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and is mostly expressed
in decibels (dB). It is defined as
PSNR = 10 log10
(2bits − 1)2
MSE
, (3.2)
where bits stands for the number of bits used to express each pixel intensity value in the image, i.e. bits = 8
for 8-bit images.
3.1.2 Human Visual System Based Metrics
The rest of the full reference metrics that will be introduced in this thesis attempt to exploit certain properties
of HVS. This enables them to better estimate the quality in terms of correspondence to the subjective results.
SSIM, MS-SSIM, IW-SSIM
Probably the most popular metric of the recent years is Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [45]. It com-
pares the images in terms of three bases – luminance, contrast, and structure. Practically, the similarity is
calculated in small patches (11 × 11) pixels, creating a similarity map. The similarity in each patch u is
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computed as
SSIM(u) =
[
l
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)]λ1[
c
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)]λ2[
s
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)]λ3
, (3.3)
where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the parameters influencing the relative strength of the particular similarities. They
are mostly set to be λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 1. The individual similarities are defined as
l
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)
=
2× IR(u)× IP(u) + const1
IR(u)
2
+ IP(u)
2
+ const1
, (3.4)
c
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)
=
2× std
(
IR(u)
)
× std
(
IP(u)
)
+ const2
std
(
IR(u)
)2
+ std
(
IP(u)
)2
+ const2
, (3.5)
s
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)
=
std
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)
+ const3
std
(
IR(u)
)
× std
(
IP(u)
)
+ const3
, (3.6)
where const1, const2, and const3 are small constants for ensuring numerical stability, operators (.) and
std(.) calculate the mean and the standard deviation in the given patch and
std
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)
=
1
U − 1
U∑
i=1
(
IR(u, i)− IR(u)
)(
IP(u, i)− IP(u)
)
, (3.7)
where U is the number of pixels in the patch u. The overall SSIM index can be calculated as an average of
values obtained for each patch. A thorough analysis of the SSIM index, including its relation to MSE, can
be found in [87].
Since the index is calculated for a single scale, it only covers single set of conditions, i.e. only single
viewing distance. To incorporate more conditions, Wang et al. introduced multiple scales into the SSIM
index calculation [46]. The resulting metric always obtains images on lower scales by low-pass filtering
and downsampling with the factor of 2. The Multi Scale SSIM (MS-SSIM) for the patch u is therefore
computed as
MS-SSIM(u) =
[
l
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)]λ1,M M∏
m=1
[
cm
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)]λ2,m[
sm
(
IR(u), IP(u)
)]λ3,m
, (3.8)
whereM is the number of scales on which the index is calculated. A typical value ofM is 5. The parameters
in the individual scales can be obtained e.g. from the contrast senstivity function (CSF) of HVS. However, in
the original paper, the parameters are calibrated on real scenes. It has been shown that introducing multiple
scales into the SSIM improves the correspondence with subjective data.
Another possible improvement is to employ a more sophisticated “pooling” strategy, i.e. the method
for obtaining a single value from the similarity map. There are several options such as assigning higher
weights to the areas with more severe distortions, weighting according to the saliency (regions of interest),
object segmentation, etc. Wang and Li [47] proposed to enhance the performance of SSIM index by using
information based pooling strategy.
The procedure firstly quantifies the information that can be extracted from the original and processed
image by computing the mutual information between the images and their representations after transition
through the perceptual channel. If the information extracted from the reference is IR and from the processed
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Figure 3.1: The calculation of weights in IW-SSIM [47].
image IP , the weights are then obtained as
w = IR + IP − IR,P, (3.9)
where IR,P is the mutual information between the reference and processed image after transition through
the perceptual channel. The illustration can be found in Figure 3.1.
The mutual information is calculated using Gaussian Scale Mixture (GSM) model based on the assump-
tion that the probability density of a pixel is fully determined by its neighbors. The final index is computed
on multiple scales as
IW -SSIMm =
∑
iwi,mcm
(
IR,i, IP,i
)
sm
(
IR,i, IP,i
)
∑
iwi,m
, (3.10)
for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1, where i is the spatial location of a pixel in the patch. For m = M , also the
luminance component is included, thus
IW -SSIMM =
1
V
∑
i
l
(
IR,i, IP,i
)
cM
(
IR,i, IP,i
)
sM
(
IR,i, IP,i
)
, (3.11)
where V is the number of patches in the scale. The final index is then obtained as
IW -SSIM =
M∏
m=1
(IW -SSIMm)
λm . (3.12)
The values of λ are the same as in the case of MS-SSIM.
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VIF
The above described information based pooling actually comes from the idea of Visual Information Fidelity
(VIF) metric [48] and its predecessor Information Fidelity Criterion (IFC) [88]. Here, NSS model is used
for modelling reference image’s sub-band filtered coefficients. Every scalar coefficient is expressed as a
random variable employing GSM model.
The informations IR and IP (see Figure 3.1) are compared in order to quantify the fidelity of the pro-
cessed version to the original. The metric employs a steerable pyramid [89] for decomposition, thus the
results are calculated in different scales and orientations.
A very interesting feature of VIF is its ability to recognize if the processed version is of the superior
quality. In this case, the final value of VIF index is higher than one. However, this works only for images
with increased contrast without an addition of noise. Nevertheless, this is the first step towards incorporating
quality assessment of enhanced images into objective metrics.
FSIM
Feature Similarity Index (FSIM), proposed by Zhang et al. [49], is based on extracting and comparing
low level features from reference and processed image. Namely the similarities in Phase Congruency [90]
and Gradient are combined. The two features are complementary. FSIM is also one of the few metrics
which have been extended to consider the information about color. In the FSIMC, the images are firstly
transferred to the YIQ colorspace. The classical FSIM is then calculated on the first channel and combined
with similarities in the other two channels.
Another extension of the metric has been proposed by considering high level features as well [91].
When observing an image, the attention is driven by bottom-up and top-down mechanisms [92]. The first is
influenced by the low-level features (such as contrast, phase congruency, etc.) while the latter is dependent
on the task, observer’s experience, and other high level factors. These features are much harder to be
quantified. To consider both low and high level features, the metric can incorporate data from eye-tracking
experiments. Although including such information was able to bring some improvement to the quality
assessment, the difference in performances was not found statistically significant [93]. This suggests that,
in case of static images, considering low level features only might be sufficient for the quality evaluation.
MAD
Another full-reference metric to be described is called Most Apparent Distortion (MAD) and was proposed
by E. C. Larson and D. M. Chandler [50]. It is based upon a premise that HVS uses two ways of judging
the quality according to the degree of distortion.
When the image is only slightly distorted, observers tend to search for distortions. Authors call this
“detection-based strategy” and model it by combining the local masking model in spatial domain with local
mean squared error calculated in the perceived luminance domain. Low-level properties of HVS (contrast
sensitivity, non-linear perception of luminance, luminance and contrast masking) are combined into a map
of locations of visible distortions. Using this map, the visibility-weighted MSE map is calculated and
collapsed into the single scalar value by L2 norm.
In case of a heavily distorted image, HVS does not have to look for the distortions, because they are
dominant. That is why “detection-based strategy” is substituted by “appearance-based strategy”. Here,
the distortion is expressed as an extent to which the appearance of the image’s subject matter is degraded.
This is computed by calculating local statistics of multi-scale log-Gabor filter responses. The image is
decomposed by log-Gabor filters with four orientations on five different scales. Block-based statistics, such
as variation, skewness, and kurtosis, are obtained from every decomposition. These are then combined into
the statistical difference map which is then again collapsed into single scalar number.
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In the final calculation of theMAD index, both above described strategies are combined as
MAD = (ddetect)
λ(dappear)
(1−λ), (3.13)
where ddetect and dappear denote the values obtained by the "detection-based strategy" and "appearance-based
strategy", respectively, and λ is weight chosen according to overall level of distortion. For heavily distorted
images, λ should be close to 1.
Optimal procedure for selection of λ is still not defined but authors reached good results with λ calcu-
lated from ddetect as
λ =
1
1 + γ1(ddetect)γ2
, (3.14)
where parameters γ1 and γ2 are free. Optimal values for A57 database [94], are γ1 = 0.467 and γ2 = 0.130.
MAD is also usable on the luminance component of the image only and particularly calculation of dappear
is computationally demanding and has severe memory requirements.
VDP, HDR-VDP, HDR-VDP-2, HDR-VDP-2.2
Visible Difference Predictor [51] is an algorithm using model of HVS to predict where the physical dif-
ference between the original and processed version of the image is visible for human observers. It should
be noted that the metric did not attempt to estimate the perceived quality but to quantify the visibility of
differences. It has been extended for HDR Images by Mantiuk et al. [52].
In [53], the algorithm was significantly revised, resulting into HDR-VDP-2. The metric can be used
for both SDR and HDR images. The HVS model includes simulation of optical retinal pathway with
intra-ocular light scatter, photoreceptor spectral sensitivity, luminance masking, and achromatic response
followed by multi-scale decomposition and neural noise model containing neural CSF and contrast masking.
It requires setting of several parameters about display and viewing conditions in order to provide an estimate
for the particular usage situation.
As the result a visibility map showing the probabilities of a difference detection is generated. A pooling
strategy is defined in order to obtain a single value for difference visibility, as well as an estimate of MOS
– i.e. image quality. The most recent version of the metric – HDR-VDP-2.2 [54] – has been calibrated
on larger and more representative set of SDR and HDR images in order to provide more reliable quality
predictions.
It has been shown (e.g. [95–99]) that HDR-VDP-2.2 performs well for images and videos both within
and across different contents. On the other hand, its computational requirements are very high, especially
for high resolution contents.
3.2 Reduced Reference and No Reference Metrics
All of the previously described metrics require the whole original image to assess the quality of the pro-
cessed version. This can represent a strong limitation in certain applications. If that is the case, reduced
reference and, more importantly, no reference (also know as blind) metrics are required.
Reduced reference metrics represent a compromise between full and no reference algorithms. They do
not need all of the information about the reference to be present but only a certain set of its features or
characteristics [100,101]. Such information can be the edge map, entropy, histogram, etc. This approach is
the least developed from the three and there are no reduced reference criteria used in the experimental parts
of the thesis, since the application areas in question are mainly covered by full and no reference metrics.
However, this short discussion is provided for the sake of completeness.
No reference metrics are gaining more popularity over the recent years for their universality. Moreover,
HVS is, to some extent, capable of evaluating the quality of images without comparing it to the reference.
A great step for the blind image quality criteria was definitely the progress in machine learning. They
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can be roughly divided in terms of specialization, i.e. if they are designed specifically for certain distor-
tion/processing/image characteristics. Such algorithms are sometimes called “distortion-aware”. Another
classification is in terms of the metrics’ tuning. If the criterion has been tuned on the subjective data from
certain database(s), it is classified among “opinion-aware” algorithms. Using any distortion-aware and/or
opinion-aware metrics out of their designated application does not have to provide reliable results. Follow-
ing sections will introduce some concepts from all of the previously mentioned classes.
3.2.1 Compression Metrics
The metrics in this section were designed specifically for evaluating compressed images. Considering
that each compression algorithm results in different artifacts with a different impact on the final perceived
quality, the criteria for quantifying this impact should vary as well. The advantage in designing such criteria
is that even though there is no reference, the distortions are mostly well known and the criteria can, therefore,
be tuned to detect them.
Metric for JPEG
Arguably the most popular lossy image compression scheme is JPEG.2 A simple blind quality criterion
for JPEG compressed images was proposed by Wang et al. [55]. They propose to measure blockiness and
blurriness of the image by the following simple criteria.
Considering the block size in the JPEG encoder is 8 × 8 pixels, the blockiness can be quantified by
differences on the block boundaries, i.e.
Blhor =
1
X×(⌊Y/8⌋−1)
∑X
i=1
∑⌊Y/8⌋−1
j=1 |dhor(i, 8j)|,
Blver =
1
(⌊X/8⌋−1)×Y
∑⌊X/8⌋−1
i=1
∑Y
j=1 |dver(8i, j)|,
(3.15)
where ⌊.⌋ is the floor operator (i.e. rounding to the previous integer value), X and Y stand for the width
and height of the image, and
dhor(x, y) = I(x, y + 1)− I(x, y),
dver(x, y) = I(x+ 1, y)− I(x, y).
(3.16)
The overall blockiness is then expressed as
Bl =
Blhor +Blver
2
. (3.17)
The blurriness is quantified by two criteria – average absolute difference between in-block image sam-
ples and zero-crossing rate. The first one is defined as
AADhor =
1
7
[
8
X×(Y−1)
∑X
i=1
∑Y−1
j=1 |dhor(i, j)| − Blhor
]
,
AADver =
1
7
[
8
(X−1)×Y
∑X−1
i=1
∑Y
j=1 |dver(i, j)| − Blver
]
,
(3.18)
and thus
AAD =
AADhor + AADver
2
. (3.19)
2https://jpeg.org/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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The zero-crossing rate can be calculated from
ZChor =
1
X×(Y−2)
∑X
i=1
∑Y−2
j=1 zchor,
ZCver =
1
(X−2)×Y
∑X−2
i=1
∑Y
j=1 zcver,
(3.20)
where
zchor(x, y) =
{
1 if there is a zero-crossing at dhor(x, y)
0 otherwise,
zcver(x, y) =
{
1 if there is a zero-crossing at dver(x, y)
0 otherwise.
(3.21)
The overall ZC is then again
ZC =
ZChor + ZCver
2
. (3.22)
The final metric’s score is then obtained as
ScoreJPEG = λ1 + λ2Bl
λ3 + AADλ4 + ZCλ5 . (3.23)
The combination parameters obtained by non-linear regression from the subjective data are: λ1 = −245.9,
λ2 = 261.9, λ3 = −0.0240, λ4 = 0.0160, and λ5 = 0.0064.
Metric for JPEG2000
Sheikh et al. [56] proposed a metric designed for JPEG2000 (or any other wavelet based) compression.
Unlike in the case of regular JPEG, the artifacts introduced by these types of compression do not occur so
regularly (such as blockiness) but are much more content dependent and occur mostly around strong edges.
The metric employs a NSS model in the wavelet domain. More specifically, it is based on the fact that
quantization of coefficients in the wavelet domain results in pushing the coefficients on finer scales towards
zero.
Therefore, the amplitude of coefficients and their linear predictions from the coefficients neighboring
in scale, space, and orientation are taken as quality features. The metric is computed across 6 subbands
– vertical, horizontal, and diagonal on the two finest scales. Considering the content dependency, the
threshold for the coefficients amplitudes is calculated from estimated mean of the subband with an offset
which was found from the training set.
3.2.2 Blur / Sharpness Metrics
Great effort has been dedicated to reference-free measurement of sharpness and blur. A considerable
number of such metrics is implemented in the quality assessment framework developed by Murthy and
Karam [44].
Variance
This simple criterion was proposed by Erasmus and Smith in [57] as a measure for automatic focusing
and astigmatism correction. It assumes that sharper image has higher variance of the pixel values than the
blurred one. It is calculated as
V AR =
1
X × Y
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
(
I(x, y)− I
)2
. (3.24)
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Frequency Threshold
In [58], Firestone et al. proposed another sharpness measure, based on thresholding in the frequency do-
main. The threshold is found experimentally and the magnitudes of all frequency components above are
summed. In the framework [44], the thresholds are determined as a quarter of the number of frequency
components in both dimensions.
Gradient, Laplacian
Calculation of gradient or Laplacian as a measure of sharpness was first used by Batten in his master
thesis [59]. First, the gradient in a vertical (gradver) and a horizontal (gradhor) direction is calculated. Then
the metric value is obtained as
GRAD =
1
X × Y
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
√
gradver(x, y)2 + gradhor(x, y)2, (3.25)
The procedure for the Laplacian is similar. The image is filtered by Laplacian kernel – filtered image
ILap is obtained. Final index is then
LAP =
1
X × Y
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
ILap(x, y)
2. (3.26)
Laplacian provides more accurate results but is also more sensitive to noise.
Autocorrelation
Autocorrelation based metric was also proposed by Batten [59]. The premise is that when the edges are
steep, the correlation between neighboring pixels is low. Autocorrelation is calculated for two different
distances along the vertical and horizontal direction. The differences are then summed into a final value
which is higher for sharper images.
Histogram Frequency
This criterion was developed by Marichal et al. [60]. It is based on Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). DCT
is performed on every block of 8× 8 pixels. The histogram of values in every block is then calculated. The
metric counts the number of zeros in the histogram and weights them according to their position (closer to
the diagonal means higher weight). This metric’s value is lower for sharper images.
Kurtosis
Employing kurtosis for measuring image sharpness was proposed by Zhang et al. [61]. They consider the
spectral density function to be a two-dimensional PDF of a bivariate random vector. A narrow distribution
has a high kurtosis. That means that the more an image is blurred the narrower is its spectral density and
the kurtosis is therefore higher. The calculation of kurtosis has already been defined in equation (2.8).
Marziliano
The metric proposed by Marziliano et al. [62], originally developed for application on JPEG2000, uses
filtering by vertical Sobel kernel to localize the edges. Then, every row of the image is scanned in order to
find pixels corresponding to an edge location. For these pixels, the start and the end position of an edge is
found as local extrema (maximum and minimum) closest to the edge. The difference between the start and
the end position is marked as an edge width. The metric is calculated as an average edge width over the
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whole image. Note that the metric was designed for a measuring of blur, therefore the sharper the image
the lower the metric.
HP
The HP metric was proposed by Shaked and Tastl from Hewlett Packard Laboratories [63]. First, the image
is filtered by a band-pass filter and the output is thresholded to extract useful features from the image.
These features are then filtered by high-pass and band-pass filters and the ratio of their outputs is calculated.
The ratio is higher for sharper images because of the presence of more high frequency components in the
spectrum.
Kurtosis of Wavelet Coefficients
Method proposed by Ferzli et al. [64] was especially designed for a measurement of sharpness of noisy
images. It employs 3-level two-dimensional discrete dyadic wavelet transform to evaluate the image without
the presence of noise. After the decomposition, sharpness metric similar to previously described Zhang’s
Kurtosis [61] is applied to the horizontal and vertical band. A final value is obtained by averaging outputs
of the two metrics.
Riemannian Tensor
Another approach developed by Ferzli and Karam is based on Riemannian Tensor [65]. Its background is
described in [102] and [103]. The image and image feature space is viewed as Riemannian manifolds in
a higher dimensional space. The image manifold is the surface formed by the graph of the image. It has
non-Euclidean coordinates and the distance measure is defined as
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dI2
= dx2 + dy2 + (Ixdx+ Iydy)
2
= (1 + I2x)dx
2 + 2IxIydxdy + (1 + I
2
y )dy
2,
(3.27)
where Ix and Iy are the differences with respect to x and y, respectively. The Riemannian Tensor metric is
then
rxy = det
[
1 + I2x IxIy
IxIy 1 + I
2
y
]
. (3.28)
Final index is obtained as
RT =
1
X × Y
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
|rxy|. (3.29)
JNBM
The speciality of Just Noticeable Blur Metric (JNBM) developed by Ferzli and Karam [66] is that, unlike
most of the others, it can measure a relative amount of blur across different content. It is based on the Just
Noticeable Blur (JNB) concept described in the corresponding paper.
At the beginning, an edge detection is performed using Sobel operator. Then the number of edge pixels
(edgels) in every 64×64 block is calculated. If the number is higher than the threshold (in the experimental
part set to be 0.2% of a total number of pixels in the block), the block is labelled as an edge block (uedge). In
these blocks, a local contrast is estimated and JNB width ωJNB is obtained. The edge width ω(edgi) is then
calculated for all the edges and block distortion BDuedge is computed as
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BDuedge =
( ∑
edgi∈uedge
∣∣∣ ω(edgi)
ωJNB(edgi)
∣∣∣λ
) 1
λ
. (3.30)
Overall block distortion is then
BD =
(∑
uedge
∣∣BDuedge∣∣λ
) 1
λ
, (3.31)
where λ = 3.6.
Finally, the final score is obtained as
JNBM =
Uedge
BD
, (3.32)
where Uedge is the total number of edge blocks.
CPBD
The Cumulative Probability of Blur Detection (CPBD) metric, developed by Narvekar and Karam [67], is
an augmentation of above described JNBM [66]. The procedure is the same but no distortion is calculated.
Instead, the probability of blur detection PrBLUR is estimated as
PrBLUR = 1− exp
(
−
∣∣∣ ω(edgi)
ωJNB(edgi)
∣∣∣λ
)
. (3.33)
If ω(edgi) = ωJNB(edgi), then PrBLUR = PrJNB = 63%. The metric value is obtained as
CPBD =
PrBLUR=PrJNB∑
PrBLUR=0
pdf(PrBLUR), (3.34)
where pdf(PBLUR) denotes the value of the PDF at given PrBLUR.
S3
The S3 algorithm was developed by Vu and Chandler [68]. It measures the perceived sharpness in the
image, divided into blocks. As a result, it produces a map of the perceived sharpness. The algorithm has
two stages.
The first stage is based upon the slope of the spectrum. The slope ν∗ is calculated as
ν∗ = argmin
ν
||βθ−ν − s(θ)||2, (3.35)
where θ denotes the radial frequency, s(θ) is the total magnitude spectrum across all the orientations, β is
the scaling factor, and operator ||.||2 stands for the L-2 norm taken over all radial frequencies.
From the slope, the first part of the metric S1(u) for the block u is obtained by
S1(u) = 1− 1
1 + eτ1(ν∗−τ2)
, (3.36)
where τ1 = −3 and τ2 = 2. This attempts to model the HVS tuning to the spectrum of natural scenes.
Perceived sharpness drops slowly for the ν from 0 to 1, faster from 1 to 3 and then saturates. Details could
be found in the respective paper.
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For calculation of S1(u), division to blocks of 32 × 32 pixels is used with the overlap of 24 pixels.
Altogether, S1(u) values create a map S1(I) for the whole image I .
The second stage of the algorithm is measuring the sharpness in the spatial domain. It is based on
calculation of difference
d(usub) =
∑
i,j
|ui − uj|, (3.37)
where usub is a 2× 2 subblock of block u.
The second part of the metric is then obtained as
S2(u) = arg max
usub∈u
d(usub). (3.38)
The block size for this calculation is set to be 8× 8 without any overlap.
These two metrics are then combined to create the final map
S3(u) = S1(u)λ × S2(u)−λ. (3.39)
The authors recommend to use λ parameter equal to 0.5.
For the S3 index, representing the sharpness of the image in a single value, authors in [68] suggest to
take the highest value from the S3(I). However, in the Readme file accompanying their implementation
they state that the average of 1% of highest values should be calculated. Given the higher robustness against
outlying values, this approach is employed.
FISH, FISHbb
Vu and Chandler [69] also proposed another Fast Image Sharpness metric (FISH) based on wavelet de-
composition. Firstly, an image is decomposed by Cohen-Daubechies-Fauraue 9/7 filters [104] into three
subbands (sbLH, sbHL, and sbHH) on three levels. Then, to quantify the amount of high frequency compo-
nents in the image, log-energy logE is calculated for each subband on each level as
logELH,m = log10
(
1 + 1
NCm
∑
i,j sb
2
LH,m(i, j)
)
,
logEHL,m = log10
(
1 + 1
NCm
∑
i,j sb
2
HL,m(i, j)
)
,
logEHH,m = log10
(
1 + 1
NCm
∑
i,j sb
2
HH,m(i, j)
)
,
(3.40)
where m denotes the level and NCm is the total number of coefficients on the m-th level. The total energy
on each level is obtained as
Etotal,m = (1− λ) logELH,m + logEHL,m
2
+ λ logEHH,m. (3.41)
Parameter λ was set empirically to 0.8 in order to give higher importance to the HH subband. The final
sharpness index is defined as
FISH =
3∑
m=1
23−mEtotal,m. (3.42)
There is also a possibility to calculate a sharpness map by dividing the image into 16× 16 blocks with
50% overlap. The decomposition than follows the procedure described in [105] and the same process as for
regular FISH is applied. The index obtained from the sharpness map is called block-based FISH (FISHbb)
and is computed, similarly to S3 algorithm, as an average of 1% of highest values in the map.
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3.2.3 Contrast Metrics
This section is dedicated to the metrics specialized on measuring image contrast. Perceived contrast is one
of the key elements contributing to the overall perceived quality and it is, therefore, beneficial to be able
to reliably measure it. Each of the following metrics firstly estimate the local contrast in a specific pixel
neighborhood resulting in a map of local contrast. This map is then averaged to provide a single value
representing the overall contrast of the image.
Weber
The first measure is based on the Weber’s law which is defined for uniform background. It was formulated
as a measure of enhancement by Agaian et al. [70] and is calculated as
Weber =
1
U
U∑
u=1
20 log
Imax(u)
Imin(u)
, (3.43)
where U is the number of blocks an image is divided to, Imax(u) and Imin(u) are the maximal and the
minimal intensity value within the block u.
Michelson
The second contrast measure employs a concept of Michelson contrast, adjusted by Agaian et al. [71]. It is
optimal for periodic background. The computation is
Michelson = − 1
U
U∑
u=1
20 log
Imax(u)− Imin(u)
Imax(u) + Imin(u)
. (3.44)
RMS, RME
Another widely exploited concept is Root Mean Squared (RMS) contrast [72]. It is defined as
RMSC =
√√√√ 1
U
U∑
u=1
(
Icenter(u)− I(u)
)2
, (3.45)
where I(u) is the mean intensity of the block u and Icenter(u) is the central pixel of the block (i.e. the pixel
under the consideration).
The concept has been further elaborated by Panetta et al. [73]. Properties of HVS were integrated and
the original definition was modified to Root Mean Enhancement (RME) measure, calculated as
RME =
1
U
√√√√ U∑
u=1
∣∣∣∣ log |Icenter(u)− I(u)|log |Icenter(u) + I(u)|
∣∣∣∣. (3.46)
SDME
A metric less sensitive to noise is Second Derivative based Measure of Enhancement (SDME), proposed by
Panetta et al. [74]. It directly connects each pixel to the contrast value which can be exploited in various
ways, e.g. for image contrast enhancement [75]. It is implemented as
SDME = − 1
U
U∑
u=1
20 log
∣∣∣∣Imax(u)− 2Icenter(u) + Imin(u)Imax(u) + 2Icenter(u) + Imin(u)
∣∣∣∣. (3.47)
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GCF
A different approach has been proposed by Matkovic´ et al. as Global Contrast Factor (GCF) [106]. They
firstly approximate the perceptual luminance L of pixels by
L = 100
√(
I
255
)2.2
. (3.48)
Then for every pixel the average difference between itself and its neighbors above, below, on the left, and
on the right is calculated. These average differences are then averaged again, providing the single contrast
value GCFm on each scale m. This procedure is repeated for nine scales. The final GCF value is obtained
by weighting
GCF =
9∑
m=1
wmGCFm, (3.49)
where wm is the weight of the particular scale. The authors propose to calculate the weights from
wm = (−0.406385m
9
+ 0.334573)
m
9
+ 0.0877526. (3.50)
3.2.4 Colorfulness Metrics
Several simple no reference metrics of image colorfulness are introduced in this section. Most of the
metrics for color reproduction, known in the literature, are full reference and operate in one of the color
spaces [107]. However, the reference-less approach is more relevant in the area of post-processing, since
the best quality image is not known a priori.
CIQI
Color Image Quality Index (CIQI) was inspired by Hasler and Suesstrunk [108] and further modified by
Fu [76]. It is defined as
CIQI =
(√
σ21 + σ
2
2 + 0.3
√
µ21 + µ
2
2
)
/85.59, (3.51)
where
µ1 =
1
X×Y
∑X
x=1
∑Y
y=1
(
Ired(x, y)− Igreen(x, y)
)
,
µ2 =
1
X×Y
∑X
x=1
∑Y
y=1
(
0.5
(
Ired(x, y) + Igreen(x, y)
)
− Iblue(x, y)
)
,
σ21 =
1
X×Y
∑X
x=1
∑Y
y=1
(
Ired(x, y)− Igreen(x, y)
)2
− µ21,
σ22 =
1
X×Y
∑X
x=1
∑Y
y=1
(
0.5
(
Ired(x, y) + Igreen(x, y)
)
− Iblue(x, y)
)2
− µ22,
where Ired, Igreen, and Iblue are the red, green and blue component of an image.
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CQE1
The concept of CIQI was further elaborated by Panetta et al. [73] who introduced properties of HVS into
computations. They defined CQE1 colorfulness measure which is implemented as
CQE1 = 0.2× ln
(
σ21
|µ1|0.2
)
× ln
(
σ22
|µ2|0.2
)
. (3.52)
CQE2
The second extension of the CIQI measure, introduced in the same paper as CQE1 [73], is called CQE2
colorfulness and its definition is
CQE2c = 0.2× ln σ
2
1 ln σ
2
2
ln σ23
× lnµ
2
1 lnµ
2
2
lnµ23
, (3.53)
where
µ3 =
1
2
(µ1 + µ2),
σ23 =
1
2×X×Y
∑X
x=1
∑Y
y=1
(
I2r–g(x, y)− µ23) + (I2r,g–b(x, y)− µ23)
)
,
with
Ir–g = Ired − Igreen,
Ir,g–b = 0.5
(
Ired + Igreen
)
− Iblue.
Color Saturation
It is also possible to quantify the colorfulness of an image by the color saturation. The saturation channel
of the image can be obtained by transferring it into the HSV [77] color space (hue, saturation, value). The
higher the average of the saturation channel, the more colorfull can the image be considered.
3.2.5 Aesthetics Metrics
An interesting area in image quality assessment is quantification of aesthetic aspects. Considering the high
subjectivity of the task, the experiments have to be designed with even higher level of caution. Essentially,
the aesthetics plays a significant role in image post-processing. In both cases, we can see that the observers’
opinions largely differ but some general agreement or trend can be identified [5, 7].
Aydın et al. [5] identified several image aspects influencing general aesthetic perception of an image.
These aspects are sharpness, depth, clarity, tone, and colorfulness. They suggest to decompose the image
using an Edge stopping pyramid [109], rather than Gaussian as is the popular approach, in order to preserve
the in-focus regions intact by the decomposition. They obtain a detail layer on each level of decomposition
and merge them into a multiscale contrast image. The detail layers are also used to compute a Focus map
on each level providing a rough segmentation of the image according to the spatial frequency. The Focus
maps and the contrast image are then used to compute the above mentioned aesthetically relevant aspects.
Since the sharpness increases with higher frequency components over larger area, the authors propose
to measure it by averaging the absolute contrast magnitude in the first-level Focus map. This is supposed to
provide more stable results.
The remaining Focus maps (i.e. levels higher than one) are searched through to estimate depth. The
value corresponds to the level with the largest area of in-focus region. The completely out of focus image
results in zero depth.
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The clarity is computed from the area of out of focus region and the difference in average contrast of in
focus and out of focus region. The metric increases with the presence of empty or low contrast areas.
The tone is obtained from the gamma corrected luminance of the image. The difference between 95%
and 5% percentile of the values is taken and compensated for the over-exposed and under-exposed areas.
As the metric for colorfulness, the authors use the previously described CIQI measure in its original
form as described by Hasler and Suesstrunk [108]. In order to merge the criteria into one aesthetic quality
value, the calibration procedure on a subjective data was performed. For more details, refer to [5].
3.2.6 Distortion-Unaware Opinion-Aware Metrics
The next class of metrics is not designed specifically for a certain type of distortion but require training on
a database(s) with observers’ opinions. They mostly employ some kind of NSS model that is tuned on the
images in the dataset(s).
BIQI
Blind Image Quality Index (BIQI), proposed by Moorthy and Bovik [78], is a two step framework that can
be adapted to any particular set of distortions according to the training dataset. The wavelet decomposition
on three scales and three orientations is firstly applied on an image, followed by parametrization of the
subband coefficient by Generalized Gaussian Distribution (GGD). From this, 18-dimensional vector can be
created (3 subbands× 3 orientations× 2 parameters). The distribution parameters for particular distortions
can then be estimated. The upside of the metric is that it is able to detect multiple distortions in one image
and provide a quality index according to their combined impact.
The available implementation has been trained on LIVE database [110] using support vector machine
(SVM). It can therefore evaluate an effect of five distortions: JPEG, JPEG2000, fast fading channel, white
noise, and blur. Nevertheless, the performance on JPEG images was poor, therefore, the previously de-
scribed no-reference metric for JPEG compression was added for compensation.
BLIINDS, BLIINDS-II
Another approach was developed by Saad et al. as BLIINDS [79] and further revised and renamed to
BLIINDS-II [80, 81]. It combines several submetrics in DCT domain, namely GGD shape parameter,
coefficient of frequency variation, energy subband ratio, and orientation model based feature.
These DCT domain metrics are mutually complementary which makes them well suited for the fusion
into a single quality score. Moreover, to provide more generality, the submetrics are calculated on multiple
scales as well. The combination is, again, trained on the LIVE database [110] by modelling the data with
multivariate GGD according to [111].
BRISQUE
Unlike the two algorithms described above, Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE)
[82] does not work in a transformation domain but directly in the spatial domain. It introduces a new model
of statistics of a pairwise product locally normalized neighboring luminance values.
An image is first preprocessed as
Iˆ(x, y) =
I(x, y)−
(
I3×3(x, y)
)
w
stdw
(
I3×3(x, y)
)
+ 1
, (3.54)
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where Iˆ is the preprocessed image, x, y are pixel coordinates, I3×3(x, y) is the 3 × 3 neighborhood of the
pixel with coordinates (x, y), and the weighted mean and standard deviation are calculated as
(
I3×3(x, y)
)
w
=
3∑
i=−3
3∑
j=−3
wi,jI(x+ i, y + j), (3.55)
stdw
(
I3×3(x, y)
)
=
√√√√ 3∑
i=−3
3∑
j=−3
wi,j
[
I(x+ i, y + j)−
(
I3×3(x, y)
)
w
]2
, (3.56)
where wi,j is normalized, two-dimensional circularly-symmetric Gaussian weighting function.
18 NSS features coming from fitting the GGD to the preprocessed image and Asymmetric GGD to the
pairwise coefficients are then calculated. To capture multiscale behavior, the features are also calculated on
the second scale (after low-pass filtering and downsampling by the factor of 2) giving 36 features in total.
A regression by SVM to the LIVE database [110] is then used to obtain the final quality predictor.
Curvelet Based Quality Metric
The next method operates in the Curvelet domain [83]. The NSS model in Curvelet domain first decom-
poses an image into blocks of 256 × 256 pixels and extract the Curvelet feature vectors for each of them.
Each block is thus transformed into 5 layers of curvelet coefficients on 5 different scales. The model only
considers coefficients on the finest scales, since the high frequency components better represent the image
quality. The empirical PDF of the logarithm (base 10) of the magnitude of the curvelet coefficients is fitted
by Asymmetrical GGD. In this way, vector of four features is obtained. Another two features describe the
orientation energy distribution and final 6 features represent the scalar energy distribution. This set of 12
features is then combined by SVM regression.
3.2.7 Distortion-Unaware Opinion-Unaware Metrics
The last category of no reference metrics does not require any information about the distortion nor any
subjective quality scores for training. They try to estimate the quality purely from the image features.
NIQE
The first attempt to come up with a “holistic” no-reference quality metric resulted in Natural Image Quality
Evaluator (NIQE) [84]. Its base is the same as in case of above described BRISQUE metric [82]. However,
it calculates the features for the salient blocks of the image only.
The preprocessed image, obtained from the equation (3.54), is divided into U blocks of 96× 96 pixels.
The salient blocks are selected according to the variance field δ
δ(u) =
∑∑
i,j∈u
stdw
(
I3×3(x, y)
)
, (3.57)
where u = 1, 2, . . . , B. Only blocks with δ higher that 0.75 × δmax are considered as salient. The features
in the salient blocks are then modelled using multivariate Gaussian model (MVG).
The final index is obtained as comparison of MVG of the image with MVG computed from 125 natural
images3 from publicly available Flickr database and from the Berkeley image segmentation database [112].
3http://live.ece.utexas.edu/research/quality/pristinedata.zip (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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The models are represented by their mean vectors ν and covariance matrices Σ. The comparison is done as
NIQE(ν1, ν2,Σ1,Σ2) =
√
(ν1 − ν2)T
(
Σ1 + Σ2
2
)−1
(ν1 − ν2). (3.58)
The performance of NIQE on LIVE database is comparable to BRISQUE, even though it was trained on it,
supporting the efficiency of the MVG model obtained from the natural images.
QAC
Another approach was proposed by Xue et al. [85]. They call it Quality Aware Clustering (QAC). They
created a code-book of quality aware centroids in order to assess the quality of an image patch. In the
learning phase, the patches were grouped according to the severity of distortion and the centroids were
found. When evaluating the quality of the patch, it is classified according to the closest centroid. The
quality of the whole image can then be obtained by pooling.
CS
The last metric to be described is based on Contourlet transform and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
[86]. The Contourlet transform is used to obtain a high frequency “structural image”. SVD is then applied
on it and a new singular vector is created from the singular values ranging from 30 to 100. It has been
observed that if a curve is drawn by linking these singular values, the area under the curve and its slope
changes with the degree of a distortion. Therefore, these two entities can be used to predict the quality of
the image.

4
Performance Measures for Objective Quality
Metrics
If any objective quality metric is to be used as a substitute for subjective tests, its performance has to be
validated, i.e. the criterion needs to be benchmarked in the given context. This performance evaluation is
done on a “representative” dataset with ground truth data obtained from a subjective experiment. The term
“representative” stands for the dataset’s diversity in terms of content, processing algorithms assumed to be
used in the particular context, and degrees of modifications (e.g. distortion) that are expected to occur in
the context.
One of the most popular databases for objective image quality metrics performance evaluation is LIVE
database developed by Sheikh et al. [110]. It consists of 29 natural source images distorted by five types
of distortion (JPEG, JPEG2000, white noise, transmission through a fast fading channel, and Gaussian
blur). The dataset contains 779 images in total. They were evaluated by 20-29 observers using ACR-HR
methodology (see Section 2.2.1). The ground truth data are in the form of DMOS ranging from 0 to 100.
The CSIQ database developed by Larson and Chandler [50] with the MAD metric includes 30 source
images that span five semantic categories – animals, plants, landscapes, people, and urban. These were
distorted by JPEG and JPEG2000 compressions, Gaussian pink noise, Gaussian blur, and global contrast
decrements resulting in 866 images. The procedure was an adjusted ranking followed by cross-content
re-adjustment. The results are in form of DMOS in the 0 – 1 range, where 0 represents the best possible
quality (no difference from the original).
The IVC database [113] consists of 10 source images distorted by four distortions – JPEG, JPEG2000,
Locally Adaptive Resolution (LAR) coding, and blur. The total number of images is 235. DSIS methodol-
ogy with 5 categories was utilized to obtain the ground truth from 15 observers. Therefore, the results span
the range from 1 to 5.
Another popular dataset is Toyama [114] containing 14 source images processed by JPEG and JPEG2000
compressions in six degrees. Thus, the database contains 98 images. These were evaluated by 16 observers
using ACR methodology resulting in MOS from 1 to 5.
Probably the largest available database is TID2008 developed by Ponomarenko et al. [115]. The source
images are 24 natural and one artificial contents. The dataset uses 17 different types of distortions providing
1700 images in total. The PC methodology with available reference was adopted. However, the scores were
transformed into MOS scores ranging from 0 to 8. In the more recent release called TID2013 [116], seven
additional distortion types were introduced. Overall, 3000 distorted images are available.
Note that all of the most popular databases for objective metrics performance evaluation provide the
ground truth in the form of MOS or DMOS. The reason is that the performance measures, as will be
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described later on in this chapter, are defined for this kind of input only, i.e. they require the data to be on a
ratio or at least interval scale (see table 2.1).
The standardized performance measures are described in ITU-T Recommendation P.1401 [117], VQEG
report [118], and ITU-T Recommendation J.149 [119]. The following sections will introduce the mea-
sures and the ways to determine if the differences between performances are statistically significant. The
disadvantages of the particular measures will be discussed as well.
4.1 Measures According to ITU-T Rec. P.1401
The title of the recommendation ITU-T P.1401 [117] is “Methods, metrics and procedures for statistical
evaluation, qualification and comparison of objective quality prediction models”. It provides guidelines to
the whole evaluation procedure and shares most of the criteria with VQEG report [118]. A very important
part of the recommendation for performance evaluation describes a mapping of the scores predicted by
a metric to a common scale with the MOS scores obtained from the subjective experiment. This should
compensate for the limitations introduced by the experimental design, such as compression of the MOS
scores towards the ends of the scale [118]. However, not a single standardized procedure is defined. The
recommendation allows a simple linear mapping as well as other monotonic mapping procedures (in order
to maintain the rank-order) such as third order polynomial mapping or logistic mapping.
Given the set of ground truth data MOS and the respective values predicted by an objective quality
metric, denoted as OM , the mapped scores can be obtained as
OM ′ = map{OM} such that RMSE(MOS,OM ′) is minimal, (4.1)
where map{.} is a mapping function and RMSE(., .) is the root-mean-squared error measure calculated
the same way as in Section 4.1.2. The measure for fitting optimization can be different, e.g. VQEG uses a
maximization of Pearson’s Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC).
4.1.1 Pearson’s Linear Correlation Coefficient
Once the predicted scores have been mapped to the common scale, the dependency between theMOS and
OM should ideally be linear. This can be measured by PLCC as
PLCC =
∑L
i=1(MOS(i)−MOS)× (OM ′(i)−OM ′)√∑L
i=1(MOS(i)−MOS)2 ×
√∑L
i=1(OM
′(i)−OM ′)2
, (4.2)
where L is the total number of stimuli in the set, i.e. length of MOS (and OM ) used for performance
evaluation. PLCC = ±1 represents absolute correlation, PLCC = 0 for totally uncorrelated series.
In order to obtain confidence intervals for the PLCC, Fisher z-transform can be used. The statistics Fz
is approximately normally distributed and can be calculated as
Fz =
1
2
ln
(1 + PLCC
1− PLCC
)
= arctanh(PLCC), (4.3)
with its standard deviation
σFz =
√
1
L− 3 . (4.4)
The 95% confidence interval is then
CIFz = [Fz − 1.96σFz, F z + 1.96σFz], (4.5)
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for L > 30. If L ≤ 30, the value of 1.96 is substituted by the 95% percentile of the Student t-distribution
with L− dm degrees of freedom, where dm depends on the mapping function (dm = 4 for the third order
polynomial mapping [117]). To obtain the CI for the PLCC, the interval needs to be transferred back from
the transformation domain by the inverse Fisher z-transform, i.e.
CIPLCC = tanh(CIFz). (4.6)
When comparing two PLCC values, the hypothesis testing approach is employed in order to determine
the significance of the difference. Hypothesis H0 assumes that the two coefficients are not different. The
alternative hypothesis H1 assumes that there is a significant difference between the PLCC values but does
not discriminate which one is better. The analysis is based on calculating the FZ value as
FZ =
Fz1 − Fz2 − µ(Fz1−Fz2)
σ(Fz1−Fz2)
. (4.7)
Since H0 assumes no difference, µ(Fz1−Fz2) = 0 and σ(Fz1−Fz2) =
√
σ2Fz1 + σ
2
Fz2. The FZ value is then
compared to the 95% t-Student value for two-tailed test with L− dm degrees of freedom. If it is larger, the
H0 can be rejected since the statistically significant difference between the PLCC values has been found. In
the opposite case, the hypothesis cannot be rejected.
4.1.2 Root-Mean-Squared Error
Another measure described in the recommendation is RMSE. It is used to measure metrics’ accuracy. The
calculation is simply
RMSE =
√√√√ 1
L− 1
L∑
i=1
(
MOS(i)−OM ′(i)
)2
. (4.8)
It has approximately χ2(L−dm) distribution, where L−dm is the number of degrees of freedom calculated
the same way as in the case of PLCC. The higher RMSE value corresponds to worse accuracy. The range
of the values depends on the common scale, i.e. on the range of MOS values within the set.
The 95% CI is obtained from this distribution as
CIRMSE =
[
RMSE ×√L− dm√
χ40.975(L− dm)
,
RMSE ×√L− dm√
χ40.025(L− dm)
]
. (4.9)
The hypothesis testing comes from the similar assumptions as in the case of PLCC. However, the statis-
tics for the difference is defined as
q =
RMSE2max
RMSE2min
, (4.10)
where RMSEmax and RMSEmin is the higher and lower value being evaluated, respectively. The statistics
q is then compared to the 95% value from the F distribution F (0.05, L1− dm,L2− dm). Since in absolute
majority of the cases the compared RMSE values are obtained from the same set, L1 = L2.
4.1.3 Epsilon-Insensitive Root-Mean-Squared Error
In the case of Epsilon-Insensitive RMSE (RMSE∗), the calculations are modified in order to consider the
uncertainty of the ground truth data. More specifically, if the prediction error is smaller than the confidence
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interval of the MOS, it is not considered as an error. It can be formalized as
RMSE∗ =
√√√√ 1
L− 1
L∑
i=1
(
max
[
0, |MOS(i)−OM ′(i)| − δ(i)
])2
, (4.11)
where δ(i) is from the equation (2.5) or (2.7), depending on the number of observers. The rest of the
calculations is similar to the classical RMSE. RMSE∗ inherited the dependency on the range of MOS values.
It is also negatively proportional to the performance (i.e. lower RMSE∗ signifies higher performance).
4.1.4 Outlier Ratio
The last performance evaluation method described in this recommendation is the outlier ratio. It measures
the metrics’ accuracy and is defined as
OR =
Lout
L
, (4.12)
where Lout is the number of the mapped predicted scores OM ′ which lie outside the CI, thus
Lout =
L∑
i=1
li, (4.13)
with
li =
{
0 if OM ′(i) ∈ CI(i),
1 otherwise.
(4.14)
CI is calculated from the equation (2.4). Outlier ratio is higher for worse performing metrics. Its standard
deviation can be obtained from
σOR =
√
OR× (1−OR)
L
, (4.15)
and the confidence interval is again computed as
CIOR = [OR− 1.96σOR, OR + 1.96σOR], (4.16)
for L > 30. If L ≤ 30, the 95% percentile of the Student t-distribution with L − dm degrees of freedom,
where dm depends on the mapping function, is used instead of 1.96.
The distribution describing outlier ratio is binomial with parameters (OR, 1−OR). The distribution of
differences of two binomial variables for L > 30 is approximately Gaussian with µ(OR1−OR2) = µOR1 −
µOR2 = OR1 −OR2 = 0 and σ(OR1−OR2) =
√
σ2
OR1
L1
+
σ2
OR2
L2
.
Since the null hypothesisH0 is that the two values are not different, the equation for σ(OR1−OR2) changes
to
σ(OR1−OR2) =
√
or × (1− or)× ( 1
L1
+
1
L2
), (4.17)
where
or =
L1 ×OR1 + L2 ×OR2
L1 + L2
. (4.18)
The hypothesis testing is then similar to the procedure for PLCC with the statistics Z obtained as
Z =
OR1 −OR2 − µ(OR1−OR2)
σ(OR1−OR2)
. (4.19)
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4.2 Measures According to ITU-T Rec. J.149
The ITU-T Recommendation J.149 [119] is entitled “Method for specifying accuracy and cross-calibration
of Video Quality Metrics”. It can be noted that the procedures described in this recommendation were
intended for quality assessment of videos. Nevertheless, since the inputs are in the same format as in case
of other quality assessment areas (i.e. MOS and OM ), the methods can be adopted without any necessary
modifications.
First of all, the MOS values are linearly scaled to the interval from 0 to 1 with 0 representing the best
quality. The procedure can be formally described as
MOS ′ =
MOS − best
worst− best , (4.20)
where best and worst stand for the best and the worst possible score according to the scale used in the
subjective quality experiment.
This is followed by fitting the results of each objective metric to the newly obtainedMOS ′. The map-
ping is the same as in equation (4.1) with the only difference being that OM is mapped to MOS ′ instead
of rawMOS. The resulting OM ′ is then used to evaluate the accuracy of the metric as follows.
4.2.1 Resolving Power
The first performance measure is Resolving Power, based on the statistical analysis relative to the subjective
data. Considering the mapping used on the subjective scores, their variance has to be modified as well. This
is done by
SD′2 =
SD2
(best− worst)2 , (4.21)
where SD is the standard deviation calculated according to the equation (2.6).
In the next step, the z scores are calculated for each pair of stimuli in the set as
z(i, j) =
MOS ′(i)−MOS ′(j)√
SD′2(i)
N(i)
+ SD
′2(j)
N(j)
, (4.22)
with N(i) being the number of observers who evaluated the i-th stimulus. Simultaneously, the differences
of objectively predicted scores are obtained as
∆OM ′(i, j) = OM ′(i)−OM ′(j). (4.23)
It is useful for further steps to have all the values of ∆OM ′ positive. This can be ensured by convenient
ordering in each pair. In practice, whenever the value of∆OM ′(i, j) < 0, the order is reversed and therefore
∆OM ′(i, j) = −∆OM ′(i, j) and z(i, j) = −z(i, j).
The z scores can then be used to determine the probability that the two stimuli are significantly different
in terms of perceived quality. The probability is calculated from the CDF of the standard normal distribution,
thus
p
(
z(i, j)
)
= Φ
(
z(i, j)
)
. (4.24)
CDF Φ(z) is defined in the equation (2.19). Each stimuli pair (i, j) has its ∆OM ′(i, j) value and the
corresponding probability of difference p
(
z(i, j)
)
.
In the next step, the range of ∆OM ′ is equally divided into 19 bins with 50% overlap. Every bin b is
then represented by the mean ∆OM ′b and the average probability that the pairs in the bin are different pb.
The value∆OM ′b where pbb > 0.95 for ∀bb ∈ [b, 19] is taken as the accuracy value RP on the 0.95 level
of significance. The assumption is that the smaller the RP , the more accurate the metric performs. The
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Figure 4.1: Plots showing calculation of Resolving Power for two different metrics.
Figure 4.1 shows an example with scatter plots of p(z) and∆OM ′ values for two different metrics. The red
curve links the pb values for each bin. The intersection with the p(z) = 0.95 line is taken as the RP value.
The performance of the metric (b) is better with respect to the Resolving Power. If the difference in OM ′
values is larger than 0.3356, there is 95% probability that they are significantly different.
The disadvantage of this measure is that it does not provide any information about the performance in
terms of correct decisions. If most of the objective scores are close to each other with small amount of
outlying values, the Resolving Power can be low even if the performance is not very good. Moreover, no
statistical comparison is defined in the recommendation.
4.2.2 Classification Plots
Another way to evaluate the performance of the objective quality metrics are the classification errors. These
occur when the judgment about a stimuli pair is different in subjective and objective assessment. Consid-
ering the differences of an objective metric’s scores ∆OM ′, a threshold of significance THRsig can be
selected. The pairs with the difference lower than this threshold will be classified as qualitatively similar.
The information which pairs are truly similar and which are different can be obtained from the ground truth.
Namely, if z(i, j) ∈
(
arg
[
p
(
z(i, j)
)
= 0.05
]
, arg
[
p
(
z(i, j)
)
= 0.95
])
, the pair (i, j) is not significantly
different in quality. The classification regions as shown in Figure 4.2 can then be identified.
Four outcomes can come from comparing the classifications. Correct decision is made when both
subjective and objective data result in the same conclusion about the pair. False tie is the least invasive
error. It occurs when the pair is significantly different in quality but the objective metric classifies it as
similar. The opposite case is called false differentiation. The most invasive error is false ranking where
both subjective and objective data agree on the pair being significantly different but the polarity is reversed,
i.e. the worse stimulus is classified as significantly better by the objective metric.
To properly test the metrics’ performance, the recommendation suggests to vary the threshold THRsig
and plot the relative frequencies of the classification errors and correct decision occurrence. An example
for two metrics can be found in Figure 4.3. It is obvious that the metric in the case (b) reaches higher level
of correct classification. False ranking occurs rarely and goes down quickly with growing THRsig. This is
much worse in the case (a).
The biggest issue of this type of performance evaluation is that it only allows graphical comparison of
the metrics which is not very practical for comparing multiple metrics. It also does not allow for statistical
analysis of differences.
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Figure 4.3: Classification plots for two different metrics.
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4.3 Rank Order Correlation Coefficients
Rank order correlation coefficients are very popular non-parametric measures of objective quality metrics’
performance. They are not a part of previously mentioned recommendations, however they are used in
most of the studies, e.g. by VQEG [118] etc. Their advantage lies in the independence on any monotonic
mapping of the objectively predicted scores. Therefore, they can be calculated directly betweenMOS and
OM .
4.3.1 Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient
Spearman’s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (SROCC) is defined as
SROCC =
6×∑Li=1 d2rank,i
L(L2 − 1) , (4.25)
where drank,i is the difference between the rank of the i-th stimulus in subjective and objective evaluation.
For example, if the i-th stimulus has the third highestMOS but fifth highest OM , drank,i = 5− 3 = 2. The
procedure for determining the statistical significance of differences in SROCC values is similar to the case
of PLCC (see Section 4.1.1).
4.3.2 Kendall’s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient
To calculate Kendall’s Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (KROCC), the order of each pair of stimuli in
the set after both subjective and objective evaluation is checked. If the order in terms of MOS and OM
agrees, the pair is considered “concordant”. In the opposite case, the pair is “discordant”. The final KROCC
is then obtained as
KROCC =
Lc − Ld
1
2
L(L− 1) , (4.26)
where Lc and Ld are the numbers of concordant and discordant pairs in the set, respectively. The statistical
significance of differences calculation is also similar to the one in Section 4.1.1.
4.4 Compensation for Multiple Comparisons
Most of the above mentioned procedures were accompanied with the possible method for determining the
statistical significance of the difference in their results. However, all of these methods are defined for
comparison of two values only. When comparing more than two outcomes a procedure to compensate for
multiple comparison problem (also known as Type-I Error propagation problem) has to be applied [120].
The progress in multiple comparison research is nicely summarized in [121]. When testing a hypothesis,
the null hypothesis H0 is rejected if the probability that it is false is higher than the level of significance
(95% throughout this thesis, i.e. the resulting p-value is smaller than 0.05). This means that there is still a
5% chance that the difference is caused purely by chance. If multiple such comparisons are performed, the
probability that one of the decision is caused by chance grows. Several popular procedures to compensate
for this effect are briefly introduced in this section.
There will be h null hypothesis considered, i.e. H(1)0 , ..., H
(h)
0 with their respective p-values p
(1), . . . , p(h).
In case of objective metrics performance evaluation, the hypothesis H(1)0 could be that the performance of
the first metric is the same as the performance of the second, H(2)0 could mean that the second metric
performs the same as the third, and H(3)0 could stand for the first metric performing the same as the third.
There are several arguments against using the compensation methods, e.g. in [122]. The main one is
the increase in false negatives, i.e. the null hypothesis should have been rejected and was not. The decision
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if to compensate or not depends on the harmfulness of false positives and false negatives. In any case, the
data and all the methods should be fully reported and carefully interpreted.
4.4.1 Bonferroni Correction Procedure
The simplest method is named after Italian statistician C. E. Bonferroni. It comes directly from the Boole
inequality that the probability of rejecting any true hypotheses is smaller than or equal to α [123]. Consid-
ering h hypotheses simultaneously, this can be ensured by testing them separately on the significance level
α
h
, i.e. the null hypothesis H(i)0 is rejected if p
(i) < α
h
.
The advantage of this procedure is that it does not make any assumptions about the data. However, it is
very conservative and has low statistical power. It is, therefore, not suitable for larger number of hypotheses.
4.4.2 Holm-Bonferroni Correction Procedure
In 1979, Holm came up with a sequentially rejective procedure which maintains no assumptions about the
data while providing higher statistical power [123]. The sequential algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.
Firstly, the p-values are sorted from the smallest to the largest. They are then sequentially compared to
the gradually increasing significance level. Once one of the p-values is higher, the respective hypothesis
and all the following ones cannot be rejected.
Algorithm 3 Holm-Bonferroni sequentially rejective procedure [123].
Sort p-values from the smallest to the largest (i.e. p(1) is the smallest p-value)
for i from 1 to h do
if p(i) > α
h−i+1
then
Accept H(i)0 , . . . , H
(h)
0
Stop the algorithm
else
Reject H(i)0
end if
end for
4.4.3 Benjamini-Hochberg Correction Procedure
Another popular procedure was firstly proposed by Simes [124] and further described by Benjamini and
Hochberg [125]. The method is also sequential but statistically more powerful than the ones previously
mentioned. However, it assumes that the hypotheses are either independent or at least positively dependent.
The method is introduced in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Benjamini-Hochberg sequentially rejective procedure [125].
Sort p-values from the smallest to the largest (i.e. p(1) is the smallest p-value)
for i from h to 1 do
if p(i) < i
h
α then
Reject H(1)0 , . . . , H
(i)
0
Stop the algorithm
else
Accept H(i)0
end if
end for
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Figure 4.4: An example of three stimuli with not significantly different MOS values.
4.5 Disadvantages of the Standard Measures
All of the above described measures are being used by researchers to evaluate and compare performances
of objective quality measures with respect to the subjective data. However, all of them suffer from at least
two of the following disadvantages:
• They do not consider the uncertainty of MOS values, and/or
• they need a mapping to the common scale, and
• they do not allow for a simple combination of the results from multiple datasets, and
• they are only defined for MOS-like scenarios.
The remainder of this chapter is going to explain the above stated drawbacks in detail.
4.5.1 Not Considering the Uncertainty of MOS Values
This drawback is relevant to PLCC, RMSE, SROCC, and KROCC. These measures consider the MOS
values obtained from the test without their respective confidence intervals. This can cause problems since
if any MOS values are not statistically significantly different, it is impossible to decide from the subjective
data what is the correct order of the stimuli in terms of quality. However, the objective metrics which will
not result in the same rank as MOS values will be penalized.
As an example, three stimuli with MOS values and their respective 95% CI are shown in the Figure 4.4.
The CI are largely overlapping and there is no statistically significant difference in the quality. Nevertheless,
if a metric does not provide the highest score for the stimulus two and the lowest for the stimulus one, its
performance will be considered poor, even though the correct order is not known.
This drawback is even more severe in applications where the opinions of the observers differ largely
due to various reasons such as multidimensionality of the quality, personal taste, etc. Since the image post-
processing is exactly one of such applications (see Chapter 1), these measures should be used in this context
with a great caution only.
4.5.2 Necessity of Mapping to the Common Scale
The mapping of scores predicted by objective metrics to the common scale with the MOS values is used
for all of the measures except for the rank order correlation coefficients (SROCC and KROCC) which are
not dependent on any kind of monotonic mapping. The arguments for using the mapping are mainly the
compensation for the MOS range compression at the ends of the scale [118] and adaptation of the metrics to
the particular scenarios [117]. However, the real applications use the metrics’ scores without any mapping
specific to the them. Moreover, there is no unified way of mapping that would be maintained everywhere.
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SSIM MS-SSIM
Coefficients optimized with PLCC 0.8575 0.8562
Coefficients optimized with RMSE 0.8581 0.8852
Table 4.1: PLCC values for two different objective metrics used on CSIQ database [50] after two types of
mapping.
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(a) Dataset 1, SROCC = 0.80 (b) Dataset 2, SROCC = 0.60 (c) Datasets 1 & 2, SROCC = 0.52
Figure 4.5: An example of a metric’s performance on two datasets separately and altogether.
Different mapping functions can provide different results favouring some of the metrics more than the
others.
Table 4.1 shows an example of the impact of different mapping procedures on the measured perfor-
mance. Two objective metrics – SSIM [45] and MS-SSIM [46] – are evaluated with respect to the CSIQ
database [50] using PLCC. In both cases, a third order polynomial function is used. The first row provides
the results after optimization of the mapping function according to PLCC (which is a VQEG conform pro-
cedure [118]) while in the second row, the coefficients of the mapping function are found by minimizing the
RMSE (as recommended in ITU-T Rec. P.1401 [117]). We can notice a significant change in the measured
performance. Note that only the function’s coefficients selection procedure has been changed. If some other
type of mapping (e.g. logistic) would be used, the difference could be even more severe.
Considering the above stated arguments, a methodology measuring the performance closer to the real
usage of the metrics (i.e. without the mapping) would prove beneficial.
4.5.3 Complicated Combination of Multiple Datasets
As mentioned previously, the performance is always evaluated with respect to a certain dataset. In order
to test metrics’ abilities more generally, multiple datasets are used. To provide an overall performance
evaluation, mostly the average value, weighted according to the database size, is being reported. However,
this approach can be misleading.
An example of the danger of the averaging is shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5(a) and (b) shows the scatter
plot ofMOS and OM ′ for two datasets with their respective SROCC. If the weighted average approach is
used, the SROCCw-avg = 0.73 while if the data are put together (considering the perfect mapping between
the experiments), the overall SROCC = 0.52.
Moreover, the averaging is impossible to be used on RMSE and RMSE∗ since their values are dependent
on the range of MOS values. Therefore, when a different procedure or scale is used in the experiments, the
values do not allow for direct comparison.
To put the data from multiple databases to a common scale, Pinson and Wolf [126] proposed a mapping
based on the Iterated Nested Least-Squares Algorithm (INLSA) developped by Voran [127]. All the data are
firstly normalized and then mapped using the INLSA. To get a side information necessary to find a proper
mapping, either subjective meta-test with content selected from all the datasets needs to be performed, or
an objective quality metric is employed. Nevertheless, the mapping is then dependent on the accuracy of
the used objective metric, making it impractical for the performance evaluation scenario. The inclusion of
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multiple databases into the standard performance evaluation is thus complicated and should be carefully
interpreted.
4.5.4 Applicability to the MOS-like Scenarios Only
An absolute majority of the subjective datasets are obtained using direct scaling methods since the data
on the ratio scale are the most suitable for performance evaluation with the standard measures. Even the
databases TID2008 [115] and TID2013 [116] which were developed using modified PC methodology were
then artificially transferred to MOS-like scenario.
If only the interval data for each content are available (which is typical for indirect scaling methods),
the measures can only be computed per content and the same problems as in case of combining multiple
experiments occur. Therefore, the results of indirect scaling methods are very rarely used for benchmarking
of objective quality metrics. Considering their higher discriminatory power and benefit in applications
more challenging for observers, the ways to exploit such data for performance evaluation are necessary to
be developed.
5
Novel Methods for Evaluating Performance of
Objective Metrics
The standard methodologies for evaluating performance of objective quality metrics have been thoroughly
described in Chapter 4 together with their main drawbacks (Section 4.5). As has been explained, these
disadvantages are even more severe in image post-processing where the aspects like personal taste or mul-
tidimensionality of quality alteration (see Chapter 1) play an important role in the perception of quality and
thus can introduce a noise into the data.
Therefore, it is desirable to develop a novel methodology that will be able to overcome the issues of the
standard measures. Namely, it should:
• Consider the uncertainty of the subjective scores,
• be able to evaluate and compare the metrics’ performance without the necessity of mapping,
• enable simple inclusion of different datasets in the evaluation,
• allow the benchmarking of metrics regardless the subjective procedure used to obtain the opinion
scores.
Apart from these technical requirements, the new methodology should also provide the results that will be
easily interpretable, i.e. it needs to be decided, what makes an objective quality metric reliable in the given
context. This can be answered by taking into account the real usage of objective measures.
Virtually all real use case scenarios can be brought down into these two questions:
(a) Are the two stimuli significantly different in quality?
(b) If they are, which of them is of better quality?
It is convenient to evaluate the metrics’ abilities to address the two above stated points separately, since
some criteria could prove useful for one of the points but not the other. Certain scenarios then enable to use
different models for individual tasks. For example, optimizing the bitrate while maintaining the perceived
quality only requires the metric to be reliable in the case (a). In enhancement, the final stimulus is desired
to be noticeably different (case (a)) and simultaneously of higher quality (case (b)) than the original. If
different metrics are considered for each case, conditional optimization can be used (i.e. maximizing one
metric while the second metric is above the threshold for similarity).
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It should be noted that it is possible to obtain a ground truth regarding the points (a) and (b) from all
the possible subjective experimental procedures. In order to get this data from direct scaling methods, the
same procedure to get p(z) as in section 4.2.1 can be used. The probability 0.05 < p(z) < 0.95 signifies
that the pair is not significantly different. In case there is a significant difference, the pair with higher MOS
value is of better quality. In case of indirect scaling methods the ground truth is obtained per content only
using either Direct PCM Processing from section 2.3.3, or from the interval scale scores (such as statistical
evaluation of BTL scores differences).
By extracting the information regarding the two identified questions (i.e. which pairs are significantly
different in quality and which of the stimuli in the different pairs are the better ones), the last two problems
that have been identified in Section 4.5 are eliminated, since the inputs are the same regardless the subjective
procedure or format of the subjective data. Moreover, by taking into account significance of differences, the
first drawback is resolved as well. It only needs to be assured, that the performance evaluation methodology
does not require mapping of objective scores.
The input for the performance evaluation is therefore for each pair of stimuli (i, j):
• Information if i and j are significantly different,
• if they are, which on them is of better quality,
• the difference of the objective metric’s scores ∆OM(i, j) = OM(i)−OM(j).
In the following sections, firstly the adaptability of the existing measures to work with the above de-
scribed input is going to be discussed. The measures suitable for such adaptation will be adjusted accord-
ingly. Further, a novel methodology tailored to the defined scenario will be introduced.
5.1 Adaptation of Existing Measures
Considering the input as described above, the performance evaluation measure should be able to process the
pairwise information. Since most of the measures need the whole series of scores, they cannot be used to
evaluate metrics’ abilities regarding the proposed scenario. Nevertheless, three exceptions can be identified
– KROCC, Resolving Power, and Classification Errors. KROCC actually divides the series of scores into
concordant and discordant pairs and is therefore suitable for working with pairwise input. The Resolving
Power and Classification Errors work with such input by definition. However, the Resolving Power is
dependent on the mapping of objective metrics’ scores into the common scale in order to compare them.
This issue can be overcome in case of Classification Errors, as will be shown below.
5.1.1 Adapted KROCC
The adaptation of the KROCC is fairly straightforward. If the stimuli pair is not statistically significant, it
is impossible to decide whether it is concordant or discordant. Therefore, in the adapted KROCC only the
pairs with statistically significant difference in subjective votes are considered. It is calculated simply as
KROCCadapted =
Lsig,c − Lsig,d
Lsig
, (5.1)
where Lsig is the number of significantly different pairs out of which Lsig,c are concordant and Lsig,d are dis-
cordant. It can be seen that the adapted coefficient can only provide information about metrics’ performance
in terms of question (b).
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Figure 5.1: Classification plot with marked point of the interest.
5.1.2 Adapted Classification Errors
The Classification Errors are defined for differences in mapped scores∆OM ′ in order to provide graphically
comparable plots. However, the same procedure can also be applied on non-mapped scores ∆OM . To be
able to compare the metrics’ performance and overcome the impracticality of only graphical comparisons,
it is possible to define the points of interest where the classification is the most desirable to be determined.
This will allow to numerically compare relative frequencies which are normalized for all of the metrics.
Two points of interests will be discussed here. The first one is the point corresponding to THRsig =
0. This represents the case where any change in a metric’s score is considered to result in perceivable
difference. Despite the unreasonableness of such assumption, objective metrics are often used exactly this
way. This point can actually show how big mistake will be made if the measures not considering the
uncertainty of the subjective scores are used.
The second point of interest is much more relevant for the metrics performance evaluation and compar-
ison. It is the value of significance threshold maximizing the correct decision, i.e.
THRsig = arg max
THRsig
(Correct Decision).
The point is marked by a black line in the Figure 5.1.
In order to compare the relative frequencies corresponding to the particular Classification Errors sta-
tistically, the binomial test similar to the one defined for Outlier Ratio (see Section 4.1.4) can be utilized.
Alternatively, Fisher’s [37] or Barnard’s [38] exact test could be employed as well.
Although the adapted classification errors can provide valuable information and basis for objective
metrics’ comparison, the restriction to the points of interest can be limiting. The interpretation with respect
to the above defined reliability requirements (i.e. (a) and (b)) is complicated. Therefore, it is desirable to
come up with a novel methodology.
5.2 New Methodology Based on ROC Analyses
Having identified the requirements for reliable objective quality metric, the novel performance evaluation
methodology able to quantify the metrics’ ability to fulfil these requirements can be designed. As previously
argued, it is convenient to determine the capability of metrics to address the two questions separately. Both
of the questions can be understood as a problem of classification into two groups. Therefore, Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis [128] has been selected as an appropriate tool for the performance
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Figure 5.2: ROC Analyis.
evaluation. The method has been published in [129,130].
5.2.1 ROC Analysis
ROC analysis is a popular tool to assess the performance of binary classifiers. It evaluates the ability of a
classifier to assign the input into two output groups (e.g. positive / negative). If the input is classified as
positive and it should be classified as negative, the outcome is called false positive (FP), otherwise it is true
positive (TP). If the outcome is negative and should be positive, it is labeled as false negative (FN), and as
true negative (TN) in the opposite case. In the Figure 5.2(a), the PDFs of ratings under two hypotheses are
shown. The threshold represents the criterion dividing the scores into four groups – TP, FP, TN, and FN.
To evaluate the decision ability, the threshold is shifted and for every position true positive rate (TPR)
and false positive rate (FPR) is calculated
TPR =
TP
TP + FN
, FPR =
FP
FP + TN
. (5.2)
The ROC curve is then the dependency of TPR on FPR. ROC curves in Figure 5.2(b) represent three
different cases. The red curve would be obtained when the two PDFs are completely separated (there is no
overlap between them) signifying that the classifier works ideally. The blue one represents the case when
50% of cases are correct and 50% are false, i.e. classifier is equivalent to random guessing. ROC curves for
most of the classifiers will typically lie somewhere in between the two (see the black curve). The closer the
ROC curve is to the upper left corner, the better.
Despite the elegance of the graphical representation, it is much more convenient to have some kind of
a merit to represent the performance instead of the curve. For this purpose, the Area Under Curve (AUC)
measure is defined. Its computational details can be found, for example, in [131].
AUC =
T∑
t=2
(TPR(t) + TPR(t− 1))× (FPR(t)− FPR(t− 1))
2
, (5.3)
where T is the total number of the threshold positions. In practice, T is mostly the number of the samples
available from the two distributions together.
5.2.2 Statistical Comparison of ROC Analyses
Apart from the empirical definition introduced above, Bamber [132] pointed out that the AUC can also
be calculated from Mann-Whitney U statistic [133] (also known as Wilcoxon statistic) which brought an
opportunity to approach the analysis stochastically. This is very important since only a limited number of
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samples is always available from the PDFs for both groups. The AUC can be estimated as
AUC =
1
NG1 ×NG2
NG1∑
i=1
NG2∑
j=1
H
(
G1(i)−G2(j)
)
, (5.4)
whereNG1 andNG2 are the numbers of samples in the first and the second group, G1 and G2 are the vectors
of independent and identically distributed samples drawn from the two populations, andH(.) is a Heaviside
function defined in equation (6.16).
Various tests has been proposed in order to determine the statistical significance of difference between
two AUC values. They can be parametric, non-parametric, or based on simulation such as permutation
tests [134]. In this thesis, two non-parametric techniques proposed by Hanley and McNeil [135] and by
DeLong et al. [136] will be introduced.
Hanley and McNeil Method
Hanley and McNeil [137] showed a way to calculate a standard error for an AUC as
SEAUC =
AUC(1− AUC) + (1−NG1)(Q1− AUC2) + (1−NG2)(Q2− AUC2)
NG1 ×NG2 , (5.5)
where Q1 and Q2 are obtained as
Q1 = AUC/(2− AUC),
Q2 = 2AUC2/(1 + AUC).
(5.6)
The 95% CI of the AUC is then defined as
CIAUC =
[
AUC − 1.96× SEAUC, AUC + 1.96× SEAUC
]
. (5.7)
When comparing two AUC values obtained from different classifiers [135], the statistic zAUC defined as
zAUC =
AUC1 − AUC2√
SE2AUC1 + SE
2
AUC2 − 2× cc× SEAUC1 × SEAUC2
(5.8)
can be used. The variable cc stands for the estimated correlation between the two areas determined accord-
ing to the Table I in [135].
The probability that AUC1 is larger than AUC2 is than obtained from the standard normal CDF as
Pr(AUC1 > AUC2) = Φ(zAUC). (5.9)
If the probability is larger than 0.95, the difference is considered statistically significant.
DeLong Method
DeLong et al. [136] proposed another method based on structural components. They define two components
V
(k)
10 (i) =
1
NG2
∑NG2
j=1 H
(
G1(i)−G2(j)
)
, for i = 1, . . . , NG1,
V
(k)
01 (j) =
1
NG1
∑NG1
i=1 H
(
G1(i)−G2(j)
)
, for j = 1, . . . , NG2
(5.10)
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for each classifier k. When comparing two AUC values, two 2 × 2 matrices S10 = [s(k,l)10 ]2×2 and S01 =
[s
(k,l)
01 ]2×2 can be obtained as
s
(k,l)
10 =
1
NG1−1
∑NG1
i=1
[
V
(k)
10 (i)− AUCk
][
V
(l)
10 (i)− AUCl
]
,
s
(k,l)
01 =
1
NG2−1
∑NG2
j=1
[
V
(k)
01 (i)− AUCk
][
V
(l)
01 (i)− AUCl
]
.
(5.11)
The covariance matrix is then obtained as
COV =
1
NG1
S10 +
1
NG2
S01. (5.12)
The approach is computationally demanding, especially for large sample sizes. Therefore, Sun and Xu [138]
proposed a faster algorithm using mid-ranks instead of the Heaviside function.
The statistics zAUC is here obtained as
zAUC =
AUC1 − AUC2
vecT ⊗ COV ⊗ vec, (5.13)
where vec = [1,−1] is a column vector, vecT is its transposed version, and the operator ⊗ is a matrix
multiplication. The probability Pr(AUC1 > AUC2) is then calculated similarly to the equation (5.9). The
DeLong method should be statistically more powerful than the one proposed by Hanley and McNeil.
5.2.3 Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis
Now that the evaluation tool has been identified and the statistical comparison procedures were introduced,
it is possible to define the exact way to address the two main questions identified from the real use case sce-
narios. In the first part, metrics’ abilities with respect to the question “(a) Are the two stimuli significantly
different in quality?” should be determined.
From the input, the distribution of the absolute metrics’ scores differences |∆OM | can be obtained for
both statistically significant and not significant pairs. The assumption is that the metric scores should be
close together for qualitatively similar pairs (i.e. ∆OM → 0) while for the significantly different pairs, the
scores should differ more. An ideal objective criterion should, therefore, result in separated distributions.
The capability of a metric in separating the two distributions is measured by ROC analysis and numerically
quantified by AUC value.
Another output of the analysis can be the threshold THR95%DS representing the value of∆OM ensuring
95% probability that the stimuli are different. This value is obtained as 95% percentile of the distribution
for significantly not different pairs. It should be noted that the value of the threshold depends on the range
of the metric’s scores and as such cannot be used for direct comparison of metrics. Nevertheless, it is
an important value for the practical usage of the criteria. The pipeline of the Different vs. Similar ROC
Analysis is visualized in the upper part of the Figure 5.3.
5.2.4 Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis
The second part of the proposed methodology considers the significantly different pairs only. The goal is to
determine how well do metrics perform in terms of recognizing the stimulus of better quality in a pair, i.e.
addressing the question “(b) If the stimuli are different, which of them is of better quality?”
In this part, raw differences ∆OM (not absolute) are considered. The pairs are divided according
to which of the stimuli in the pair is of better quality, i.e. one group consists of pairs where the first
stimulus is better (positive difference in opinion scores) and the second group contains pairs where the first
stimulus is worse (negative opinion scores difference). Since the ordering of stimuli in pairs is artificial,
it has been decided to consider each pair in both configurations (A1 A2 and A2 A1) to ensure that the two
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Figure 5.3: The framework of the novel performance evaluation methodology based on ROC analyses.
distributions will have the same number of samples. Nevertheless, unless the two distributions are hugely
disproportional, it does not influence the performance evaluation too much. The obtained distributions for
∆OM will be symmetric around zero.
The first indicator of performance can be the percentage of correct classification in zero (C0) showing
what is the ratio between correct and incorrect recognition of the better stimulus from the pair. The relation
to the adapted KROCC (Section 5.1.1) and the Classification Errors for THRsig = 0 (Section 5.1.2) can be
noted. These measures act like any difference in metrics’ scores lead to a change in perceived quality which
can be misleading in certain terms as will be shown later on in the example evaluation on real data.
To also consider the shape of the two distributions, ROC analysis can be performed. The resulting AUC
value indicates how well are the distributions separated, providing better insight into the metrics behavior
and representing the overall performance regarding the question (b) in a better way. The pipeline of the
second part of the proposed methodology is depicted in the bottom part of the Figure 5.3.
In [130], the third analysis called Better vs. Equal-Worse Analysis is introduced. It represents a com-
bination of the two above described parts and is bounded by them. In terms of the considered application
scenario its informative value is limited and this thesis will, therefore, be restricted to the two ROC analyses.
For more information about the third analysis, refer to [130].
5.2.5 Multiple Datasets Combination
As explained in Section 4.5.3, the calculation of overall performance over multiple datasets is complicated
when classical evaluation measures are used. In case of the proposed methodology, the distributions for
groups obtained from each dataset are always on the same scale defined by the range of a metric’s scores
differences∆OM . The distributions for multiple datasets can, therefore, be easily put together as illustrated
in Figure 5.4. The whole analysis (Figure 5.3) can then be run on the combined distributions (red and orange
will represent one distribution while blue and cyan the second).
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(a) Dataset 1 (b) Dataset 2
(c) Datasets 1 & 2
Figure 5.4: Demonstration of combining results obtained from multiple dataset using the proposed method-
ology.
Table 5.1: Numbering of the objective metrics.
1 2 3 4 5
PSNR SSIM IW-PSNR MS-SSIM IW-SSIM
5.3 Demonstration of Advantages
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed methodology, the data available from the performance eval-
uation of IW-SSIM metric [47] has been selected. This way, no additional bias in data obtaining can be
introduced and the outcomes of other performance evaluation methods are available for comparison. All
the data were obtained from the supporting website1.
Predicted scores for five objective algorithms are provided – PSNR, SSIM [45], IW-PSNR [47], MS-
SSIM [46], and IW-SSIM [47]. The metrics are introduced in Section 3.1. For the sake of readability, the
criteria are numbered according to the table 5.1 in the following figures. The datasets used to evaluate their
performance in [47] are LIVE [110], A57 [94], IVC [113], Toyama [114], TID2008 [115], and CSIQ [50].
For the detailed analysis, IVC dataset has been selected, since it provides interesting results suitable for
the demonstration.
5.3.1 Performance on IVC dataset
In the corresponding paper [47], four standard performance evaluation measures are used – PLCC, RMSE,
SROCC, and KROCC. Their outcomes are shown in the Table 5.2.
The results of the particular analyses (sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4), namely AUCs and percentage of correct
classification (C0) with statistical significance of differences, are depicted in Figure 5.5. The error bars
1https://ece.uwaterloo.ca/~z70wang/research/iwssim/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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PLCC RMSE SROCC KROCC
PSNR 0.6719 0.9023 0.6884 0.518
SSIM 0.9119 0.4999 0.9018 0.7223
IW-PSNR 0.8963 0.5403 0.8998 0.7165
MS-SSIM 0.9108 0.5029 0.8980 0.7203
IW-SSIM 0.9231 0.4686 0.9125 0.7339
Table 5.2: The results of standard performance evaluation measures for IVC database according to [47].
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Figure 5.5: The results and statistical analysis for the IVC dataset. Significance plots show that the perfor-
mance of the method in the row is either significantly better (white), worse (black), or none of the previous
(gray).
represent 95% confidence intervals. The significance of the AUC values has been checked using Hanley and
McNeil method [135]. For the C0 values, Fisher’s exact test [37] was employed. The multiple comparisons
were compensated via Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [125]. The white boxes in the significance plots
correspond to the cases when model in the row significantly outperforms the model in the column. If its
performance is significantly lower, the corresponding box is black. The gray box symbolizes the case where
we are not able to determine the better performing method.
It can be seen that IW-PSNR (#3) significantly outperforms all the other metrics in the Different vs.
Similar analysis (Figure 5.5(a)). On the other hand, PSNR (#1) has the lowest performance, also with
statistical significance.
In the second analysis, an interesting phenomenon can be observed. IW-PSNR (#3) provides statistically
worse classification than SSIM (#2) (Figure 5.5(b)) but reaches significantly higher AUC value (Figure
5.5(c)). To explain this, we closely studied the behavior of the two metrics. The histograms of ∆SSIM and
∆IW-PSNR for the two groups defined in section 5.2.4 are depicted in Figure 5.6 (the number of bins is the
same for both models).
The distributions for the IW-PSNR are much broader with modes more distant from 0. This means
that if we broaden the red area in the Figure 5.6, which is equivalent to not considering the pairs with
small differences as being different, the performance of IW-PSNR will be dropping slower than in the
∆ SSIM (-)
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(a) SSIM (b) IW-PSNR
Figure 5.6: The distributions for the two groups in Better vs. Worse Analysis for IVC dataset.
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Figure 5.7: The results and statistical analysis for the four datasets. Significance plots show that the perfor-
mance of the method in the row is either significantly better (white), lower (black), or none of the previous
(gray).
AUC PSNR SSIM IW-PSNR MS-SSIM IW-SSIM
IVC 0.6360 0.7615 0.7803 0.7615 0.7626
CSIQ 0.6827 0.6910 0.7064 0.7056 0.7148
LIVE 0.7250 0.7654 0.7969 0.7625 0.7744
Toyama 0.5954 0.7068 0.7182 0.7117 0.7563
ALL 0.6882 0.7251 0.7297 0.7342 0.7419
Table 5.3: AUC values for Different vs. Similar Analysis
case of SSIM and is therefore more robust against not considering some pairs to be significantly different.
When any difference in ∆OM is considered to result in difference in perceived quality (i.e. C0), the same
conclusions as in case of standard measures can be reached (see Table 5.2).
5.3.2 Performance on Multiple Datasets Together
In this section, the performance is evaluated on four databases together (IVC [113], CSIQ [50], LIVE [110],
and Toyama [114]). A57 [94] and TID2008 [115] datasets are not used, since the subjective data for the
former are obtained from the seven expert subjects only, making the statistical processing not very relevant.
The latter is omitted because it is not possible to determine how many observers evaluated each image from
the description. Only overall number of observers is provided but not all of them evaluated all the content.
Computation of z-scores would therefore be unreliable.
The results for the four databases are depicted in Figure 5.7. The statistical significance was determined
the same way as in the previous section. The Tables 5.3-5.6 contain the final values obtained from the
datasets separately, as well as from their combination. Note that in Table 5.4, also the thresholds for the
|∆OM | necessary to ensure the 95% probability that the stimuli in the pair are different (i.e. for 5% FPR)
are reported. The values are dependent on the range of models’ values and therefore cannot be directly
used for models’ comparison but their differences for particular datasets provide another insight and they
are important for the practical use of the models.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the overall results. Firstly, the best performing model is IW-
SSIM, followed by MS-SSIM. An important phenomenon can be seen in the Table 5.3. Even though the
IW-PSNR metric reaches higher AUC value than MS-SSIM in the Different vs. Similar Analysis for each
database separately, the overall performance of MS-SSIM is higher. This shows that weighted average of
the particular results does not have to lead to the same conclusions as analysing all the data at the same time.
The proposed methodology is therefore more convenient when multiple datasets are considered together.
Also the effect described in the Section 5.3.1 where SSIM provides better classification in the Better vs.
Worse Analysis but the AUC value is higher for IW-PSNR is reflected in the overall results as well. For the
explanation, refer to the stated section.
For most of the metrics, CSIQ database appears to be the most challenging. The only exception from
this is PSNR which works the worst for Toyama dataset. These findings are in parallel with the standard
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THR95%DS PSNR SSIM IW-PSNR MS-SSIM IW-SSIM
IVC 8.4461 0.1285 6.4705 0.0757 0.1023
CSIQ 13.0470 0.2818 19.0379 0.2198 0.2686
LIVE 9.7317 0.2677 11.0294 0.1713 0.1710
Toyama 10.6431 0.0873 8.6840 0.0444 0.0429
ALL 12.4806 0.2677 17.9861 0.2002 0.2429
Table 5.4: Thresholds THR95%DS ensuring 95% probability that the stimuli in the pair are statistically
significantly different.
C0 PSNR SSIM IW-PSNR MS-SSIM IW-SSIM
IVC 0.8038 0.9203 0.9135 0.9181 0.9261
CSIQ 0.8279 0.8721 0.8542 0.8978 0.9049
LIVE 0.8518 0.9081 0.8998 0.9122 0.9190
Toyama 0.7630 0.9069 0.8841 0.9127 0.9386
ALL 0.8369 0.8897 0.8762 0.9049 0.9122
Table 5.5: Correct Classification in Better vs. Worse Analysis
measures [47].
The last observation is the room for improvement in metrics’ abilities with respect to the the Different
vs. Similar Analysis. Although it is true that not all well-performing objective methods has been tested
here. Nevertheless, IW-SSIM is considered to be one of the reliable criteria, outperforming other popular
metrics [47], and the overall AUC value of 0.7419 is not very high.
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AUC PSNR SSIM IW-PSNR MS-SSIM IW-SSIM
IVC 0.8877 0.9669 0.9795 0.9649 0.9768
CSIQ 0.9140 0.9227 0.9265 0.9357 0.9444
LIVE 0.9377 0.9568 0.9657 0.9597 0.9660
Toyama 0.8570 0.9657 0.9613 0.9685 0.9843
ALL 0.9219 0.9391 0.9437 0.9470 0.9546
Table 5.6: AUC values for Better vs. Worse Analysis
6
Revisiting the Role of the Reference in Image
Quality Assessment
As discussed in the introduction, the post-processing algorithms enable increasing the perceived quality of
a stimulus by adjusting its aesthetic properties. This discards the use of classical fidelity approach towards
quality evaluation where the similarity of the reference and processed version of the stimulus is quantified.
However, the procedures described in the previous chapters have been designed with this assumption in
mind. Therefore, it is necessary to revise the understanding of the reference in post-processing quality
evaluation scenarios and identify, and eventually adjust, the standard assessment procedures that can pos-
sibly be used in the described context. Given the slightly different nature of the two relevant groups of
post-processing algorithms (refer to Section 1.2), the discussions will be held separately.
6.1 Current Possibilities in Subjective Quality Assessment of
Enhanced Images
Considering the subjective experimental methodologies as described in Chapter 2, there are several proce-
dures that can be used even in the scenarios where the best possible quality image is not available. Namely,
these are:
• Absolute Category Rating (ACR) / Single Stimulus (SS) [11, 12]
• Double Stimulus Continuous Quality Scale (DSCQS) [11]
• Ranking [13]
• Paired Comparison (PC) [12]
The application of SS, Ranking, and PC is straightforward since there is no comparison with the reference
whatsoever at any point during the procedure. In case of DSCQS, the presence of the original image can
actually help to see if the enhanced image is enhanced or over-enhanced. The role of the reference is,
therefore, no longer to represent the perfect quality but to serve as kind of an anchor to compare with.
Quality assessment of enhanced images is not very well covered topic in literature. Subjective studies
containing enhanced images are, therefore, quite rare. Some of the popular databases, namely LIVE [110],
CSIQ [50], TID2008 [115], and TID2013 [116], were developed using the above identified procedures and
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include some images with contrast variations but there are only few cases where the quality is enhanced. The
over-enhancement is not covered at all. The same is valid for datasets CID2013 [139] and CCID2014 [140]
which are specialized on contrast. Their goal is to cover the whole spectrum from low to high contrast but
they do not consider the possibility of over-enhancement as well.
Bouzit and MacDonald [141] used PC strategy to compare the perceived sharpness and overall ob-
servers’ preferences for four different sharpening techniques. However, their dataset does not systemati-
cally search for over-sharpening. Moreover, the dataset is not publicly available and, thus, cannot be used
in further studies.
Zhang et al. [7] employed ranking of printed images in order to identify the thresholds for detection of
sharpness changes and the degree of most preferred sharpening. Their data are also not available but it is the
only work studying over-sharpening in a systematic manner and as such provides some valuable insights
for the goals of this thesis.
The only publicly available database focused specifically on image enhancement is Digitally Retouched
Image Quality (DRIQ) database proposed by Vu et al. [142]. It consists of images with enhancement in
sharpness, overall contrast, and color saturation. Nevertheless, the amount and the exact way of enhance-
ment is not very well specified since the images were just retouched using Photoshop according to the taste
of one of the authors. It also does not include any over-enhanced content. The subjective procedure included
within-image ranking, within-image multiple stimulus continuous quality scale (MSCQS) evaluation which
is a modification of DSCQS where not two but more images are evaluated simultaneously, and across-image
MSCQS. From these experiments, DMOS scores were calculated.
6.2 Current Possibilities in Objective Quality Assessment of
Enhanced Images
This section discusses the applicability of objective quality metrics for enhanced images assessment. In
case of no reference metrics, their suitability is obvious. However, most of them have been trained or at
least tested on datasets prepared under the classical quality assessment paradigm. Their verification in this
new context is, therefore, required.
For full reference metrics, and a majority of reduced reference criteria, the assumption is that the refer-
ence is of the best possible quality. Therefore, the metrics do not allow for the case that the quality could
be enhanced by the processing. The only exception is VIF metric [48]. Although it requires the presence of
the whole original image, it also has the ability to evaluate the processed image as qualitatively better than
the reference if there was a contrast increase without the amplification of noise. This capability makes it a
possible candidate for the assessment of enhanced (and especially sharpened) images.
Vu et al. [142] proposed the way to employ full-reference metrics for the given task. The approach
reverses the order of the evaluated images, i.e. the original image is considered to be the distorted version
(DIS) and the processed image is taken as the reference (REF). The strategy is visualized in Figure 6.1.
Nevertheless, this is possible only for the “asymmetric” criteria providing different values for different
order of images (in Figure 6.1 Q1 6= Q2). It excludes the usage of some popular similarity metrics such as
PSNR, SSIM, FSIM, etc. which only quantify the difference between images.
Moreover, they also came up with augmentation of MAD [50] metric, specifically designed to evaluate
image enhancement. In the augmented version of the metric, only the “appearance-based strategy” (for
more information refer to Section 3.1.2 or the respective paper) of MAD was employed because it exhibited
better results for this kind of images. Additionally, three features were investigated – contrast, sharpness,
and saturation.
A local contrast map was obtained by dividing the image into 8 × 8 blocks with 50% overlap and
calculating RMS contrast according to [72]. A local sharpness map was calculated using S3 algorithm [68].
And finally, the image was converted into HSV color space and its S component was taken as a local
saturation map. For every feature, difference di was calculated as
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Figure 6.1: Reversed strategy for full-reference metrics proposed in [142].
di = ||qi(IP)||2 − ||qi(IR)||2, (6.1)
where i = {contrast, sharpness, saturation}, qi stands for particular feature maps, IP and IR denote the
processed version and the reference image, respectively, and ||.||2 means L2-norm.
The overall change d is calculated simply by adding the components together, thus
d = dcontrast + dsharpness + dsaturation. (6.2)
Finally, the augmented version of MAD is defined as
Augmented MAD = d×MADa. (6.3)
Since both the reversed strategy for full reference metrics and Augmented MAD have only been tested
on the DRIQ database which does not consider over-enhancement, their applicability in the whole post-
processing scenario needs to be validated.
6.3 Current Possibilities in Subjective Quality Assessment of
Tone-Mapped Images
Subjective experiments evaluating performances of different TMOs are, compared to the case of image
enhancement, much more numerous. A thorough overview can be found e.g. in [143]. The applicable
procedures are SS [11], ranking [13], and PC [12]. Given the difference in dynamic range of the reference,
DSCQS (or any other procedure using a reference) in its classical form cannot be used. However, some of
the previous studies “injected” the reference into the otherwise reference-less procedures by adding it to the
evaluation setup. Therefore, three fundamental approaches can be identified:
• Evaluation with a real world reference,
• evaluation with a reference on HDR display, and
• evaluation without any reference.
In the first two cases, the reference is shown together with the tested images providing the information about
the real scene.
Apart from the setup, the question according to which observers evaluate the stimuli also differs. Sub-
jects are either asked to consider the fidelity to the reference or their overall preference. There have been
some contradictory results reported by studies measuring the influence of different experimental designs
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on the outcome. Ashikhmin and Goyal [144] did not find a significant difference between preference and
fidelity scores when no reference is provided. However, when they showed a real world reference to the
observers, the outcomes from fidelity experiment differed. On the other hand, Kuang et al. [145] found the
fidelity to the reference and preference results strongly correlated. Cˇadík et al. [10] also did not discover
any statistical difference between experiments with and without real world reference. These contradictions
indicate that the influence of the reference may be triggered by particular conditions and, when drawing
conclusions from different experiments, it should be checked if such effects occur or not.
Since the notion of quality in this thesis involves also the aesthetic properties, the concern is more
about observers’ preferences than about fidelity to the real world scenes. The reference, therefore, does
not represent the best possible quality rather than a link to the naturalness of the real world. The possible
influence of the presence of such reference on the preferences is interesting to study.
6.4 Current Possibilities in Objective Quality Assessment of
Tone-Mapped Images
In case of using objective metrics for evaluating tone-mapped images, the situation is similar to the enhanced
images (see Section 6.2). The assessment is restricted either to no reference criteria, which were mostly
trained and tested in different context, or the specially adjusted full reference metrics.
All of the full reference image quality metrics, described in Section 3.1, assume that the dynamic range
of the original and processed image are the same. However, in case of tone-mapped HDR images, the
dynamic range between the two versions differ (i.e. IR is an HDR image while IP is LDR). The following
metrics were designed in order to overcome this issue.
DRIM
The first metric enabling comparison of images regardless their dynamic ranges was Dynamic Range In-
dependent Metric (DRIM) [146]. It uses the detection model from HDR-VDP [52], calibrated on the data
from ModelFest dataset [147], to indicate which regions contain visible contrast in HDR image and its
tone-mapped version.
The metric then creates three distortion maps showing the regions where the contrast was either lost (i.e.
contrast change is perceivable in HDR but imperceivable in LDR image), amplified (the opposite case), or
reversed (the polarity is changed – mostly caused by halo artifacts) by tone-mapping process. The frame-
work of the metric is visualized in Figure 6.2. DRIM inherited high computational requirements and the
necessity to specify viewing conditions and display parameters. The metric was designed for visualization
of perceived distortions regarding the image contrast, therefore it does not allow for calculating a single
quality value.
TMQI, TMQI-II
Another approach was introduced by Yeganeh and Wang as Tone-Mapped images Quality Index (TMQI)
[148]. This quality criterion consists of two parts – Structural Fidelity (SF) and Statistical Naturalness (SN).
SF is obtained by modification of the previously described MS-SSIM index [46] for comparing HDR and
SDR images. This modification does not penalize the difference in signal strength if they are both under
or over the visibility threshold. This is determined by non-linear mapping of signals’ standard deviations
according to CSF. SF for a patch u is obtained as
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IP(u)
)
+ const2
, (6.4)
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Figure 6.2: The framework of DRIM [146].
where std′(.) is the standard deviation of the patch after the non-linear mapping. Note that the luminance
component is missing, compared to SSIM definition, but the structural element (i.e. the second fraction in
equation 6.4) remains the same.
The mapping is defined as
std′ =
1√
2piθstd
∫ std
−∞
exp
(
− (x− τstd)
2
2θ2std
)
dx, (6.5)
where
θstd(f) =
τstd(f)
k
, (6.6)
with f being a spatial frequency and k representing a constant obtained from Crozier’s law [149], typically
ranging from 2.3 to 4. The authors propose to use k = 3. The threshold for the signal’s standard deviation
is
τstd(f) =
µ√
2× const× CSF (f) , (6.7)
where µ is the mean intensity value (set to 128 by the authors) and const is a constant used to fit the physi-
ological data. TMQI uses CSF as introduced by Mannos and Sakrison [150] and fit to the data measured by
Kelly [151]. The map of SF is averaged on each scale and the final SF index is obtained in the same way as
in case of MS-SSIM.
The second measure implemented in TMQI – i.e. SN – does not use reference and is based on the
assumption that naturalness of an image can be modelled by probability distributions of brightness and
contrast (means and standard deviations) in natural gray-scale images. They discovered by analysing 3,000
images that the means and standard deviations follow Gaussian and Beta distribution respectively. The
measured distributions are N (115.94, 27.99) and B(4.4, 10.1). Assuming that brightness and contrast are
mutually independent, the probability that the image is natural is then expressed as
SN(IP) =
1
K(IP))
× pdfN (115.94,27.99)(IP)× pdfB(4.4,10.1)(IP), (6.8)
where K is a factor used for normalization, thus
K(IP) = max{pdfN (115.94,27.99)(IP), pdfB(4.4,10.1)(IP)}. (6.9)
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The final TMQI is a combination of the two measures defined as
TMQI
(
IR, IP
)
= λ1SF
(
IR, IP
)λ2
+ (1− λ1)SN
(
IP
)λ3
. (6.10)
The combination parameters λ1, λ2, and λ3 were obtained from the subjective data (λ1 = 0.8012, λ2 =
0.3046, and λ3 = 0.7088).
Later on, Ma et al. revised both of the terms and proposed the new version of the index called TMQI-
II [152]. Namely, the contrast visibility model for HDR images has been adapted to the local luminance
when calculating SF-II. The estimate of contrast in the HDR reference is therefore computed as the standard
deviation in a patch divided by the local mean. The SN term is modified much more severely.
The authors argue that the distribution of means and standard deviations leading to the natural image
depends on the mean and the standard deviation of the original image (obtained from the logarithm of the
HDR reference). Therefore, they designed a subjective experiment and let people adjust the means and
standard deviations of 60 natural images, in order to find the lower and upper bounds for naturalness. These
bounds were then fitted with a linear model. The transitions from the boundary to the mean are expressed
by Gaussian CDFs. SN-II is then obtained as a product of the probabilities that the image is natural in terms
of its mean and its standard deviation.
TMQI-II is then obtained as
TMQI-II
(
IR, IP
)
=
1
2
SF -II
(
IR, IP
)
+
1
2
SN -II
(
IR, IP
)
. (6.11)
FSITM
The last full-reference metric that will be discussed here is a Feature Similarity Index for Tone-Mapped
images (FSITM) [153]. It uses the phase congruency features to calculate the difference between original
and tone-mapped version of the image. More specifically, it computes the Locally Weighted Mean Phase
Angle (LWMPA) to compute the phase congruency. The main advantage of this feature is its robustness
against noise.
Let the lGeρ,r and lG
o
ρ,r be a quadratic pair of log-Gabor wavelets, i.e. evenly and oddly symmetric, on
the scale ρ and orientation r. The responses for a two-dimensional signal (e.g. an image I) are obtained as
[eρ,r(I), oρ,r(I)] = [I ∗ lGeρ,r, I ∗ lGoρ,r], (6.12)
where the operator ∗ stands for a convolution. The LWMPA is then computed as
LWMPA(I) = arctan2
(∑
ρ,r
eρ,r(I),
∑
ρ,r
oρ,r(I)
)
. (6.13)
The operator arctan2(.) is defined as
arctan2(x, y) = 2 arctan
x√
x2 + y2 + y
. (6.14)
The values of LWMPA(I) range from −pi/2 to pi/2. The binary phase congruency map PCG can then
be obtained as
PCG(I) = H
(
LWMPA(I)
)
, (6.15)
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whereH(.) is a Heaviside (unit-step) function. The definition is
H(t) =


1 t > 0
1
2
t = 0
0 t < 0.
(6.16)
The authors propose to calculate the FSITM for each channel ch. The similarity of the congruency maps
for a channel ch is computed as
SCGch(IR, IP) =
∣∣∣PCG(IchR ) ∩ PCG(IchP )∣∣∣
X × Y , (6.17)
with X and Y being the image width and height, respectively.
The final index can then be obtained from
FSITM ch(IR, IP) = λSCG
ch
(
IR, IP
)
+ (1− λ)SCGch
(
ln(IR), IP
)
, (6.18)
where the parameter λ was set experimentally.

7
Quality Assessment of Sharpened Images
The enhancement algorithms will be represented by image sharpening. Nevertheless, all of the principles,
except for the specialized algorithms, are applicable to any of the other enhancement methods (such as en-
hancement of global contrast, colorfulness, etc.). The main challenges introduced to the quality assessment
by image enhancement have been summarized in Section 1.2.1.
Image sharpening is one of the fundamental tools in current digital photography. Plenty of material
on the topic, written by professional photographers, can be found in works of literature (e.g [154]) or in a
variety of free online tutorials [155–161].
Sharpening is the process of making images “look sharper” or “crunchier”. The nomenclature is slightly
problematic because the process of deblurring the image is called sharpening, as well as the increase of
contrast on the edges, which makes image details more visible and image appears sharper. The issue of
sharpness and its perception by human observers will be discussed more thoroughly in Section 7.1.
In almost every image processing software, like Photoshop1, Lightroom2, or freeware GIMP3, there are
some sharpening algorithms implemented. Commercial software specialized directly in the sharpening is
also available – for example Google Nik Collection4, PhotoKit Sharpener5 by PixelGenius, or PhotoWiz’s
FocalBlade6. These algorithms are also implemented directly into digital cameras, scanners, or printers.
In [154], Fraser and Shewe divide the sharpening process into three stages, creating, what they call, the
sharpening workflow. The first part of the workflow is Capture Sharpening. In this stage, a photographer
should sharpen the image so that it looks like the original scene he/she was capturing. That means that it
should compensate the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the lens and also other processes causing
blurring of the original scene. These could involve going through the anti-aliasing filter of the camera,
or demosaicing. In other words, this stage is basically a deblurring of the image captured by the camera,
i.e. image restoration. Capture Sharpening should be used for every image taken and, in most cases, it
is incorporated directly in the camera itself (but it is usually better to switch this function off and perform
Capture Sharpening using some of the sharpening tools). This stage is also necessary for the following two
to produce decent results.
The second part is called Creative Sharpening. It provides a space for creativity, artistic intentions, etc.
It can be used on the whole image, on specific areas of the image, or enables to highlight certain objects.
1http://www.adobe.com/Photoshop (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
2http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop-lightroom.html (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
3http://www.gimp.org (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
4https://www.google.com/nikcollection/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
5http://pixelgenius.com/sharpener2/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
6http://thepluginsite.com/products/photowiz/focalblade/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Zhang et al. [7] showed that despite the variance of the opinions, there is a trend of human observers
preferring images which have been sharpened more than to look exactly like a captured scene. HVS seems
to appreciate when the contrast is slightly higher than in natural scenes. The sharpening is here done by
local adjustment of contrast on the edges. This is the image enhancement stage, therefore, the main interest
of this thesis regarding sharpening will be focused here.
The last part of the workflow is Output Sharpening. This stage is dependent on the form the final image
will be in. Here, the parameters should be adjusted for the particular device considering that there is a
difference between the image on the electronic screen and the final printed version of it. The images meant
for printing should usually be slightly over-sharpened on the screen but this really depends on the device
itself. This should be, of course, done as at the end of the process, right before the printing. If the image is
meant for the electronic screen, this particular stage can be omitted.
Very important thing is not to perform any sharpening before the image is in its final size. Resizing will
corrupt and in most cases completely ruin the sharpening effect and the image has to be re-sharpened. The
viewing distance should also be taken into account.
In this chapter, the basic concepts of sharpness perception, and sharpening algorithms will be intro-
duced. Further, the most appropriate subjective procedures for sharpened images evaluation will be se-
lected and an extensive subjective test will be described. Selected state-of-the-art objective metrics will
be tested on the ground truth subjective data and an adjusted pooling strategy significantly improving the
performance of the best performing metrics will be proposed and tested. Finally, a novel method for using
full-reference image quality metrics for image enhancement will be described and verified in the context of
image sharpening. The chapter builds upon and extends the work that has been done within the preparation
of the author’s master’s thesis [162] and has further been published in [163].
7.1 Sharpness Perception
Although the term sharpness is widely used in the image processing community, there is not a single, unified
definition available. Most of the studies however come from the idea of sharpness as the outcome of two
factors – resolution and acutance [155,161]. Resolution is the ability of the camera to capture differences
in detail. It influences the capability to distinguish between close objects in the scene. Resolution is entirely
determined by the chip of the camera. It is the better known one of these two factors of sharpness and it is
sometimes falsely considered to be the only one.
The second factor influencing the sharpness is acutance. It indicates the steepness of the edge. The
edge with high and low acutance can be seen in Figures 7.1(a) and 7.1(b), respectively. Their corresponding
profiles are in Figures 7.1(c) and 7.1(d). It is obvious that the shorter the transition between the luminance
levels is, the sharper the edge appears.
The edges like the one in Figure 7.1(a) are unfortunately impossible to be found in real (i.e. non-
artificial) images. It is because the acutance is affected by the factors which are never ideal. These factors
are the properties of the lens, image reconstruction algorithms, motion blur caused by photographer’s shak-
ing hands, insufficient illumination of the scene and many others. This is basically the reason why a huge
resolution does not ensure sharp and good quality photos. From image post-processing’s point of view,
acutance is much more important property of sharpness than resolution, because it is incomparably easier
to be enhanced. This will be discussed in detail in the next section.
The problem of measuring perceived sharpness is its dependence on the scale, viewing distance, dis-
playing device, and other things. The changes of perceived sharpness caused by different image sizes were
investigated for various scenes by Park et al. in [164]. Three levels of image size were created – small,
medium and large. It was discovered that the changes in sharpness were not proportional to the changes
in size. The degree of change of perceived sharpness seemed to be higher for small-medium image set,
than for medium-large. Also the sharpness of images containing moving objects or other kinds of blur
seemed not to be affected that much by the difference in size. They also appeared sharper in the images
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Figure 7.1: Example of edges with high and low acutance.
of smaller sizes. On the other hand, images containing text or repeating patterns suffered the most and
appeared sharper when their size was larger.
Crete et al. [165] discovered that the same amount of blur applied on the sharper and less sharp image
has a different impact on the blur perception. When the sharper image is blurred, the difference in the
perceived blur is much larger. This fact is also exploited in the blur metric [165].
The impact of the sharpness on visual attention when observing the scene was examined by Vuori
and Olkkonen [166]. The behavior of observers’ gaze can be divided into two phases. First phase is called
fixation. During fixations, the gaze is focused on a particular small region and most of the visual information
about the scene is gained. The second phase is saccade and it represents the transitions between fixations.
Almost no information is obtained during saccades. Several mechanisms influence the saccades’ durations
and fixations’ positions. A drag of the attention based on characteristics of the scene as regions with high
contrast, strong illumination, and other low-level features is called a “bottom-up” mechanism. A “top-
down” mechanism is based on the task given to the observer (e.g. “look for the traffic signs”) and/or
his/her personal experience. This “top-down” approach is very hard to model because of its complexity. In
[166], eye-tracking experiment was conducted in order to record observer’s eye-movements while watching
images with different levels of sharpness. The duration of saccades in the experiment with images of lower
quality were significantly longer. Apparently, it is harder for the observer to find areas for fixations in
blurred scenes. This could be explained by the fact that blurring decreases the contrast on the edges.
Extensive tests of perceived sharpness were done by Zhang et al. [7]. The study dealt with the threshold
for detection of sharpness changes and the degree of most preferred sharpening. The results suggested that
the detection threshold is much less dependent on the content and subjects, than the preference. However,
the degree of applied sharpening for the most preferred version was consistently higher than the degree for
the detection which means that some level of sharpening is generally preferred.
Very interesting effect can be achieved by the presence of noise. Despite being mostly undesirable, noise
can have, under certain circumstances, positive influence on the perceived sharpness. If the picture is rather
smooth, a proper amount of noise can make it look “crunchier”. That is why professional photographers
sometimes add some noise or film grain into their photographs. An example of such an effect can be found
in [155].
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Figure 7.2: Edge profiles with enhanced acutance.
7.2 Sharpening Algorithms
This section provides an introduction into the post-processing techniques used for increasing the perceived
sharpness. As stated in the previous section, two main properties of the photograph influence how sharp it
is perceived – resolution and acutance. Both of these factors can be enhanced by post-processing.
Methods used for increasing the resolution of an image are known as super-resolution techniques. These
algorithms are able to calculate the high-resolution image from the sequence (or video) of low-resolution
frames. The procedure is rather complicated because it demands the correct registration of images in the
sequence, interpolation into the high-resolution sampling grid, and reconstruction concerning warping, blur-
ring, and noise suppression. More information about the subject can be found e.g. in [167] or [168]. It is
obvious that these techniques are not well-suited for the enhancement of single photographs.
Enhancement of acutance is much more suitable for the sharpening of images. In general, there are two
possible approaches towards acutance enhancement. First group is formed by algorithms trying to decrease
the edge transition slope length. This length is defined as the distance between minimum and maximum
image intensity values in the neighborhood of the edge. The simplified example of edge profiles with such
an enhancement is shown in Figure 7.2(a). This is applicable particularly well for image restoration of
heavily blurred images where the second approach fails completely. One of the methods, developed by
Arad and Gotsman [169], uses image dependent warping. As most of the other techniques, it also has
problems with noise amplification and compression artifacts. Shavemaker et al. [170] proposed different
approach based on morphological filtering. It takes the intensity values in the slope and substitutes half of
them with the minimum and the other half with the maximum value found in the slope, thus creating the
ideal step edge (like the one in Figure 7.1(a)). This is, however, not very convenient because such edges
look unnatural. Augmentation of this method for enlarged images can be found in [171], or [172], where
instead of creating the step edge, the values are substituted by some kind of contrast stretching function
between minimum and maximum values in a slope.
The second approach towards perceived sharpness increase is the enhancement of contrast on the
edges. The length of the transition slope remains unchanged but the difference in intensities between
extrema is enlarged, creating the overshoots. This makes the images look sharper. An example of edge
profile processed in this way is shown in Figure 7.2(b). Basically, the high-pass component of the image is
augmented. The most popular way of doing so is unsharp mask sharpening. This method will be presented
later in a more detailed view.
The problem of the overshoots lies in the fact that when they are too big, they produce ringing artifacts
(also called halo artifacts) which could be very annoying for the observer and with their presence the
perceived quality drops significantly (see Section 1.2.1). It is mainly the responsibility of the photographer
to control this effect when sharpening the images.
Bruna et al. [173] proposed an algorithm trying to introduce more reliable overshoot control in sharp-
ening. Firstly, it analyses image activity by high-pass filtering to distinguish between homogenous and
textured regions. The image is then filtered by bank of directional filters. The sharpening gain (i.e. how
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much the pixel should be sharpened) is then computed for edge pixels. After that, the ringing control is
applied, in which user can regulate overshoots from complete disabling to no control at all.
The effect of sharpening can be also achieved by a simple increase of high frequency components in the
image spectrum. Bouzit and MacDonald [141] proposed the sharpness enhancing technique by weighting
the image spectrum according to the CSF.
More complex method of sharpening for printing 6 inch photos was proposed by Safonov et al. [174].
They resize the image to the required size and then extract certain features from the image to estimate its
sharpness. The photo is then classified, employing AdaBoost algorithm, into one of four groups – sharp,
slightly blurred, blurred, and strongly blurred. Every group is sharpened with a different intensity. This
technique combines the two main aforementioned sharpening approaches – firstly it uses contrast stretching
between minimum and maximum values in a slope to decrease the length of edge transitions and then
unsharp mask via bilateral filter for a local contrast increase. For more information, refer to the respective
paper.
Another approach is to decompose an image into the base and detail layers. The enhancement is then
applied on the detail layer only. This has been exploited e.g. by Paris et al. [175] who used classical
Laplacian pyramid with coefficients classification for decomposition. The classification was employed in
order to prevent halo artifacts. Bae et al. [176] utilized bilateral filtering [177] in order to obtain the layers.
Other possible methods include, for example, locally adaptive bilateral clustering [178], multiscale
retinex theory [179], or fuzzy logic [180,181].
The remainder of this section provides a deeper description of the algorithms that are used in the follow-
ing subjective study. Note that since the concern of the paper is connected to the Creative Sharpening (see
the introduction of this Chapter), all methods are based on the enhancement of the contrast on the edges.
7.2.1 Unsharp Mask
Image sharpening using unsharp mask is by far the most popular technique. It has its roots in analog
photography where the blurred version of the photo used to be printed together with the negative in the
form of registered sandwich. This would increase edge sharpness as well as suppress the noise caused by
the film grain which is random for both versions. The name of the procedure comes from the fact that the
unsharp version is used as a mask. This is very well described in [182]. Some information can be also
found in [154]. But the massive popularity of unsharp mask came with the digital photography.
The principle is to extract the high frequency components by subtracting the blurred version from the
original as
Ihigh = I − hσ ∗ I, (7.1)
where Ihigh represents the high frequency components, I stands for the original image, hσ is the Gaussian
kernel with the respective standard deviation σ used for the blurring, and operator ∗ denotes convolution.
This subtraction is then added to the original:
Isharp = I + λIhigh, (7.2)
or also
Isharp = (1 + λ)I − λ(hσ ∗ I), (7.3)
where Isharp is the sharpened output image and λ is the weighting factor influencing the amount of sharpen-
ing.
As the equations (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) suggest, the final result of sharpening is affected mainly by pa-
rameters σ and λ. Parameter σ influences the size of the neighborhood in which the sharpening is performed
and λ determines how much the image will be sharpened.
Unlike its analog ancestor, digital unsharp mask unfortunately does not suppress the noise but, as a
matter of fact, amplifies it. It is also better to perform sharpening only on the luminance component of the
image, avoiding undesirable color shifts.
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There have been plenty of attempts to enhance the performance of unsharp mask sharpening. Most
of them are trying to solve the problem with noise using different filters to extract the high-frequency
component. Some augmentations employ nonlinear filters [183–185] (e.g. quadratic [186], or morphologi-
cal [187]), or adaptive filters [188]. These are compared within the same conditions in [189]. More recent
method for medical images was proposed by Agaian and McClendon [190]. The unsharp mask is here
used in cascade. The previously mentioned Safonov’s algorithm [174] employs bilateral filter instead of
Gaussian in the unsharp mask computation.
7.2.2 Enhanced Unsharp Mask
In the image processing programs like Adobe Photoshop, or GIMP, mostly the ordinary unsharp mask
filter is used (new versions of Photoshop enables to choose between Gaussian or Lens blur). To boost the
performance, photographers use multiple layers. This enhancement, integrated also in Lightroom [154],
was, for the purpose of this work, implemented in MATLAB to enable higher control over the parameters
and to be able to follow what exactly is happening during every step.
Firstly, the original image I is sharpened by an ordinary unsharp mask (equations (7.2) and (7.3)) with
parameters σ and λ, obtaining the image Isharp. One of the problems of unsharp masking is the loss of
information in highlights and shadows due to halo artifacts [161]. This could be avoided using clipping
protection mask. This mask ensures that pixels with too small, or too high intensity values, respectively,
will be affected less by the sharpening. The mask C is calculated as
C(x, y) =
1
2
(
b
(
I(x, y)
)
+ b
(
Isharp(x, y)
))
, (7.4)
where x, y are the pixel coordinates and b is the protective, piecewise linear function shown in the Figure
7.3. Thresholds l and h set the amount of protection.
Image with clipping protection IC is obtained as
IC(x, y) = C(x, y)× Isharp(x, y) +
(
1− C(x, y))× I(x, y), (7.5)
where operator × represents the pixel-wise multiplication.
This ensures that most of the sharpening is done in the mid-tones and thus solves the picture loss
problem. But the algorithm still amplifies the noise in homogenous regions. Also some sharpened textures,
like contours of the skin, are unpleasant for the observers. There are several ways to suppress this effect.
The simpler approach is to set the threshold value thres, used as
Ithres =
{
IC if|∇I| > thres,
I otherwise,
(7.6)
where ∇ is the gradient operator and Ithres is the sharpened image with thresholding. As can be seen,
the homogenous regions will be avoided because of small gradient value of pixel intensity in this region.
This solution is, however, not ideal because the transitions between pixels taken from the original and the
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sharpened image can look unnatural.
More complex solution is the usage of an edge mask. This can be obtained by one of the edge operators.
In the implementation, vertical and horizontal kernels of Sobel operator were employed [191]. The edge
mask E is then calculated as
E = |Ever|+ |Ehor|, (7.7)
where Ever and Ehor are the edges obtained by filtering by vertical and horizontal kernel, respectively. The
final mask is then normalized to the range from 0 to 1.
A comparison of differences in final quality when using different operators could be a topic for further
study. Canny edge detector [192] is particularly interesting because it treats all the detected edges the same
way (unlike the derivative-based operators where sharper edges have stronger responses, the result of a
detection by Canny’s detector is only a binary mask - detected/not detected).
Sometimes it can be better to calculate the Sobel mask from an image on a smaller scale which can
lead to detecting only strong, relevant edges. The implemented MATLAB algorithm enables to set scale
value. The mask will be then obtained from the image of a size proportional to the original by this value
(e.g. for scale = 0.5, the image used for edge detection is half the size of the original) and then resized
to the original size using bicubic interpolation. Edge images for cameraman.tif (Figure 7.4(a)), available
in MATLAB’s Image Processing Toolbox, with scale values 0.5 and 1 can be seen in Figure 7.4(b) and
7.4(c), respectively. The image in Figure 7.4(b) is blurred because of the interpolation but it is not a problem
in this case, as will be explained later.
To "push out" the weak edges in the mask, gamma correction can be used
Eγ(x, y) = E(x, y)
γ. (7.8)
The influence of gamma correction on the edge image is shown in Figure 7.4(d). The contours of the
cameraman’s coat are now visible but the noise is also included and that is not desirable.
The difference in importance between the stronger and the weaker edges can be modified by contrast
transformation. This is done according to the cubic contrast transformation function T shown in Figure 7.5.
The shape of the function is set by the parameters il, ih, ol, and oh. If ol < il and oh > ih, influence
of the stronger edges will be strengthened and influence of the weaker will be suppressed, as can be seen in
Figure 7.4(e). In the opposite case, their influence will be more similar. The edge mask is processed as
Eγ,T (x, y) = T
(
Eγ(x, y)
)
. (7.9)
Finally, the edge mask is blurred by the averaging filter. In the implementation, the 5× 5 filter kernel is
used
Eγ,T,avg = Eγ,T ∗ 1
25


1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1

 , (7.10)
where ∗ is the convolution operator. Eγ,T,avg is then normalized, so its values are within the interval from 0
to 1. Resulting sharpened image is then obtained as
Isharp2(x, y) = Eγ,T,avg(x, y)× IC(x, y) +
(
1− Eγ,T,avg(x, y)
)× I(x, y), (7.11)
where × represents the pixel-wise multiplication. The reason why the edge mask should be blurred comes
from the equation (7.11). If the mask was too sharp, the transitions between the pixels taken from the
original and the sharpened image would not necessarily have to be smooth which could create disturbing
artifacts and affect the quality in a bad way.
Unsharp mask enhancement could also include suppression of noise. To perform denoising only at re-
gions which need it, inverse edge mask could be employed (mostly more blurred). Because denoising in
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Figure 7.4: Sobel edge mask for cameraman.tif.
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Figure 7.5: Contrast transformation function T .
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luminance channel changes the image drastically, sometimes it is enough to perform denoising in chromi-
nance channels. This, in fact, does not suppress the noise but makes it visually less annoying. More
information about the subject can be found in [154].
7.2.3 Global Sharpening Enhancement Algorithm
Global Sharpening Enhancement Algorithm (GSEA) was proposed by Agaian and McClendon [190] for
sharpening of medical (especially radiological) images. Considering its simplicity, it can also be success-
fully used for multimedia content. At first, the algorithm performs non-linear filtering using trimmed mean
filter. This filter substitutes the pixel values by trimmed mean of the values inside the neighboring area of
the pixel.
Intensity values inside the area are ordered and then trimmed mean of the ordered set is calculated as
µtrimmed(u) =
1
U − 2out
U−out∑
k=out+1
Ik, (7.12)
where U is the number of pixels in the square neighborhood (e.g. U = 25 for 5× 5 area), out is the amount
of pixels excluded from the set at the beginning and the end (in the implementation out =
√
U − 1), and Ii
is the i-th intensity value.
Unlike the ordinary averaging filter, trimmed mean filter is less affected by noise. Setting the threshold
out to 0 will make the filter calculate an ordinary average and setting it to the highest possible value (U −
1)/2 will make it calculate a median value. Filtered image Iµtrimmed is obtained by calculating trimmed mean
in every pixel position
Iµtrimmed(x, y) = µtrimmed(x, y). (7.13)
For calculations on the borders, the image is mirrored.
In the next step, enhancing factor Dλ is computed
Dλ(x, y) =
(
I(x, y)
Iµtrimmed(x, y)
)λ
, (7.14)
where the fraction stands for pixel-wise division. The differences between pixel intensities in I and Iµtrimmed
should be relatively small for the flat regions and relatively big on the edges.
Finally, the enhanced image IGSEA is obtained as
IGSEA(x, y) = I(x, y)×Dλ(x, y), (7.15)
where × operator stands for pixel-wise multiplication. The main parameter influencing the result of sharp-
ening is λ along with the size of the considered neighborhood of the pixel.
7.2.4 Sharpening Using SDME
Image enhancement using Second Derivative-like Measure of Contrast was proposed by Nercessian et al.
[75]. It is based on works of DelMarco and Agaian [193] where SDME is defined as a visibility operator
and Panetta et al. [74] who used it for quality assessment (see equation (3.47)).
The measure of contrast is defined as
CONSDME(x, y) =
Imax − 2I(x, y) + Imin
Imax + 2I(x, y) + Imin
, (7.16)
where I(x, y) is the intensity value in the current pixel and Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum
intensities in the certain square neighborhood, respectively. CONSDME values vary between -1 and 1. The
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advantage of such a measure is that the value of the current pixel can be obtained directly from the contrast
I(x, y) =
(
Imax + Imin
2
)(
1− CONSDME(x, y)
1 + CONSDME(x, y)
)
. (7.17)
This is the base for possible image enhancement. A new pixel value can be calculated from the enhanced
contrast. Because absolute values of CONSDME are in the range between 0 and 1, Nercessian et al. proposed
the direct contrast enhancement by power law mapping
CON ′SDME = sgn(CONSDME)|CONSDME|λ, (7.18)
whereCON ′SDME is the enhanced contrast and λ is the enhancement factor. Contrast enhancement is yielded
for λ < 1. It is important that the mapped contrast stays in the required range and thus the phase of its
coefficients is preserved.
The pixel value Ienh(x, y) of the enhanced image is then obtained as
Ienh(x, y) =
(
Imax + Imin
2
)(
1− CON ′SDME(x, y)
1 + CON ′SDME(x, y)
)
. (7.19)
The algorithm is, again, controlled by two parameters - λ and the size of the neighborhood of the pixel
under investigation. In [75], the extension of the algorithm into multiple scales is proposed. This was not
included in the used implementation and a reader is encouraged to study the above mentioned paper for
more information.
7.3 Subjective Study on Sharpened Images
As already explained in Chapter 6, there is a lack of datasets considering enhanced and over-enhanced
content. Nevertheless, such datasets are essential for design and testing of objective metrics. Moreover,
the procedures leading to reliable subjective evaluation of enhanced and over-enhanced content are not well
investigated. The majority of the research in the field has been dedicated to the printed media [7]. When
considering sharpening for electronic display, a revision is needed.
The goal of this section is to fill this gap and provide a selection of the most suitable subjective procedure
for sharpened (or generally enhanced) images evaluation. The methodology will then be used to create
a representative dataset including blurred, sharpened, and over-sharpened images applicable as a ground
truth for objective metrics performance evaluation and comparison in the given context. In order to test the
metrics abilities across different sharpening methods, four different techniques (Sections 7.2.1-7.2.4) will
be considered for creating the database.
7.3.1 Stimuli Selection and Preparation
In the subjective experiment design there is always a tradeoff between number of source images and applied
processing algorithms. Since the nature of the test required higher number of sharpening levels produced
by every algorithm, smaller amount of source images had to be selected for the time plausibility of the test.
For the creation of test stimuli, four source images were used – Caps, Parrots, and Red Hat from the
publicly available Kodak database,7 and Isabe from IVC Database [113]. These particular scenes were
selected for containing different textures, colorfulness, spatial frequencies, and semantics. Two of the
scenes also involve humans with uncovered skin. Such content was identified as problematic by Zhang et
al. [7] because observers are very sensitive about the natural appearance of the skin.
7http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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(a) Caps (b) Parrots (c) Red Hat (d) Isabe
Figure 7.6: Source images used in the subjective study on sharpened images.
The images from the Kodak database were cropped to the size of 512× 512 pixels. All the images also
have 3 pixels wide gray frames. Smaller versions of the source images can be seen in Figure 7.6.
7.3.2 Setup of the Sharpening Methods
Since different sharpening algorithms result in different artifacts, it has been decided to include more tech-
niques within the study. In our case, four methods are used – unsharp mask, augmented unsharp mask [154],
GSEA [190], and SDME [75]. The details about the particular implementations can be found in sections
7.2.1-7.2.4.
As thoroughly discussed in section 1.2.1, the optimal amount of sharpening is content dependent. All
the methods, therefore, have at least two main parameters – λ influencing the degree of sharpening and
another parameter adjusting the size of the area around the pixel taken into consideration. To decrease the
number of degrees of freedom, only the sharpening strength parameter λ was left free and the others were
fixed creating two different settings for each method. That gives eight ways of sharpening. The specific
parameter values were selected to be as universally applicable as possible. Particular parameters’ setups are
stated in the Table 7.1.
No. Method Parameters
1 Unsharp Mask σ = 0.6 (neighborhood 3× 3 pixels)
2 Unsharp Mask σ = 1.4 (neighborhood 7× 7 pixels)
3 Enhanced Unsharp Mask σ = 0.6, no clipping protection, scale = 1, γ = 1,
il = 0.1, ih = 0.9, ol = 0.4, oh = 0.6, 5 × 5
averaging filter
4 Enhanced Unsharp Mask σ = 1.4, no clipping protection, scale = 1, γ = 1,
il = 0.1, ih = 0.9, ol = 0.4, oh = 0.6, 5 × 5
averaging filter
5 GSEA neighborhood 3× 3
6 GSEA neighborhood 7× 7
7 SDME neighborhood 3× 3
8 SDME neighborhood 7× 7
Table 7.1: Setup of the sharpening methods.
7.3.3 Test Room
All the tests were conducted in laboratory conditions of the testing room within the facility of Images
and Video Communications (IVC) Research Group under Institut de Recherche en Communications et
Cybernétique de Nantes, École polytechnique de l’université de Nantes.
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Figure 7.7: Graphical User Interface for Pretest no. 1
Color-calibrated Full HD (1920× 1080 pixels) display TV Logic LVM-401 with 50 cm in diagonal was
used. Viewing distance was set to be three times the height of the screen and the lighting conditions were
in accordance with ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [12] (see Table 2.2).
7.3.4 Methodology Selection
In Chapter 6, the possible methodologies for subjective quality assessment of sharpened images have been
summarized (SS [11], DSCQS [11], ranking [13], and PC [12]). To select the most suitable methodology, a
pilot study has been conducted. Since the images in the dataset are meant for displaying on the screen, the
ranking experiment, popular in printing industry, would not be an ideal solution – observers would not have
an access to all of the images in their native resolution at the same time, the series was expected not to be
monotonic in quality thus complicating the task, etc. Hence, only two pilot tests were designed.
Zhang et al. [7] showed in their experiment that the thresholds for the detection of change in sharpness
and for the preferred amount of sharpening are subject and content dependent. The pilot tests were therefore
also used to determine the thresholds for sharpness change detection and over-sharpening for each source
image, so the images in the dataset would not have the same level of perceived sharpness and to include
over-sharpening.
Pretest no. 1
In the first pretest, the subject used a slider to continuously adjust the level of sharpening (similar to sharpen-
ing in image processing programs) to the most preferred value. This is close to a single stimulus procedure
where people actually compare the displayed image to their own virtual reference. A graphical user inter-
face (GUI) was created in MATLAB (see Figure 7.7). Moreover, the observers had a possibility to display
the original image at any time by pressing the “Original Image” button. Therefore they could compare the
result to the original as in a DSCQS test using the unprocessed image as a reference. The radio buttons at
the bottom of the screen enabled switching between the methods. After finishing the adjustment for all the
methods, participants submitted their results using “Save” button.
After saving the results, they were asked to describe their strategy while adjusting the image. They
were supposed to state the most important areas they had been focusing on and in which they detected
over-sharpening artifacts when they appeared. Resulting parameters and answers were written into a text
file.
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Figure 7.8: Graphical User Interface for Pretest no. 2
Pretest no. 2
The second pretest was based on the PC methodology. Its goal was to simultaneously obtain the threshold
for detection of changes in sharpness and the preferred amount of sharpening. For this purpose, another
MATLAB GUI was designed (see Figure 7.8).
The observers’ task was to choose from two simultaneously displayed images the one they preferred.
This was done by clicking either “Left Image” or “Right Image” button. The first two images were very
different in terms of sharpness (different λ parameter). When participant chose one of them, the next pair
was generated with
λ1,2 = λchosen ± dist, (7.20)
where λchosen is the parameter λ of the image chosen by the observer in the previous step, λ1,2 are the
parameters of the next left and right image, respectively, and dist is the distance parameter (|λ1 − λ2| =
2 dist).
After every comparison, dist was lowered (by 0.25 for methods 1 - 6 and by 0.015 for 7 and 8). If
dist < 0.5, next dist was a half of the previous (for methods 7 and 8 when dist < 0.03). Initial setting for
each method can be found in Table 7.2. The order of images (which one was displayed as left and which
one as right) was randomized.
λ1 λ2 dist
Method no. 1 2 6 3
Method no. 2 1 4 2
Method no. 3 2 6 3
Method no. 4 1 4 2
Method no. 5 2 6 3
Method no. 6 1 4 2
Method no. 7 0.7 0.9 0.2
Method no. 8 0.7 0.9 0.2
Table 7.2: Initial setting of parameters for Pre-test no. 2
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The procedure was adaptive and therefore dependent on the subject. When the observer labelled the
pair as equal, the λ parameter of previously chosen image and distance dist were written into the text file.
Results Interpretation
Three expert observers participated in both of the pretests. The raw results can be found in the Appendix
of [162]. Each subject has also been interviewed after completing the test. In the first pretest, participants
described the task as very hard and were not really confident about the results. The problem lies in the
continuous addition of sharpness enabling human visual system to adapt itself. This causes some kind of
tolerance towards more sharpening which is undesirable. It is much easier for humans to choose from
discrete levels of quality than to adjust it continuously. This suggests that it could be more comfortable and
effective to substitute common sharpening sliders with a different method using direct comparisons.
In terms of strategy, the subjects were very united. This shows that the overall perceived sharpness
depends much more on certain areas in the image which is in parallel with previous findings [69]. As
stated also in [7], humans are very sensitive to the naturalness of human skin. Regions containing text are
preferred to be sharpened more.
The second pretest was much more comfortable for the observers resulting in their higher confidence
with the results. This is in agreement with the reasons stated in [194] where the problem of selecting
the correct procedure for evaluating video enhancement algorithm was addressed. PC methodology was
therefore found more suitable for the particular purpose.
7.3.5 Quantitative Study
The results of the pretests were also used as a base for designing the dataset for quantitative study. The goal
was to include blurred, sharpened, and over-sharpened images. The particular levels of sharpening for each
content were carefully selected based on the provided data in order to ensure that the over-sharpening effect
is reached and the step between different sharpness levels is large enough to be noticeable.
The same four source images, eight methods, and the test room described in Sections 7.3.1-7.3.3 were
used in the quantitative study. Four versions of each source image with different amount of sharpening
per method were created and three different levels of Gaussian blur (GB) were also added. That gives 35
processed and one original image per each source scene. The full dataset therefore comprised 144 images.
Observers
38 naive observers, both male and female, participated in the experiment. All participants were tested for
the visual acuity using Monoyer optometric table and for color perception using Ishihara’s patterns. All of
them had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Subjects were instructed to choose the image they preferred or choose the visually less disturbing one
from the pair by using the left or the right arrow on the keyboard, respectively. At the beginning of each
session, three training pairs were presented for the observers to get familiar with the interface.
Methodology
In the pilot study, the PC methodology [12] was found the most suitable for the evaluation. The Adaptive
Square Design [24, 25] variant, as described in Section 2.3.2, has been employed in order to decrease the
time requirements and increase the robustness against observers’ errors.
Subjects’ task was to compare different versions of the same source images, hence four matrices (each
for every source image) containing 36 stimuli were created. That means that 4 × 180 = 720 pairs had to
be compared by every subject. Considering average of 5 seconds per comparison, such session would last
one hour. However, this would be very tiring for the observers and the results would not be accurate. It
was therefore decided for each participant to evaluate only half of the dataset (360 pairs), decreasing the
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duration to 30 minutes. In fact, the vast majority of subjects was able to finish the test in shorter time, due
to the presence of easily qualitatively distinguishable pairs. The order of image pairs was randomized as
well as the visualization as the right or the left image.
Results
The results were analyzed according to BTL model (see Section 2.3.3). BTL scores with their respec-
tive 95% confidence intervals for particular scenes are shown in Figures 7.9(a), 7.9(c), 7.9(e), and 7.9(g),
respectively. Figures 7.9(b), 7.9(d), 7.9(f), and 7.9(h) are the visualization of statistical significance of dif-
ferences between stimuli. White squares represent the cases where the stimulus in the row is significantly
better than the stimulus in the column, while the black squares stand for the opposite case. If the stimuli
are not significantly different, the square is gray. The image no. 1 is the original, images 2, 3, and 4 contain
Gaussian blur. After that every set of four images is processed using a different method with an increasing
level of sharpening.
Despite the fact that the dataset was based on the pre-tests’ results and it contained images sharpened
much more than what expert observers marked as the optimal value, it can be seen that in most of the cases,
subjective scores of sharpened images did not drop under the score of the original. It means that even
though they were over-sharpened (subjective score lower than the optimum) there was still some kind of
qualitative gain.
The results also show (especially for Caps and Parrots scenes) that the preferred level of sharpening
often varied and the qualitative differences between images are often not statistically significant. The reason
could lie in the nature of these images. This confirms the highly subjective nature of the task and supports
the use of statistical tools for further processing. Nevertheless, there are some general trends to be observed.
The Caps scene contains a text which is, based on the answers of experts in the first Pretest, very
important for the observers. The increase in the text readability due to sharpening could cause the higher
tolerance to over-sharpening, preference of sharpened images over the original, and also the higher variation
among subjects.
The Parrots scene is very colorful and some subjects probably appreciated contrast increase despite the
over-sharpening artifacts and noise amplification.
The best results, in terms of difference significance and also over-sharpening detection, were obtained
for the Red Hat scene. As mentioned before, human observers are very sensitive to the naturalness of the
skin and faces, which is probably why the participants were much more consistent in this case. Also the
superiority of the Enhanced Unsharp Mask (images no. 13 - 20) has been proven because it does not adjust
regions not belonging to edges (see Section 7.2.2).
For the Isabe scene, the qualitative difference between the original and the sharpened versions is the
largest. This could be caused by the lower quality of the original compared to the other three scenes.
The best scores were obtained for the Enhanced Unsharp Mask method, however, the differences in
performance were, except for the Red Hat scene, not as big as expected. The reason could be that the
source images were not noisy. The worst performance was given by the SDME method with the larger
neighborhood (method #8).
It is also interesting to note that, even though the scores did not drop under the score of the original, the
tendency is definitely to decrease after reaching a certain point which proves the over-sharpening theory and
thus some valid data can be obtained. The results of subjective tests were used for evaluation of objective
metrics’ performances which will be described later.
7.4 Performance of the Objective Metrics on Sharpened Images
This section describes the analyses of objective quality metrics’ performance with respect to the developed
subjective database using the novel performance evaluation methodology from the Section 5.2. Firstly, the
criteria that can be used in the context of sharpened images evaluation need to be identified.
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Figure 7.9: Quantitative Subjective Study Results.
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The ways to use full reference quality metrics for enhanced images evaluation have been discussed in
Chapter 6. The reversed strategy proposed by Vu et al. [142] provided good results on their dataset but it
has not been tested on the over-enhanced content nor on different sharpening methods.
Great effort has been dedicated to the development of objective no reference sharpness/blur estimating
criteria (see Section 3.2.2). However, these algorithms have been developed for the purpose of quantifying
the amount of blur in the image. That means that they have been designed and tested with respect to the
ideal of a clearly specified (blur-free) reference. Shaked and Tastl [63] and Zhang et al. [61] tested their
criteria on sharpened images but the testing set never contained over-sharpened images, therefore only the
metric’s ability to assess images positively influenced by sharpening was investigated. The applicability of
the no-reference sharpness metrics on the over-sharpened images therefore has to be verified.
The aesthetic based measures discussed in Section 3.2.5 could also be considered since they measure
the appeal of the image. They have never been tested in the context of sharpening so far.
The area of distortion unaware and opinion unaware (general purpose) no-reference metrics, described
in Section 3.2.7, contain another potential candidates. These criteria should be able to predict the quality
regardless the processing technique and training dataset used. The rest of no-reference criteria is designed
and trained for particular purposes and is therefore not suitable for evaluation of sharpened images.
In the analysis, 25 objective metrics are considered. Full-reference metrics are represented by VIF [48],
reversed VIF [48], reversed MAD [50], and Augmented MAD [142]. VIF is tested in the normal mode
as well for its ability to recognize the increase of quality with respect to the reference. The rest of the
tested criteria consisted of no-reference measures: Variance [57], Frequency Threshold [58], Gradient [59],
Laplacian [59], Autocorrelation [59], Histogram Frequency [60], Kurtosis [61], Marziliano [62], HP [63],
Kurtosis of Wavelet Coefficients [64], Riemannian Tenzor [65], JNBM [66], CPBD [67], S3 [68], FISH
[69], FISHbb, NIQE [84], QAC [85], Aydın et al. aesthetic sharpness [5], Aydın et al. aesthetic metric [5],
and CS [86].
Used MATLAB implementations of measures were obtained either from the framework created by
Murthy and Karam [44], or from publicly available sources. For the sake of better readability, the criteria
in the following figures are numbered according to the Table 7.3.
No. 1 2 3 4 5
Metric VIF [48] Rev. VIF [48] Rev. MAD [50] Augmented MAD [142] Variance [57]
No. 6 7 8 9 10
Metric Freq. Threshold [58] Gradient [59] Laplacian [59] Autocorrelation [59] Histogram Freq. [60]
No. 11 12 13 14 15
Metric Kurtosis [61] Marziliano [62] HP [63] Kurtosis of Wavelet Coefficients [64] Riemannian Tenzor [65]
No. 16 17 18 19 20
Metric JNBM [66] CPBD [67] S3 [68] FISH [69] FISHbb [69]
No. 21 22 23 24 25
Metric NIQE [84] QAC [85] Aydın et al. Sharpness [5] Aydın et al. Aesthetics [5] CS [86]
Table 7.3: Numbering of the metrics in the analyses of performance on sharpened images.
7.4.1 Results per Content
Firstly, the performance of the applicable metrics (Table 7.3) for each source image separately will be
shown.
Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis
The results of the Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis for the Caps scene are depicted in Figure 7.10(a).
The AUC values with 95% CI (left) as well as statistical significance between each pair of metrics (right)
determined by Hanley-McNeil method [135] and compensated for multiple comparisons by Benjamini-
Hochberg procedure [125] are reported. Note that the white square represents the case where the metrics in
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the row performs significantly better than the method in the column, the black square stands for the opposite
case, and the gray square signifies no statistical difference in performance.
It can be seen that the performance of the metrics is not very different. The highest AUC value is
achieved by S3 metric (#18), followed by FISHbb (#20), Kurtosis of Wavelet Coefficients (#14), and Marzil-
iano (#12). On the other hand, the worst performing metric is NIQE (#21).
The results for Parrots scene (Figure 7.10(b)) show the same winners (S3 and FISHbb), together with
FISH (#19) and VIF (#1) in the regular (not reversed) setup. Augmented MAD (#4), NIQE (#21), and QAC
(#22) perform poorly. Generally, the AUC values are the highest for this particular scene.
For the Red Hat scene, on the other hand, none of the metrics works well and there are no statistically
significant differences found among them. The results are shown in Figure 7.10(c). This is an interesting
outcome since the observers’ agreement was the highest for this particular scene. The image is easily over-
sharpened due to the close look to the skin and the metrics seem to struggle with assessing this phenomenon.
In case of the Isabe scene (see Figure 7.10(d)), the highest AUC value is reached by JNBM (#16),
followed by S3 (#18), CPBD (#17), FISHbb (#20), and Marziliano (#12). The poorest performance is
provided by Augmented MAD (#4) and HP (#13).
Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis
In case of Better vs. Worse ROC analysis, the metrics’ performance is generally better. That means that they
are more capable to recognize which image is better in the pair than determine if the pair is significantly
different. On the other hand, there are some cases where the AUC value drops under 0.5 meaning that the
metric works worse than random guessing. This is caused by a systematic misclassification, i.e. evaluating
the better image as the worse. The format of the results and the processing methods are the same as in the
case of Different vs. Worse analysis.
The results for the Caps scene are visualized in the Figure 7.11(a). The group of best performing metrics
is formed by S3 (#18), FISHbb (#20), JNBM (#16), and Marziliano (#12). S3 metric achieves the highest
AUC value. The Augmented MAD (#4) and Reversed VIF (#2) work worse than random guessing.
For the Parrots scene (Figure 7.11(b)), the performance of S3 (#18) and FISHbb (#20) is very high. This
scene seems to be less challenging for these metrics in terms of both analyses. Reversed VIF (#2), on the
other hand, systematically assigns higher score to the worse image and provides the worst classification
from the tested criteria.
The Red Hat scene proves to be challenging for the metrics even in this analysis, as can be seen in Figure
7.11(c). The highest AUC value, achieved by FISHbb (#20), is only 0.7536. The similar performance is
reached also by S3 (#18) and NIQE (#21) which is surprising considering its poor results for other scenes.
The worst metrics for this particular scene are Reversed MAD (#3) and Augmented MAD (#4).
Good performance of the JNBM (#16) for the Isabe scene from the Different vs. Similar analysis is
repeated also in case of Better vs. Worse analysis (7.11(d)). It is the best performing method together with
S3 (#18), FISHbb (#20), and Marziliano (#12) reaches the AUC value higher than 0.9. Reversed VIF (#2) is
again performing the poorest.
7.4.2 Overall Performance
The previous section provides a valuable insight into the content-wise metrics’ behavior. Nevertheless, it
is also interesting to determine the overall capabilities of the criteria. Section 5.2.5 provides a way how to
combine the results and run the analyses on all the data together. The results were processed and will be
reported the same way as in the previous section.
Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis
The outcome of the overall Different vs. Similar Analysis is depicted in Figure 7.12. The best performing
methods are S3 (#18) and FISHbb (#20) with AUC values of 0.7040 and 0.6905, respectively. This does
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(b) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Parrots scene
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(c) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Red Hat scene
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(d) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Isabe scene
Figure 7.10: The results of the Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis for each source content.
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(b) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Parrots scene
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(c) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Red Hat scene
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(d) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Isabe scene
Figure 7.11: The results of the Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis for each source content.
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Figure 7.12: The overall results of the Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis.
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Figure 7.13: The overall results of the Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis.
not come as a surprise, since they were always among the best performing methods in the content-wise
analyses. The lowest AUC value belongs to the HP metric (#13). The results suggest that there is definitely
a space for improvement of objective quality assessment methods for sharpened images.
Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis
The same two metrics, i.e. S3 (#18) and FISHbb (#20), reach the highest AUC values in the Better vs. Worse
analysis as well (see Figure 7.13). Nevertheless, the values of 0.8611 and 0.8590 can still be improved.
The worst performing metric is Reversed VIF (#2). The same conclusions can be drawn also from the
percentage of correct classification in zero C0 as shown in Figure 7.14. The statistical significance was
determined using Fisher’s exact test [37].
It is worth noticing that the full reference measures, even in the reversed setup, perform poorly. This
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Figure 7.14: The overall correct classification of better and worse image in the pair.
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suggest that the reversed setup does not provide reliable assessment when also over-enhanced content is
considered. Also the holistic no reference and aesthetics based metrics do not seem to work well on the
given content.
7.5 Improved Pooling Strategy
Since both of the best performing metrics (S3 [68] and FISHbb [69]) result in a sharpness map which is
further pooled into a single value, it is worth studying if the pooling strategy can be improved in order
to enhance their performance on the sharpened images. The ability to estimate sharpness locally enables
much closer investigation of metrics’ behavior when evaluating sharpened images and also more ways to
determine a final index from the map.
The authors proposed to obtain the metric score as the mean value of 1% of the highest values in the map.
This approach considers only the image regions with the highest sharpness. That is optimal when dealing
with blur but in case of sharpening, the final score is then not affected by the undesirable sharpening in other
areas. Following modifications of the pooling try to boost the performance by considering also the impact
of the sharpening on the regions with low estimated sharpness. In the following figures, the S3 metric will
be labelled as S and FISHbb as F . Particular augmentations are distinguished by the lower index in Roman
numerals. The following equations will demonstrate the pooling on S3 metric. The same index means the
same pooling in the case of FISHbb as well.
By investigating the impact of sharpening on the S3 map it was found out that the dynamic range of
the sharpness map increases at first but then it starts to decline again because of the growth in regions with
lower sharpness. This is exploited in the first augmentation where the dynamic range of the sharpness map
is measured, thus
SI = max
(
S3map(I)
)
−min
(
S3map(I)
)
, (7.21)
where S3map(I) is the sharpness map for image I obtained by S3 algorithm.
However, the dynamic range can be influenced by outlying values. Therefore another augmentation SII
is proposed as
SII = S3map(I)1% high − S3map(I)1% low , (7.22)
where S3map(I)1% high and S3map(I)1% low are the means of 1% of the highest and the lowest values in the
map, respectively.
It was also observed that the minimum value in the map is increased only after a really strong sharpening
therefore the scores of these images were lowered by subtracting also the minimum value
SIII = SII −min
(
S3map(I)
)
. (7.23)
In the fourth modification, the edge detection was employed. Even though the sharpness map, obtained
by S3 metric, has the same size as the image, pixel values in every 4×4 pixels large block are the same. An
edge mask ECanny is therefore computed from the outcome of Canny Edge Detector [192] by dividing the
edge image into blocks of 4 × 4 pixels and if the block contains edgel (i.e. a pixel belonging to an edge),
all the pixels in the block are set to 1. The SIV index is then obtained as
SIV = S3map(I)× ECanny − S3map(I)× (1− ECanny), (7.24)
where operator × stands for pixel-wise multiplication and {.} is the mean operator. This augmentation
comes from the idea that non-edge regions should not be sharpened. Since the size of the sharpness map
coming from the FISHbb is smaller than the image, the edge mask is directly the output of the Canny Edge
Detector.
It should also be noted that (except for the cases where edge detection is involved) the improved pooling
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brings no additional computational requirements.
7.6 Performance of the Metrics with Improved Pooling
The performance of the metrics with improved pooling was tested in the same way as the rest of the metrics
in the Section 7.4. The results are depicted for the original S3 and FISHbb algorithms (S and F ) and
their versions with improved pooling distinguished by the lower index in Roman numerals according to the
Section 7.5.
7.6.1 Results per Content
Similarly to Section 7.4, the results per each source content are firstly reported.
Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis
Figure 7.15(a) shows the AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Caps scene.
Although SI, SII, SIII, FI, and FII reached higher AUC values than original algorithms, no statistically
significant change can be observed. The lowest AUC value belongs to FIII.
In case of the Parrots scene (Figure 7.15(b)), again, no statistically significant gain is detected. However,
the FISHbb algorithm with the proposed pooling seems to work significantly worse than original algorithms.
On the other hand, all augmentations of the S3 metrics result in higher AUC values, even though without
statistical significance.
On the contrary, for the Red Hat scene (see Figure 7.15(c)), all of the improvements of FISHbb signif-
icantly outperform the original versions. The significant gain can also be observed in case of SIII. This is
interesting since the Red Hat scene has been identified as the most challenging for the metrics.
No statistical gain in performance is detected also in Isabe scene. Only the FIII performs significantly
worse than the metrics with original pooling strategy. The highest AUC value is reached by SII.
Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis
The real added value of the proposed pooling strategies is demonstrated in Better vs. Worse ROC analysis.
The results for each source content are visualized in Figure 7.16.
All of the augmentations provide an improved performance for the Caps scene (Figure 7.16(a)). Only
in case of SIV the difference is not statistically significant compared to S. Moreover, SIII, FI, and FII reach
the AUC values higher than 0.95 and SII and FIV are just slightly under this value.
The proposed pooling strategies applied on the FISHbb do not work well on the Parrots scene (Figure
7.16(b)). All of them perform significantly worse than the original pooling strategy except for FIV where
AUC value is higher but without statistical significance. SII, SIII, and SIV, on the other hand, provide
significant improvement to the performance.
The situation is very different for Red Hat source image, as depicted in Figure 7.16(c). Here, all of the
augmentations significantly improve the performance. Moreover, FI, and FIV reach the AUC value higher
than 0.96. SI and SIII perform the best form the pooling strategies applied on S3 metric with AUC values
over 0.9.
In case of Isabe scene (Figure 7.16(d)), SII, SIII, SIV, and FI significantly improve the performance. On
the contrary, FIII performs poorly compared all of the other proposed and original pooling strategies.
An interesting outcome of the content-wise analyses is the failure of the proposed strategies on the
Parrots scene for the FISHbb metric while providing very good performance on the challenging Red Hat
scene. The selection of the most universal approaches will be done after considering all the data together.
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(b) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Parrots scene
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(c) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Red Hat scene
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(d) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Isabe scene
Figure 7.15: The results of the Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis for different pooling strategies for each
source content.
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(a) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Caps scene
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(b) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Parrots scene
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Figure 7.16: The results of the Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis for different pooling strategies for each
source content.
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Figure 7.17: The overall results of the Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis for different pooling strategies.
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Figure 7.18: The overall results of the Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis for different pooling strategies.
7.6.2 Overall Performance
To test the universality of the metrics, all the contents are put together and the analyses are run on all the
data. The remainder of this chapter provides the final results and the discussion about the abilities of the
proposed pooling strategies.
Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis
The overall results of the proposed pooling strategies compared to procedures suggested by authors of the
particular metrics for the Different vs. Worse analysis can be found in Figure 7.17. It can be seen that in
terms of distinguishing between qualitatively close and distant pairs, SIII is the best of all the tested metrics
(including all the criteria analyzed in Section 7.4). It is the only metric that significantly outperforms the
original S3 algorithm with respect to this analysis.
Considering the pooling of the FISHbb metric, the only gain can be observed in case of FI but without
statistical significance. The strategies FIII and FIV perform even statistically worse.
The strategies considering using the edge mask do not seem to work well with respect to this analysis
and since they have higher computational requirements, their use does not seem to be of benefit.
Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis
The results obtained in the Better vs. Worse analysis for all the data are shown in Figure 7.18. All of the
improved algorithms outperform the original versions with the exception of FIII which is significantly worse
than the original pooling strategy. On the other hand SIII reaches the highest AUC value (0.9426), followed
by FIV, FI, and FII.
If only the correct classification in zero (C0) is considered (Figure 7.19), the same conclusions can be
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Figure 7.19: The overall correct classification of better and worse image in the pair for different pooling
strategies.
made. The only difference is that the highest percentage is achieved by FIV and SIII has the second highest
value.
Considering all the provided analyses, the absolutely best performing method is S3 with improved
pooling SIII. This metric has always been among the best performing methods for all the contents separately
and has provided the best overall performance. It represents a significant improvement over the original
pooling strategy and reaches high AUC values supporting its increased reliability in the considered context.
From the pooling strategies for FISHbb, the most universal performance was provided by FI. It is much
less computationally demanding than S3metric. However, it seems to struggle with the Parrots scene, where
original pooling strategy works better. This is probably caused by higher threshold for over-sharpening in
this scene. Nevertheless, when overall results are considered, it provides a significant improvement with
respect to the original version.
7.7 Using Full Reference Metrics for Sharpened Images Assessment
The previous sections were focused on the general sharpened images quality assessment across different
sharpening techniques. However, a plausible application of the objective image quality metrics is also
reliable identification of the optimal level of sharpening within one sharpening technique. This section
tackles this issue by using full-reference image quality metric to calculate the fidelity between the original,
sharpened, and over-sharpened version of the scene. The outputs of these comparisons are then combined
into the single value which can be exploited as the base for sharpening parameters’ optimization.
The remainder of this chapter describes the proposed method in detail and tests its abilities on the
example of popular sharpening technique using Unsharp Mask (see Section 7.2.1).
7.7.1 Method Description
Firstly, the intentionally over-sharpened “anchor image” is created from the original. This image serves as
kind of “anti-reference” in the computations. The anchor image Ianc is obtained as
Ianc = method
paranc
(I), (7.25)
where the operator method represents the employed sharpening technique and paranc is a vector of param-
eters of the given method ensuring the over-sharpening. In case of unsharp mask, the parameters would be
paranc = [σanc, λanc].
This image is then used to add another dimension into the calculation. The following quality scores can
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Figure 7.20: Source images used in the experiment to obtain ground truth data.
be obtained
Q1 = metric(I, Isharp), Q2 = metric(Isharp, Ianc), (7.26)
wheremetric operator stands for the used full-reference quality metric. The final scoreQ is then calculated
as
Q = τ1Q
τ2
1 + (1− τ1)Qτ32 , (7.27)
where τ1, τ2, and τ3 are the computational parameters from the interval [0;1]. Parameter τ1 affects the
relative importance of the partial scores, while τ2 and τ3 set their sensitivities. Since Q1 and Q2 are, for
all the tested metrics (see Section 7.7.3), also bounded between 0 and 1, so is the final score Q. Once the
parameters are tuned, the quality score Q is used for optimization of the sharpening (the image maximizing
the Q value is optimally sharpened).
Considering the proposed approach, three main questions have to be solved:
1. How to create an anchor image?
2. Which metric is the most suitable for the purpose?
3. What are the optimal values of τ1, τ2, and τ3?
To address these questions, it is necessary to have a ground-truth data from the qualitative experiment. A
subjective experiment conducted to obtain such data is described in the following section. After that, the
solutions to the above mentioned questions will be discussed.
7.7.2 Subjective Study for Obtaining Ground Truth
The quantitative subjective study described in Section 7.3 provided only four levels of sharpening for each
sharpening technique. In order to obtain more information about the quality perception, another subjective
study with more sharpening levels needed to be conducted. Moreover, since only one sharpening method is
considered, more source images could be included in the test.
Stimuli
Eight images (Figure 7.20) from publicly available databases were selected. Six images were from the
Kodak8 database and two were from IRCCyN/IVC Still Image Database [113]. The particular images
were selected for the stimuli to contain scenes with different spatial frequencies, colorfulness, textures, and
semantics. The images from Kodak database were cropped to the size 512× 512 pixels. All of the images
have 3 pixels wide mid-gray frame.
Each content was processed with seven levels of applied sharpening (seven different λ parameters).
Parameter σ was set to be 0.6. That makes eight versions of every content.
8http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Methodology
The PC procedure [12] has been identified as the most suitable in the context of image sharpening (refer to
Section 7.3.4). This time, FPC methodology has been selected, since it enables parallel evaluation sessions.
The number of the necessary evaluations in the FPC is a(a−1)
2
, where a is the number of stimuli. For each
content, 28 evaluations had to be done. The tests were performed in two separate runs, every observer
therefore compared 112 pairs of images.
A simple MATLAB-based application was used for the evaluations. Observers selected the image by
clicking on the button below it. First three pairs in the series were meant for training and getting used to
the interface. They were not included in the results and a different scene was used. The order of the image
pairs was randomized for every observer as well as the displaying of images as right and left.
Test Room
Multimedia Technology Group’s9 post processing laboratory within the facilities of CTU in Prague was
used. The lab provides ten separate workplaces equipped with color-calibrated LCD screens with the reso-
lution of 1600× 1200 pixels.
Observers
The test was conducted in two separate runs. First four source scenes were evaluated by fifteen observers,
the other four by sixteen. Both male and female subjects participated in the experiment. All of them had
normal or corrected to normal vision. Before the testing itself, short introductory presentation was shown
to explain the run and the purpose of the test.
Results
For the interpretation of the obtained results, BTL model (Section 2.3.3) was again used. Particular scores
with 95% confidence intervals and the statistical significance of differences are depicted in the Figure 7.21.
If the square between two images is gray, there is no statistically significant difference between their evalu-
ations. A white square means that the quality of the image in the row is significantly better with respect to
the image in the column and a black square marks the opposite case.
Image I5 seems to allow much more sharpening than other source contents. This is probably caused by
lower quality of the original version and the increased presence of high contrast areas. The least “sharpening
friendly” content is I3, where the details of the skin allow only mild sharpening.
The statistical insignificance of some images’ score differences is most likely caused by the variability
in the subjects’ opinions and will probably not change with increasing number of observations. The results
of this subjective study were used as the ground-truth for the tuning of the particular properties of the
proposed approach.
7.7.3 Method Parameters Selection
In Section 7.7.1, three main problems were formulated – selection of the anchor image, objective metric,
and computational parameters. The anchor image is supposed to be clearly over-sharpened (i.e. the optimal
amount of applied sharpening should be smaller than the amount used to sharpen this image). The simplest
way to obtain it is to use λanc (amount of sharpening) that high, that the final image will be over-sharpened,
regardless the content. Firstly, the impact of different values of λanc on the metrics combinations’ per-
formance was studied. Four full-reference quality metrics were considered – SSIM [45], MS-SSIM [46],
IW-SSIM [47], and VIF [48]. After the objective evaluation, the best parameters from the equation (7.27)
9http://mmtg.fel.cvut.cz (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Figure 7.21: Results of the subjective experiment for obtaining ground truth data.
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Figure 7.22: Performance of metrics when different λanc is used.
were found using the optimization of adapted KROCC between the objective and subjective scores. It’s
calculation is described in Section 5.1.1.
TheKROCCadapted for the parameters’ setup maximizing the correlation for different λanc for particular
metrics are plotted in Figure 7.22.
The highest coefficient values were reached for the SSIM metric. The other tested metrics had bigger
problems, especially with evaluation of content I5. The local maximum of the KROCC is obtained with
λanc around 80. Different computation of the anchor image does not have that significant effect on the
performance of MS-SSIM, and IW-SSIM (difference in KROCC values is around 0.01). SSIM and VIF
seem to be more influenced by these changes.
However, this way of creating the anchor image is not ideal because it is very much dependent on the
original image quality. For example, if the image would already be sharpened, the result would be different.
It is therefore more convenient to define the anchor image using some objective measure.
This measure should not need any reference to make the process of the anchor image creation as in-
dependent as possible. It also has to behave monotonically when different levels of sharpening are ap-
plied. Three no reference sharpness measures, fulfilling the requirement, were tested – Gradient [59], Vari-
ance [57], and Riemannian Tensor [65]. The implementations from the framework developed by Murthy
and Karam [44] were used.
The image is sharpened, until the metric value reaches the given level. The same optimization process,
maximizing the adapted KROCC values for significantly different image pairs, was applied. The results for
the SSIM metric are depicted in Figure 7.23.
The best performance was obtained for the Variance metric. The final selected parameters are therefore
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Figure 7.23: Performance of SSIM metric with the anchor image created by no reference measures.
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Figure 7.24: Source images used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
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Figure 7.25: Results of the performance testing for 11 images.
– the anchor image has Variance metric value of 7000, SSIM metric is employed, and the final parameters
τ1, τ2, and τ3 from equation (7.27) are 0.5046, 1.0093, and 1.0444, respectively.
7.7.4 Performance Verification
To test the performance of the proposed approach, 11 images (different from the ones used for tuning of the
method) were picked from the Kodak database, cropped to 512 × 512 pixels size and provided with the 3
pixels wide frame. Their resized versions can be seen in Figure 7.24.
The image with optimal level of sharpening, with respect to the proposed method, was obtained by
maximization of the Q value from equation (7.27). Then, another two images were created using half of
the optimal λopt parameter value and twice the λopt, respectively. The series for every content therefore
contained 4 images, including the original. These 44 images were evaluated using the same procedure as
for obtaining ground truth data.
Twenty-four observers participated in the experiment. The results for all 11 images together are depicted
in Figure 7.25. The optimization based on the proposed method proves to increase the quality of images,
since its score is statistically significantly higher than the score for the original image. Moreover, it also
outperforms the case, when the double of the found optimal λopt parameter value was used. Note that the
quality of original and version sharpened with double λopt have similar quality. Therefore, it can be assumed
that the amount of applied sharpening is near the optimum. The difference between the scores for optimal
λ and its half is not significant, which is probably caused by the fact that the images with these parameters
applied were visually close. Nevertheless, the reached BTL score is higher for the optimal case.
The results suggest that the defined quality assessment scheme can successfully evaluate sharpened
images and is suitable for the automatic image sharpening.

8
Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped High
Dynamic Range Images
Digital photography has brought the possibility to capture the real world scenes to virtually anyone. Despite
the advantages which went hand in hand with the transfer from analog to digital world, such as storing,
enhancement and adjustment options, and many more, there are still some areas where the state-of-the-art
imaging systems cannot substitute the analog ones. One of these areas, which is now being extensively
discussed, is the dynamic range (DR).
DR is defined as the ratio between the highest and the lowest luminance value in the scene. Typical
DR of a real-world scene is around 10,000:1 in orders of magnitude (or higher in the direct presence of the
illumination source) [195]. Most of the imaging systems produce something about 100:1 ratio, since the
range of luminance values for each pixel is limited to 8-bits. This provides only 256 intensity levels which
is not sufficient to reproduce all the details and contrast.
To deal with this limitations, extended dynamic range (EDR) and high dynamic range (HDR) imaging
systems have been introduced. Their goal is to capture, store, and reproduce the true luminance values that
occur in the real scene. The terminology for the current systems is then standard dynamic range (SDR) or
low dynamic range (LDR).
In the field of scene capturing, the problem has practically been solved. Some of the cameras avail-
able on the market enable to capture and store images with higher DR. For example SpheroCam HDR by
SpheronVR,1 Ladybug spherical camera by Point Grey Research,2 JAI AD-132GE,3 Black Magic Pocket
Cinema Camera,4 or Red 101 5 to name a few. Recently, Daimler company introduced the HDR capturing
with a specialized chip to the automobile industry [196].
Apart from these mostly more expensive options, any camera with possibility to change the exposure
time can capture HDR image. The limited dynamic range of the camera will result in presence of under-
exposed and overexposed regions in the photograph. If the DR of the captured scene is very high (such
as the sunset, the edge between highly and poorly illuminated areas, etc.), it is impossible to fit all the de-
tails in shadows and highlights into one picture with single exposure time. The technique called exposure
bracketing can be applied.
1http://www.spheron.com/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
2http://www.ptgrey.com/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
3http://www.jai.com/en/products/ad-132ge (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
4https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/blackmagicpocketcinemacamera
(retrieved on 30/08/2016)
5http://www.red.com/learn/red-101/hdrx-high-dynamic-range-video (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Here, the same scene is shot several times (typically sufficient number is five) with different exposure
setting. It is advisable to vary the exposure time only and fix all the other factors (aperture size, focal length,
ISO, etc.). Also the use of a tripod is virtually essential, since the particular images should be as matched
as possible. Some small differences can be compensated as part of post-processing by following image
registration, ghost removal, or lens flare removal (which could be applicable even when the HDR camera is
used). These techniques are also described in [195].
Having the particular images of the same scene with different exposures available, the radiance map
of the scene can be obtained and an HDR image can be created. The techniques for this will be further
discussed in Section 8.1.
Once the HDR image is created, another question rises – how to present it. This issue is in detail
described in Section 8.2. Here, the possibilities for direct HDR displaying and introduction of the tone-
mapping operators (TMOs) used for displaying HDR content on LDR screens are provided.
The process of tone-mapping, i.e. the compression of DR to fit the regular LDR display, is the main
area of interest of this chapter. The challenges introduced to the quality assessment by TMOs have already
been identified in Section 1.2.2. Firstly, an optimization of TMOs’ parameters (Section 8.3) in security and
multimedia applications using objective quality criteria will be discussed. Further, an extensive subjective
quality experiment in order to prepare a challenging dataset for testing the objective metrics’ performance
in the context of tone-mapping will be described in Section 8.4. In Section 8.5, applicable objective metrics
will be tested and compared. Section 8.6 will then describe the selection of features relevant in the given
context and their combination into a reliable quality metric.
8.1 High Dynamic Range Image Creation
Creating one HDR image from the multiple LDR images is discussed in this section. The aim is to recover
the radiance map, i.e. the absolute amount of light falling onto each point of the camera sensor. Several
approaches have been introduced during the years. Most of them are summarized in [197].
The idea is to estimate the irradiance as a weighted average of values xˆi
xˆi =
f−1(vi)
ti
, (8.1)
where f−1 is the camera’s inverse transfer function, vi represents the digital output obtained from the chip,
and ti stands for the i-th exposure time. The weighted average is then defined as
µˆ =
∑
iw(vi)xˆi∑
iw(vi)
, (8.2)
where w is a weighting function assigning the importance to the output values. This function varies among
the approaches which will be described henceforth.
The first way how to address this issue has been proposed in 1995 by Mann and Pickard [198]. The
weighting is introduced to compensate for the quantization error. The weights are obtained as
w =
1
d
dv
(log f−1(v))
. (8.3)
The logarithm makes the quantization error perceptually uniform.
In 1997, Debevec and Malik [199] used weighting with a hat function assigning more importance to the
values far from the saturation regions (highlights and shadows), since they are more likely to carry some
information. The function is simply defined as
w = min(v − vmin, v − vmax). (8.4)
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Mitsunaga and Nayar [200] proposed a weighting based on signal to noise ratio (SNR) in their paper
from 1999. The assumption here is that the noise is independent of the measured pixel value. The weight
function is calculated as
w =
f−1(v)
d
dv
f−1(v)
. (8.5)
Tsin et al. [201] introduced a camera noise model into the weighting process in 2001. They are cal-
culating with output standard deviation which is estimated from the images. The weight is then obtained
as
w =
t
σˆf−1(v)
. (8.6)
In 2003, Robertson et al. [202] extended the concept developed by Mann and Pickard [198] by including
also the exposure time in the calculation
w =
t2
d
dv
(log f−1(v))
, (8.7)
the weight grows quadratically with t.
Reinhard et al. [195], in the book from 2005, combined the approaches of Mitsunaga and Nayar [200]
and Debevec and Malik [199] but using different hat function
w =
f−1(v)
d
dv
f−1(v)
[
1− ( v
vmid − 1)
12
]
. (8.8)
Kirk and Andersen [203] proposed another improvement in 2006. They employ camera noise model for
estimation of variance. Again, the estimates are obtained directly from the output signal, thus propagating
the estimation error into the weighting function. The weights are obtained as
w =
t2(
d
dv
f−1(v)
)2
σ2v
. (8.9)
The most complex approach so far has been introduced by Granados et al. [197] in 2010. They use much
more complicated camera noise model, taking into account different sources and considering also spatial
noise. Note that the model assumes the use of the charged-coupled device (CCD) sensor, as described by
Janesick [204].
The first step is the camera calibration. They start with estimating the parameters µˆr and σˆr of the
read out noise by analyzing the distribution of the bias frame (image obtained with zero integration time),
followed by the measurement of the saturation value vsat from the saturation frame (image obtained with all
the pixels at the maximum value).
Next, n flat fields (images of the spatially uniform background) are taken and the gain per pixel aj and
camera gain gˆ are estimated.
After the LDR images are obtained, also the dark frames (images obtained with closed diaphragm) at
each exposures are taken. The pixel values are estimated as
µˆ =
∑
i
1
σˆ2i
xˆi∑
i
1
σˆ2i
, (8.10)
from where it can be seen by comparing to (8.2) that
w(vi) =
1
σˆ2i
, (8.11)
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where σˆ is the standard deviation of the pixel. In this step, the assumption is that it is constant for all
exposures.
In the next step, it is estimated from the model and the estimated pixel value µˆ as
w(vi) =
1
σˆ2i
=
t2i g
2a2j
g2ti(ajµˆ+ 2µˆd) + 2σ2r
, (8.12)
where µˆd is the mean of the pixel in the dark frame. The steps from equations (8.10) and (8.12) are iteratively
repeated until convergence.
After that, bilateral filtering [177] is employed to compensate for σˆ. Another details about the procedure
can be found in the respective paper [197].
All of the above described procedures are employed to obtain as realistic image of the scene as possible.
The final pixel values are floating point and can be stored in number of possible formats such as .hdr,
.exr, .ppm, etc. The most common approaches towards HDR image encoding are introduced e.g. in [195,
205, 206]. Recently ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG1 (JPEG) committee is preparing a backward compatible
compression standard for HDR images called JPEG XT.
The compression uses tone-mapping to create an LDR version of the image which is encoded with
legacy JPEG encoder. The residual data are encoded in a separate branch. The encoder enables adjusting
of quality parameters for LDR image as well as for residual information. The impact of different settings
on the resulting quality for different JPEG XT profiles is studied e.g. in [207].
8.2 Displaying High Dynamic Range Images
The presentation of the HDR content is even more challenging topic than its capture. The requirements for
the technology are still very high. On the other hand, the possibility to significantly improve the quality of
user’s experience while watching the content makes it a hot topic for the future of the displays. The next
section introduces the fundamentals of possible technologies applicable for displaying HDR images.
Since these technologies are mostly in the phase of prototypes or their price makes them unavailable
to the regular customers, another possibilities are introduced. More specifically, the operators capable
of adjusting the HDR content for displaying on regular LDR devices. The importance of these dynamic
range compressing algorithms will probably remain even after HDR displaying solutions hit the consumer
market, since they will be necessary for backward compatibility, printing industry, and other otherwise too
demanding processing applications.
8.2.1 High Dynamic Range Displays
Displays capable of displaying HDR content are relatively new phenomenon compared to the whole field.
Although the first attempt for HDR visualization was introduced already in 2002 by Greg Ward [208], the
resulting HDR still image viewer proved to be too expensive and impractical for the real applications. On
the other hand, as shown by Ledda et al. [209], it was capable of displaying images closer to the reality than
regular screen (of course after tone-mapping, see Section 8.2.2). The following sections discuss possible
technologies for HDR displays.
HDR Still Image Viewer
The viewer was built of three fundamental parts – a 12 V, 50 W lamp (maximum luminance cca 5,000
cd/m2), a Large-Expanse Extra-Perspective lens (120° field of view), and two film transparencies. All of
these components have to be doubled – for each eye. The diagram could be found in Figure 8.1.
The lenses were developed by Eric Howlett for NASA virtual reality experiments [210]. The problem
with these lenses is that they exhibit very disturbing chromatic aberration. This could be compensated by
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Figure 8.1: HDR viewer diagram. Redrawn from [195].
the lens with the opposite aberration or, if the images are prepared on computer, including the aberration
correcting function in the process of content creation. This function scales the red channel 1.5% more
than the blue one. Green channel is scaled half way in the middle. The HDR image was created by
multiplication of the two film transparencies (i.e. the transparencies were put on top of each other). The
position of the transparencies in the viewer is marked by red line in the diagram (Figure 8.1). The HDR
images for visualization were required to be of resolution at least 2, 048×2, 048 pixels and had to be printed
as hemispherical fisheye projection.
The background-image Iback, used for modulation, was created by taking the square root of the HDR
image’s luminance component, followed by Gaussian blurring (32× 32 pixels window)
Iback =
√
L(Iorig) ∗ h32×32, (8.13)
whereL(Iorig) is the luminance component of the original image, h32×32 is the Gaussian kernel, and operator
∗ stands for two-dimensional convolution.
The front image, representing the color and details, was obtained as
Ifront = Ch
( Iorig
Iback
)
, (8.14)
where function Ch is the chromatic aberration compensation function.
The device was capable of displaying contrast up to 10,000:1 with the peak luminance of 5,000 cd/m2
and the minimum displayable luminance of 0.5 cd/m2. Unfortunately, as already stated above, it enabled
only the visualization of still images. Moreover, four film transparencies had to be created to display one
scene. The cost was, therefore, too high for virtually any application.
However, the main impact of this pioneer is the proof that it is possible to show content closer to the
reality and introduction of the concept which has been taken over for other, more practical devices.
Projection-based Displays
First of the applicable principles was developed by Seetzen et al. [211] from a Canadian company Sunny-
brook Technologies, later renamed to BrightSide Technologies Inc. In 2007, Dolby Laboratories bought the
company and renamed it to Dolby Vision6. The technology is capable of displaying content dynamically
(i.e. HDR video can also be visualized) and, unlike the HDR viewer, it is not limited for single observer.
The diagram of the function principle can be found in Figure 8.2.
6http://www.dolby.com/us/en/technologies/dolby-vision.html (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Figure 8.2: Projector-based HDR display’s diagram. Redrawn from [211].
The backlight of the LCD panel is provided by Digital Light Processing (DLP) projector, using the
MEMS Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) technology patented by Texas Instruments 7. The color wheel
is removed from the projector because only the luminance component is needed.
The images (the back image from the projector and the front image on the LCD panel) are obtained
similarly to the images for HDR viewer (see the previous Section). Only the chromatic aberration compen-
sation function is not used, the square-root luminance is modelled on the point spread function (PSF) of
the projector, and response functions of the projector and LCD panel are involved in the processing, thus
the resulting signal is linear. Some improvement to the splitting algorithm has been proposed by Luka and
Ferwerda [212], increasing the gamut and saturation of the dark colors by transition from the square-root to
linear function in the darker areas.
Another splitting algorithm for this setup was developed by Zhang et al. [213], using the color appear-
ance model iCAM06 proposed by Kuang et al. [214]. The device is capable of displaying luminance up to
2,700 cd/m2 and the minimum luminance level is supposed to be 0.054 cd/m2 giving the dynamic range of
50,000:1.
The drawbacks of this approach are the small viewing angle, caused by the use of Fresnel lens, big
power consumption and heat generation in order to produce very bright backlight, and most importantly the
size of the device. Since it uses the projector, the space between the projector and the panel itself has to be
around one meter long for 15 inch display. This makes the screen non-practical for consumer use.
LED-Based displays
To solve most of the drawbacks of the projector-based systems, the same company presented the LED-
based HDR display. The projector is substituted by the array of white light emitting diodes (LEDs). They
are arranged in the hexagonal shape, as shown in Figure 8.3.
These LEDs do not require the use of Fresnel lens to compensate for a beam spread, so the array can
be positioned right behind the LCD panel’s diffuser, enabling much flatter solutions than the previous ap-
proach. Also the consumption is no longer constant but dependent on visualized content which, considering
the fact that most of the scenes will have less than 10% of the area covered by brightest regions, makes it
comparable to the CRT displays.
On the other hand, the creation of the back image is more challenging due to the overlapping of PSFs
from particular LEDs. It is resolved by down-sampling the image to the resolution of the LEDs, followed
7http://www.ti.com/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Figure 8.3: The arrangement of LEDs in the LED-based HDR display. Redrawn from [206].
by the compensation for the PSFs overlaps. Since it is a deconvolution problem, the solution is mostly
unstable. In practice, the solution is approximated by Gauss-Seidel iteration. This is then reflected in the
computation of back image. The implementation details can be found in [211].
The biggest drawback of the technology is the price of the high-end which is fortunately gradually
decreasing. Another issue (common to all of the HDR display technologies) is the increased heat generation
and therefore necessity for effective cooling. Nevertheless, this technology is probably the most promising
so far and some solutions have already been introduced to the market.
Probably the first available screen using the LED-based technology was BrightSide (now Dolby) DR37-
P8. It has a 37 LCD screen with contrast ratio 250:1 and full HD resolution (1920 × 1080). The dynamic
range of the display is 200,000:1. The claimed maximum luminance value is 4,000 cd/m2 and minimum
0.015 cd/m2. The backlight is produced by 1,380 LEDs.
Probably the most advanced solution for HDR displaying, in terms of readiness for consumers, was
introduced in 2009 by Italian company SIM2.9 It is also based on LED-based technology and since that
year, they introduced several improvements. The model that will be used in the following studies is called
SIM2 HDR47E S 4K and has a 47 inch LCD screen with full HD resolution. It displays images in 16
bits per color channel. The backlight is produced by 2,202 individually controlled LEDs. The maximum
luminance of the display is 4,000 cd/m2 (the first SIM2 display could reach "only" to 2,000 cd/m2). The
contrast ratio is stated to be virtually infinite (since the backlight can be turned off but that is true for almost
all of the HDR displays). The ANSI contrast (the contrast measured by the 16 × 16 checkerboard pattern
simultaneously) is about 20,000:1. The lifetime of the display is estimated for cca 50,000 hours. The most
advanced model of the SIM2 is HDR47E S 6MB10 with the peak luminance of 6,000 cd/m2.
Medical Displays Based on Dual Layer LCD
In the field of medical imaging, the problem of displaying HDR content has also been addressed. Unlike
in multimedia applications, only the luminance information is mostly sufficient (i.e. the displays can be
monochromatic). Here, the dual layer LCD displays (DL-LCD), firstly introduced by Visser et al. [215], is
described [216].
The idea is to put second LCD panel on top of the first one. Thus the light is modulated twice, resulting
in much lower leakage (the residual light coming through a completely dark pixel) and more possible steps
between minimum and maximum luminance level. The backlight can remain uniform as in the case of
8http://www.bit-tech.net/hardware/2005/10/03/brightside_hdr_edr/1 (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
9http://www.sim2.com (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
10http://hdr.sim2.it/hdrproducts/hdr47es6mb (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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single layer LCD displays. The first generation of DL-LCDs used cold-cathode fluorescent lamps (CCFLs),
the second employed array of LEDs.
The biggest drawback of this technology was the image alignment. Even if the two panels are perfectly
aligned (which is mostly not the case), watching the display from not precisely on-axis position would
create a parallax-error. To resolve this issue, the back image should be blurred. Actually, the similar
image splitting procedure as for the previous technologies can be applied. Unfortunately, since the division
is applied, the resulting front image can contain luminance higher that the maximum or lower than the
minimum displayable level. This would lead to the clipping, which is unacceptable in the medical imaging
field.
This lead to design of novel algorithm based on objective function optimization. Guarnieri et al. [217]
objectively measure the smoothness of the back image with constraints of perfect reconstruction and clip-
ping avoiding. The implementation is based on Multigrid methods, which do part of the calculations on
image with lower resolution, bringing the important computational savings and making it applicable in the
area. This method also has one disadvantage. If the original image contains step edge with luminance range
larger than the range of the front panel, it cannot be visualized with smooth back image.
The same authors came up with a solution employing simplified model of human visual system (HVS)
[218]. In particular, they exploit two of its mechanisms – adaptation level and veiling glare. These phe-
nomenons influence the perception it the proximity of sharp edges with very high dynamic range. The
bright light of the edge causes saturation of the electrical signal in the cells and thus makes the dark portion
of the edge appear brighter. The same result is also the consequence of the light scattering inside the eye.
Both of the mechanisms are described in [216]. The algorithm uses this fact to relax the constraint of perfect
reconstruction up to the level, which will not be perceivable by human eye. The implementation details and
performance evaluation of the algorithm are described in [219].
Last, but also very important part of the visualization process is mapping the input values onto the
display luminance values. In medical imaging, this is usually done by DICOM Grayscale Standard Display
Function (GSDF) [220]. However, in this application it has to be adjusted to the HDR. The adjustment
considering also the ambient illumination in the diagnostic room is described in [221].
Other Technological Possibilities for HDR displays
The goal of this section is to briefly discuss some future possibilities for native HDR visualization. In
projector-based HDR displays, a DMD projector is used without color wheel just to provide a backlight for
the image. Theoretically speaking, the technology itself could be able to directly visualize the native HDR
content, although some limitations still exist. The most important is the light scattering that happens on the
edges of micromirrors, hinges, and spacings. On the other hand, novel DMD chips use some inner dark
coating to minimize the reflections and thus increasing the displayable DR. Nevertheless, it is possible that
the technology will hit its boundaries before reaching the capabilities necessary for HDR images.
Quite similar statement is valid also for the plasma displays. The brightness is theoretically limited
only by the input power and material endurance and dark areas are not a problem, since the pixels can be
completely switched off. However, the power consumption makes the plasma displays loose their popularity
even in regular applications and the use of this technology for HDR displays is therefore highly improbable.
Probably the biggest potential lies in organic LED (OLED) technology. The OLED displays (mostly
in active mask OLED – AMOLED setups) are already being installed in some smaller devices (such as
mobile phones) and their advantages in terms of DR are obvious. The pixels can be completely switched
off, cross-talk among pixels barely exists, and maximum displayable luminance is very high (dependent
mostly on input power). However, the technology still has some problems to be solved for introduction of
large-scale monitors capable of HDR native visualization.
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8.2.2 Displaying High Dynamic Range Content on Standard Displays
In this section, a basic introduction to operators capable of compressing dynamic range to the range nec-
essary for display on regular LDR screens is provided. Even if the cameras enable capturing of the whole
dynamic range of the scene, there will always be a limitation by the presentation media. In particular, low
end applications and, more importantly, printing industry will always require some form of content ma-
nipulation to be able to represent the scene as close to the original as possible, using only the dynamics
available. The importance of these operators, commonly known as tone-reproduction or tone-mapping op-
erators (TMOs), will maintain high. Note that in cases where the DR of the real scene is higher than the DR
of a particular display, certain level of tone-mapping is necessary for the above mentioned HDR displays as
well.
There are several ways to classify the TMOs into groups. Reinhard et al. [195] divide the operators to:
• Global TMOs – operators, which use the same DR compression function to map all the pixels.
• Local TMOs – operators modifying the DR compression function according to the pixel’s neighbor-
hood.
• Frequency domain TMOs – operators compressing DR according to the spatial frequency (mostly
the lower spatial frequencies are extracted and compressed in DR, while high frequencies containing
details are kept).
• Gradient domain TMOs – operators compressing DR by modifying an image derivative.
Banterle et al. [206] include also another group of Segmentation TMOs which firstly classify an image
into different regions and based on that apply a different mapping function. Moreover, they further divide
TMOs from these groups into two different categories – Perceptual TMOs and Empirical TMOs. The first
are trying to model some aspects of HVS, while the latter are focusing on creating visually pleasant results
exploiting the findings from other fields, such as photography.
Global TMOs
This section is dedicated to algorithms using the same mapping function for all of the pixels. These are
mostly the least computationally demanding and intrusive in terms of naturalness corruption. On the other
hand, for very demanding scenes, they could cause detail losses.
Perhaps the first known global TMO was proposed in 1984 by Miller and Hoffman [222]. Their work
was motivated by the fact that physically based rendering algorithms in computer graphics can produce
the image values in a range not displayable by the LDR display. Their TMO is designed to preserve the
perceived brightness before and after mapping, so the two elements should have the same brightness ratio
in the resulting tone-mapped image. The brightness is defined here as a function of luminance and they
calculate it using the psychophysical model by Stevens and Stevens [223], so the algorithm is perceptual
global TMO. However, the operator requires the image data to be scaled in the range od 0 to 1,000 cd/m2
reducing its usefulness for current needs.
In 1991, Tumblin and Rushmeier [224] developed a perceptual TMO based on the same psychophysical
data [223] as the previous one but with a fundamental difference. While Miller and Hoffman wanted the
ratio of the brightness values remain the same, Tumblin and Rushmeier try to preserve the brightness values
themselves. The concept was revised in 1993 [225].
Greg Ward introduced another concept for tone-mapping in 1994 [226] preserving contrast instead of
brightness. In exploits the just noticeable difference (JND) in contrast (the smallest change in contrast that
can be detected by HVS), thus only the detectable contrast steps are preserved in the LDR version. The
operator uses the HVS model introduced by CIE [227] and linearly maps the input to the output.
This approach was also included in TMO by Ferwerda et al. [228] and later on made interactive by
Durand and Dorsey [229]. It uses different psychophysical data, also considering the influence of scotopic
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vision. On the other hand, the mapping is still linear which was proved to be less effective than non-linear
TMOs.
The most simple non-linear TMOs are logarithmic and exponential, as described in [195]. The basic
concepts are very simple and computationally undemanding but also sufficient for the simplest scenes only.
Nevertheless the concept is extended and used in some more sophisticated algorithms.
Drago et al. [230] used logarithmic mapping but with adaptive changing of the logarithm base according
to the pixel intensity. A bias function introduced by Perlin and Hoffert [231] is employed for smooth
interpolation between the logarithm bases.
Reinhard and Devlin [232] model the behavior of photoreceptors in HVS by sigmoid functions (different
for every color receptors, since their operation is believed to be highly independent).
Ward et al. [233] came up with a different approach, inspired by the field of image enhancement, in
particular histogram adjustment. They take a logarithm of an image, which was previously downsampled to
resolution corresponding to cca 1° of visual angle. The histogram is computed and used to guide mapping.
Together with that, another properties of HVS are considered to provide a curve leading to the most realistic
result.
Complementarily to the TMOs employing complicated HVS models, Schlick [234] proposed a sim-
ple tone-mapping method improving the basic TMOs such as logarithmic or exponential mapping. It uses
rational quantization function resembling the sigmoid function. The advantages are its simplicity and com-
putational effectiveness, the problem could be with selecting the parameters which are not calculated from
any calibration model but have to be specified by user.
Mai et al. [235] looked at the TMO design from the perspective of backward compatible HDR compres-
sion [236] and tried to suggest the optimal mapping curve with respect to this application. The approach
was further improved by Lauga et al. [237].
Oskarsson [238] approached tone-mapping as a clustering problem. In his paper, the k-means clustering
is used to optimally map the luminance values in an HDR image into the number of luminance levels
required by a display. The method is efficient, require setting of few parameters only, and can be easily
extended for HDR video.
All of the global DR compression algorithms can be extended to become local operators by including
e.g. bilateral filtering [177] for splitting the base and detail layer of the scene. The base layer is then
compressed by the TMO and afterwards combined with details.
Local TMOs
The main drawback of the global TMOs is that in some cases, they are not able to reproduce all the fine
details appearing in the HDR image. For this reason, local operators have been introduced. Unlike global
TMOs, their mapping function is progressively adjusted according to the neighborhood of a particular pixel
under consideration. This enables to treat images more adaptively and therefore reproduce more details.
The disadvantages brought by the new concept are mainly higher computational requirements and higher
probability of naturalness corruption.
The first local approach towards tone-mapping was introduced in 1993 by Chiu et al. [239]. They
observed that in digital photography, the dynamic range is ostensibly increased by dimming the regions
around bright objects. This technique is used within the operator. The pixel is mapped based to its value
in the image and in the image filtered by a low-pass filter (according to the authors, the result is not highly
dependent on the type of the filter). Although the method comes from the techniques used in photography,
it introduces strong halos (contrast inversions) which are, in most cases, visually unpleasant. Also the
dependence on the filter kernel size and a user operated contrast parameter is significant. Generally, the
larger kernel sizes should be used to produce at least somewhat natural looking images.
Different local TMO was proposed by Rahman et al. [240] and is based on their version [241, 242] of
the Retinex theory, originally developed by Land and McCann [243]. In fact, the operator is in many ways
similar to the previously presented Chiu’s TMO but it operates separately on each color channel and the
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operations are performed in the logarithmic domain, which leads to visually better results. Moreover, the
algorithm is also extended to the multiple scales (the decomposition is done by different kernel size of the
Gaussian filter, particular results are then weighted by the user parameter).
Meylan and Süsstrunk [244] also used the retinex theory in their TMO. It employs principal component
analysis (PCA) to decorrelate the color channels. The first channel then contains luminance information
(the result of the PCA is an opponent color representation). This luminance channel is processed separately
in parallel with processing of the original RGB image. Global adaptation with respect to the average lumi-
nance, calculated from the log-encoded pixel values, is applied on both branches, which are then transferred
to the log-domain. The luminance branch is filtered by the modified retinex filter and put together with the
chrominance components obtained from the second branch by PCA.
Another possibilities come from the area of color appearance modeling. Here, the perception of col-
ors under different lighting conditions is studied. Popular color appearance models (CAMs) are e.g.
CIECAM97 [245], CIECAM02 [246], or Hunt model [247]. The first to bring CAMs to the HDR im-
age tone reproduction were Pattanaik et al. [248] in 1998. The model mimics HVS processing on multiple
(7) scales by Gaussian filtering with different kernel sizes. It considers responses for rods and cones (sep-
arately for short, middle, and long wavelengths) with different gain controls and human spatial contrast
sensitivity functions (CSFs), as measured in [249]. The calculation of chromatic and achromatic channels
is according to the Hunt model [247]. For producing the result, the model is inversed with the parameters
corresponding to the display used for visualization.
In the same field, Fairchild and Johnson proposed the image color appearance model (iCAM) [250,
251]. It is a modification of CIECAM02 model and operates in several color spaces. In the algorithm,
the chromatic adaptation is used to push the values towards the D65 white point. The level of this color
adaptation is influenced by the user operated parameter. This parameter also influences the amount of
DR compression and haloing. Next, a more sophisticated gamma correction is performed. After these
modifications, the process is (as for all CAM based tone-mapping) applied in the reversed order to map the
values to match the properties of a display. The concept has been revised in 2006 by Kuang et al. [214]
to be more adapted for the HDR tone reproduction applications. The algorithm inherited several attributes
from its ancestor but uses bilateral filtering [177] to separate the base and details layers, which are treated
separately. The gamma correction is substituted by more appropriate photoreceptor response functions
and the whole framework considers both photopic and scotopic signals. The detail enhancement simulates
several properties of HVS such as Stevens effect (increase in luminance causes higher perceived local
contrast), Hunt effect (increase in luminance causes higher perceived colorfulness), or Bartleson-Breneman
surround effect (the perceived contrast is increased when the surround changes from dark to dim to light).
Ashikhmin [252] presented another HVS based algorithm, trying to preserve the perceived local con-
trast. Firstly, it calculates the local adaptation level of the scene. The local neighborhood of the pixel is
selected as large as possible with the constraint not to cross any strong gradients (determined by differences
of Gaussians). The algorithm then maps the obtained levels to the adaptation level of the display, which
is calculated as a function of the scene adaptation level using a novel concept of perceptual capacity of
luminance values’ range, exploiting the relativity of JND. The advantage of the operator is a lack of user
parameters (except for the threshold for JND). On the other hand (as for most of the perceptual TMOs) the
image has to be in absolute illuminance values to provide a correct result. If this is unknown, scaling has to
be applied (which could be technically considered as a user parameter).
A typical example of a empirical TMO (i.e. operator not based upon an HVS model but on experience
from another field) is Photographic Tone Reproduction algorithm, developed by Reinhard et al. [253].
This TMO is one of the most widely used, perhaps for its usability because authors have also provided a
plausible way of its parameters estimation [254]. The method can be used as a local, as well as global.
According to [254], the local aspect is to be used only if the DR is higher than 11 f-stop (logarithm of
the base 2 of the scene’s DR). The global version only linearly maps the values, multiplied by certain
constant called key of the scenewhich should be chosen differently for dark/dim/bright scenes. This actually
simulates the exposure Also the possibility to clip values higher than the threshold to the pure white is
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provided. If the local component is included, a photographic technique called dodge-and-burn is employed
– the exposure is varied according to the pixel neighborhood. The size of neighborhood is, similarly to
Ashikmin’s method [252], to be as large as possible without crossing edges (again, differences of Gaussians
are used). The resolving effect is influenced by user specified sharpening parameter φ.
Mantiuk and Seidel [255] proposed a three step tone-mapping that can model the behavior of most of
the other operators by different setting of parameters. The first step is using a four-segment sigmoid tonal
curve. This is basically a global TMO. The local aspect of the operator is represented by the modulation
transfer function (MTF) which determines what frequencies are going to be compressed or amplified. The
third step includes a color saturation.
The characteristics of the display and ambient light has been taken into account while tone-mapping
by Mantiuk et al. [256], who developed an adaptive procedure minimizing the perceptual distance between
original image and the image displayed on the screen.
Frequency and Gradient Domain TMOs
The border between frequency/gradient based TMOs and local ones is very thin, since the operations vary-
ing according to the frequency or gradient are actually varying based on the neighborhood of pixel under
consideration. Nevertheless, it is common in the literature [195, 206] to separate this group from the local
TMOs. In fact, the oldest operator can be put into this class.
It was introduced in 1968 by Oppenheim et al. [257] and uses the concept of homomorphic filtering. This
is based on the assumption that an image is a product of the scene illumination and the surface reflectance.
The assumption is approximately valid if all the surfaces are diffuse, therefore the specular highlights or
illumination sources should not be present in the scene. The idea is to separate the two components (in a
logarithmic domain) and perform the DR compression on the illumination component only. The authors
propose to do this by whitening filter in the logarithmic domain which preserves higher frequencies and
affects only lower ones (only the low Fourier components of the image’s logarithm are adjusted). The
algorithm can provide plausible results but it has been overpowered by more modern procedures.
The separation of the illumination and reflectance components was also studied by Horn [258], although
from the different perspective. His approach relies on the fact that low frequencies cause small gradient
changes, while the changes produced by higher frequencies are much more significant. Since the gradients
are computed in logarithmic domain, the results represent contrast ratios. The separation is then attained by
thresholding. The integration of the gradients remaining after the thresholding requires numerical solving
of the Poisson’s equation.
The concept was picked up in 2002 by Fattal et al. [259]. However, instead of thresholding, they use
a multiscale compressive function which should respect the fact that sharp edges result in gradients with
high magnitudes, while fine textures produce much smaller magnitudes. Thus they produce a compressed
gradient field which is then integrated by solving the Poisson’s equation as in the case of the method’s
ancestor.
Tumblin and Turk [260] proposed a way of base layer obtaining using low curvature image simplifier
(LCIS). It is a multilevel decomposition approach, therefore several "simplified" versions are obtained and
subtracted from the previous level, resulting in several levels of detail layers. In the end, all layers are put
together with different weights and forming the final tone-mapped image. The main problem is therefore
the selection of proper weighting.
Another way to separate the base and detail layer is previously several times mentioned bilateral filtering
[177]. It has been introduced to the HDR community by Durand and Dorsey [261]. The idea is to smoothen
the image with simultaneous preservation of edges. Similarly to the previously mentioned approach, the
computations are performed in logarithmic domain. The detail layer is obtained from the image by dividing
it by the base layer (bilateral filtered version). Virtually any TMO can be used to compress the DR of the
base layer. In the original paper, authors used the Tumblin-Rushmeier algorithm [225]. They also suggested
several improvements in terms of computational time, such as filtering downsampled version of the image
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(since the main concern is about low frequencies). The detail layer is obtained from the image by dividing
it by the base layer (bilateral filtered version).
Choudhury and Tumblin [262] pointed out several drawbacks of the bilateral approach (smoothing
across sharp gradient changes and poor performance on the areas with high-gradient or high-curvature)
and proposed a way how to resolve them. The method is called trilateral filtering and uses two bilateral
filters sequentially. After calculation of image logarithm, the gradients are obtained, smoothed by bilat-
eral filter, and used to guide the second bilateral filter. The function preventing of filtering across sharp
gradient changes is also included. The technique has one user specified parameter, setting the size of the
neighborhood for the first bilateral filter smoothing the gradient (recommended values is 21 pixels).
Li et al. [263] adjusted the multiscale decomposition framework in slightly different way, designed
specifically for tone-mapping and inverse tone-mapping. The activity maps are introduced on every scale
to prevent artifacts to appear in the final image by tuning down the gain in the areas with high activity.
The idea is inspired by neurons. From these maps, smooth gain maps are computed and used to modify
particular sub-bands. The method is independent of the method used for decomposition (e.g. Laplacian
pyramid, wavelet decomposition, etc.).
Segmentation TMOs
The last group of operators is based on segmentation into several regions, which are then treated differently.
Similarly to the previous section, these operators are technically local operators but the use of specific
segmentation techniques enables them to create a separate category.
The first TMO using categorization was proposed by Yee and Pattanaik [264]. It classifies the regions
according to the logarithmic image histogram. By merging small groups of pixels, the layers are obtained
(the layers differ in the number of bins used for a histogram calculation). Adaptation luminances are
calculated for particular layers and used as an input to the global TMO (Banterle et al. [206] use Tumblin-
Rushmeier [225] operator in their HDR toolbox). Authors recommend to use number of layers higher than
16 to prevent artifacts creation.
Krawczyk et al. [265] developed their tone reproduction algorithm inspired by the anchoring lightness
perception theory, introduced by Gilchirst [266]. The theory postulates that HVS perceives the highest
luminance in a field of view as white (anchor). The areas covered by the maximum luminance seem to be
self-luminous. To apply the theory on the complex images, classification is performed. The TMO uses k-
means clustering in the histogram of a logarithmic image. Soft segmentation is applied, i.e. the probability
that the pixel under consideration belongs to the group is calculated for each group. Every group has its
own anchor (calculated as 95% percentile of the luminance levels). The final image is obtained from the
logarithm of the original image, the anchor values, and the probability functions.
Lischinski et al. [267] provided another perspective on segmentation. In their interactive TMO, they
let the user classify the scene on his/her own. The segmentation is done using the brush based tool, as
shown in [268] and [269], with four possibilities – basic, luminance, luma-chrome, and overexposure –
each setting the different constraints on the selected pixels. The algorithm then finds a locally dependent
exposure function which is employed to produce the final image.
Lauga et al. [270] designed a TMO which attempts to find an optimal segmentation of the HDR image
into dark and bright regions. After that, an optimal mapping curve is find for both types of regions by
minimizing MSE between logarithm of the luminance of the original and reconstructed version.
Skipping the HDR Image Creation Step
This last approach is not a tone-mapping in its true sense. Although Banterle et al. [206] classified it as a
segmentation based TMO, for the following reasons it has its own category in this document. In this case,
the input is not an HDR image but the stack of LDR images with different exposures (which are normally
used for HDR creation as described in Chapter 8.1). The Banterle’s HDR toolbox for MATLAB [206]
enables also an HDR input but the images are artificially divided into differently exposed images.
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The approach was firstly proposed by Mertens et al. [271]. It uses three metrics – contrast, saturation,
and well-exposedness – to weight the importance of the pixel from particular LDR images in the stack. The
resulting image is created by blending the exposures together with corresponding weights using Laplacian
pyramid to avoid unnatural steps.
Same idea was adapted also by Song et al. [272]. They calculate the luminance values which maximize
the visible contrast over different exposures and avoid the gradient inversion which causes halos in the final
image. The result is obtained via a probabilistic model.
8.3 Selecting Parameters of Tone-Mapping Operators
The goal of the tone-mapping is to reproduce the HDR scene as faithfully as possible while preserving
details and naturalness. However, these two aspects are mostly contradictory. It is therefore necessary to
find a good balance between them.
A common property of most of the TMOs (and other post-processing algorithms) is that they have
(mostly several) user-adjustable parameters. These parameters serve for adapting the operator for particular
displaying scenario including viewing conditions, displaying device, and, more importantly, the particular
content. In other words, optimal setting of the parameters differs with the scene. While this variability can
be an advantage e.g. for artists, in some applications, where higher number of scenes needs to be processed,
it is not practical to set all of the parameters manually for each scene. Therefore, some TMOs without the
necessity for the tuning have been proposed, e.g. by Ward et al. [233]. Reinhard et al. [254] formulated
the calculation of parameter values for the Reinhard TMO [253] directly from the scene, which makes the
use easier and more suitable in the above mentioned cases. The influence of the viewing conditions on the
preferred setting was investigated by Stokkermans et al. [273]. Barladian [274] introduced the estimation of
parameters for the combination of TMOs proposed by Tumblin and Rushmeier [224], and Reinhard [253].
The issue is even more crucial in HDR video processing. The automatic tone-mapping for video was
proposed e.g. by Kiser et al. [275].
However, not all of the TMOs provide a way to estimate the parameter values from the scene. Such
variability can be a problem when comparing different TMOs. In TMO comparison studies, the parameters
were mostly either left in the default setting or adjusted by authors to “the highest subjective quality”.
The unfairness of such comparisons was already pointed out by Petit and Mantiuk [143] who used several
different parameter settings for each TMO to increase the balance.
It seems reasonable to define an objective criterion for optimization of parameters to be used instead
of the HVS in maximizing the perceived quality. This should also depend on the application – while
naturalness seems to be of higher importance for Quality of Experience (QoE) in multimedia applications
[9,10], in security surveillance it becomes secondary as it is much more desirable to preserve all the details,
i.e. the intelligibility is more important than QoE.
8.3.1 Tone-Mapping Operators Parameters Optimization in Security Applications
The security and surveillance systems are one of the most interesting application areas of the HDR technol-
ogy. The ability to capture all the details in the scene even under challenging illumination conditions brings
a considerable advantage over classical systems. Although the modern surveillance solutions use HDR se-
curity cameras, the captured video is being displayed on the regular screens. Considering the ubiquity of
surveillance systems together with the high price and technological complexity of the HDR displays, this
setup will most probably persist in the future systems as well. The importance of tone-mapping in such
applications is therefore very high. However, the requirements on the TMOs are different than in the case
of multimedia content. Specifically, it is necessary to reproduce as many details as possible because the loss
of the information from the scene can have a massive impact on the credibility of the footage. Additionally,
the computational power of such a system is mostly limited and therefore the simpler (probably global)
TMOs are more suited in this scenario.
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Figure 8.4: Block diagram of the proposed criterion.
Here, an optimization criterion for automatic TMO parameters tuning that is specifically geared towards
security applications is described. This requires that more emphasis to be put on preserving visual details in
the scene and attributes such as naturalness, perceptual quality can become secondary (although this need
not always be the case). The proposed TMO parameter tuning approach is based on the assumption that
the details are typically lost in the over or under exposed scene regions. Therefore, the TMO parameters
are tuned in order to minimize the number of these areas. Obviously, such an approach is expected to
limit detail loss due to tone-mapping operation. Another advantage of the proposed technique is that it
can be used universally, regardless of the employed TMO. The performance will be demonstrated on four
different operators – simple TMO using linear clipping and gamma mapping, logarithmic TMO, Reinhard
global TMO [253], and iCAM06 [214]. The first two were selected for their simplicity but yet decent
performance. Reinhard TMO belongs among the most popular operators and also provides the way to
calculate the default parameter values, which is a good base for comparison. The last operator is the only
local TMO. Its performance is very good across the content but the computational requirements are much
higher. It is included to show the applicability of the proposed approach even for the more sophisticated
operators. The method has been published in [276].
Method Description
As mentioned above, the underlying assumption is that information is lost from the image during tone-
mapping, if the image contains underexposed and overexposed regions. These regions are identified as
areas where the image function does not change and the mean luminance in the region is under (or over)
certain threshold. The block diagram of the proposed criterion computation is in Figure 8.4.
The areas classification comes from the idea of Péchard et al. [277]. Firstly, the gradient in hori-
zontal and vertical direction is calculated using Sobel kernel. The overall gradient is then obtained as
G =
√
G2h +G
2
v. Every block of 16× 16 pixels is analyzed separately. It is classified as flat, if the sum of
gradient within the block is lower than threshold TG. This threshold was empirically set to 2550 (for 8-bit
images). This value provided reasonable results across various content.
Once the block is identified as flat, the mean luminance within the block is calculated. If it is lower than
35 or higher than 220, to compensate for the influence of outlying values and a noise, the block is classified
as underexposed or overexposed, respectively. It is true that the flat regions with low or high luminosity
will be identified as under/overexposed even though it does not necessarily have to be the case but it can be
assumed that these regions will exist in the image regardless the TMO parameters’ setting and therefore do
not influence the optimization process.
Finally, the percentage of the under/overexposed blocks is calculated. The optimization process finds
the setting of parameters which minimizes this value. When evaluating the performance, the MATLAB
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(a) Simple TMO – default parameters (b) Simple TMO – tuned parameters
Under - 44.67% Visible - 54.12% Over - 1.21% Under - 0% Visible - 100% Over - 0%
(c) Visibility map – default parameters (d) Visibility map – tuned parameters
Figure 8.5: An example of the visibility map before and after parameters tuning.
function fminsearch() utilizing Nelder-Mead Simplex minimization [278] has been used. An example
of visibility map before and after optimization of parameters for the simple TMO is depicted in Figure
8.5. Note that in this TMO, firstly a certain number of pixels from high and low luminance are saturated.
As the default setting, 2.5% of pixels on both ends are clipped. After that, the dynamic range is linearly
transformed between 0 and 1, followed by a gamma mapping. Default gamma is 2.2. These two parameters
were tuned via the proposed approach. The image is from Fairchild’s publicly available database [279].
The black regions represent the underexposed blocks, while the white label the overexposed ones.
In real surveillance applications some of the areas within the camera view can be more important than
others. In these cases, the proposed method can be easily modified to incorporate the importance of those
regions in calculations. This can ensure that information loss from these regions is particularly minimized.
There is an important issue that needs to be highlighted with regards to the applicability of the proposed
method to HDR security video. Even though it is possible to optimize TMO parameters for each frame,
this will lead to much higher computational costs. Nevertheless, the conditions within the camera view do
not change rapidly. The TMO parameters can therefore be calculated and updated after certain number of
frames. Such frame skipping mechanism will lower the computational and time requirements significantly
thereby enabling the use of the proposed method in real-time.
Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed approach is tested on 9 images (see Figure 8.6 for downsized tone-mapped
versions) taken from publicly available databases [279, 280]. These images were tone-mapped using the
default parameter settings and using the optimization based on our criterion. To objectively compare out-
comes, gradient based measure is utilized.
The details in an image are represented by changes in image function, which are reflected in the image
gradient. Areas, where the gradient is equal to zero are therefore the areas without any details. Thus, we
can measure the amount of details in an image as the number of nonzero gradient points. The results are
depicted in Figure 8.7. The TMOs are abbreviated as S, Lo, R, and iC for simple, logarithmic, Reinhard, and
iCAM06, respectively. The ∼ symbol marks the TMO with parameters optimized based on the proposed
criterion. Since the results for the logarithmic TMO with default parameters are significantly lower than for
the other TMOs, they are marked with an arrow in the bar graphs for better comparison.
The results show a clear improvement in details reproduction after the proposed optimization. The only
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Figure 8.6: The images used for testing the performance of the proposed method.
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Figure 8.7: Results of objective TMO comparison.
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(a) Simple TMO – default parameters (b) Simple TMO – tuned parameters
(c) Detailed view – default parameters (d) Detailed view – tuned parameters
Figure 8.8: Visible improvement in the content I8.
exception is the content I8 with the simple TMO, where the optimization actually lowered the number of
nonzero gradient points. This is probably caused by the gamma correction which can, in fact, lower the
overall contrast and confuse the given measure. Nevertheless if a closer look at the image itself is taken
(Figure 8.8), there is a visible improvement.
Another interesting outcome from the objective results is that after the proposed optimization, the im-
ages tone-mapped by the global operators become comparable to the local one. This is very important for
the real surveillance applications.
To provide more detailed view on the performance, HDR images tone-mapped by all of the used TMOs
with default and optimized parameters are provided. The results for the linear TMO for the content I5 have
already been shown in Figure 8.5 (a) and (b). The outcome of the rest of the TMOs is depicted in Figure
8.9. Figure 8.10 contains the results for all of the used TMOs for the content I4. The results for all of the
images can be found at http://dbq.multimediatech.cz/users/krasula/public/spie/.
It can be seen that, especially for the logarithmic TMO, there are some overexposed areas in the resulting
images. This is caused by the character of the original images which are mostly dark and thus challenging
for the TMOs to reproduce all the details. Since all of the areas are considered to be of the same importance,
the proposed method pushes the TMO to reproduce the details in the dark regions (because there are more of
them), even though some of the details in bright areas will be lost. For this particular scenes, the linear TMO
seems to work the best from the global operators, because the gamma correction enables it to reproduce the
details in shadows as well as in highlights. Also the added value of the proposed approach to the local TMO
is obvious.
8.3.2 Tone-Mapping Operators Parameters Optimization in Multimedia Applica-
tions
The previous section was specialized on the reproduction of details without considering the impact on
the naturalness of the resulting image. In multimedia applications, however, the naturalness of the tone-
mapped image plays a crucial role. It has been pointed out [9], that a single exposure image, where the
naturalness is always maintained, is mostly considered as a good representation of the original real world
scene and is more acceptable by the observers than the version created by TMO where the naturalness
is corrupted. On the other hand, the main idea of HDR imaging systems is enhanced reproduction of
details. A reliable parameters selection criterion should therefore maximize the details reproduction and
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(a) Logarithmic TMO – default parameters (b) Logarithmic TMO – tuned parameters
(c) Reinhard TMO – default parameters (d) Reinhard TMO – tuned parameters
(e) iCAM06 – default parameters (f) iCAM06 – tuned parameters
Figure 8.9: An example of the proposed method performance on the content I5.
simultaneously maintain the natural look of the scene.
To measure the reproduction of contrast, the best possibility is Dynamic Range Independent Metric
(DRIM) [146]. However, its computational requirements make it impractical to be used in the optimization
loop. The proposed method, therefore, focuses on simplicity and speed. It comes from the assumption that
the reversal of contrast is the most undesirable artifact with respect to the contrast reproduction. The pa-
rameters selection algorithm, therefore, firstly finds the minimal value of contrast reversal possibly achieved
by a given TMO. Secondly, a tolerance interval allowing some degree of contrast reversal is defined and
used as a constraint. A novel metric of naturalness using combination the features most relevant for the
natural look of an image is maximized within this tolerance interval. The particular parts of the parameters
optimization procedures are described below. They have been published in [281].
Contrast Reversal
The criterion for contrast reversal quantification is based on calculating the gradient in both HDR and LDR
versions of the scene using horizontal and vertical Sobel kernel (computations in more directions were
also tested but did not provide any additional benefit in terms of performance). Note that the gradient is
computed for the luminance component of the images only. The horizontal and vertical gradient images Gh
and Gv (calculated the same way for the HDR image IHDR and LDR image ITMO) are therefore obtained as
Gh = L ∗ hhor,
Gv = L ∗ hver, (8.15)
where L is the luminance component of the particular image, hhor and hver represent the horizontal and
vertical Sobel kernels, and the operator ∗ stands for the two-dimensional convolution.
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(a) Simple TMO – default parameters (b) Simple TMO – tuned parameters
(c) Logarithmic TMO – default parameters (d) Logarithmic TMO – tuned parameters
(e) Reinhard TMO – default parameters (f) Reinhard TMO – tuned parameters
(g) iCAM06 – default parameters (h) iCAM06 – tuned parameters
Figure 8.10: An example of the proposed method performance on the content I4.
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Weber Michelson SDME RMS RME GCF
Scene
KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC
1 -0.1547 -0.3168 0.0884 0.2156 -0.0221 -0.1650 0.3315 0.5655 -0.3315 -0.4884 0.4199 0.5633
2 0.3222 0.5330 0.0556 0.0705 -0.0111 -0.0308 0.6778 0.7908 0.3000 0.4427 0.8334 0.9339
3 0.3626 0.4330 -0.4066 -0.4593 0.4066 0.5209 0.7363 0.8813 0.4066 0.4681 0.7582 0.8989
Table 8.1: Performance of the selected contrast measures on the dataset developed by Cˇadík et al. [10] with
ranks according to subjectively perceived contrast.
CIQI CQE1 CQE2
Scene
KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC KROCC SROCC
1 0.8398 0.9483 0.8840 0.9615 0.7072 0.8801
2 -0.0663 -0.0506 0.3094 0.4026 -0.0221 -0.0330
3 0.5824 0.7582 0.6703 0.8418 0.5604 0.7451
Table 8.2: Performance of the selected colorfulness measures on the dataset developed by Cˇadík et al. [10]
with ranks according to color representation.
Further on, the dominant gradient component in each pixel (x, y) is determined as
DG(x, y) =
{
1 if |Gh(x, y)| < |Gv(x, y)|,
0 otherwise.
(8.16)
The ERR1 is defined as the change in dominant gradient component
ERR1(x, y) =
{
1 if DGHDR(x, y) 6= DGTMO(x, y),
0 otherwise,
(8.17)
while ERR2 penalizes the cases where the gradient slope is reversed, i.e.
ERR2(x, y) =


1 if sign{Gh,HDR(x, y)} 6= sign{Gh,TMO(x, y)} or
sign{Gv,HDR(x, y)} 6= sign{Gv,TMO(x, y)},
0 otherwise.
(8.18)
Note that no assumptions about the viewing conditions and HVS are made. The “worst case scenario”
where all changes in luminance result in a perceivable change is considered. This is, of course, an over-
simplification. Nevertheless, it enables avoiding computationally demanding modelling and necessity of a
prior knowledge about the viewing conditions. Moreover, it is sufficient for the optimization criterion.
The final contrast reversal measure is a conjunction of the two errors
CR = ERR1 ∪ ERR2. (8.19)
The index used in the optimization process is a percentage of the pixels in which the contrast reversal has
been identified.
Feature Naturalness
It is believed that the natural look of the image is a fusion of several factors [10]. The most important ones
being overall luminance, contrast, and colorfulness. To select the most suitable metrics of these features,
a dataset developed by Cˇadík et al. can be useful [282]. It provides the rankings of tone-mapped images
not only with respect to their overall quality but also to the reproduction of brightness, contrast, color, and
details.
The ability of the contrast metrics, described in Section 3.2.3, to predict the ranks according to con-
trast reproduction, measured by KROCC and SROCC (see Section 4.3), can be found in Table 8.1. The
comparison of colorfulness metrics from Section 3.2.4 are shown in Table 8.2.
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Figure 8.11: Probability distributions of the particular measures in 5,000 colorful natural images.
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Figure 8.12: Probability distribution of the metrics’ product for 5,000 colorful natural images.
The main criterion for the metrics selection was the computational simplicity and independence on the
reference. It can be seen that the best predictions were provided by the GCF and CQE1metrics, respectively.
These feature metrics were, therefore, selected to be used in the novel naturalness metric.
Yeganeh and Wang [148] defined a statistical naturalness metric from the distribution of intensity and
naturalness in gray-scale images. However, the measure completely omits the information about color
which is one of the main factors influencing naturalness as well. The proposed metric design is inspired
by the statistical naturalness part of TMQI. Firstly, 5,000 color images of different sizes and contents had
been obtained from a publicly available Image Net database.11 Then the mean intensity MI , GCF [106],
and CQE1 colorfulness [73] for all of these images were calculated and their histograms were computed
in order to estimate the probability distributions. It can be seen from the Figure 8.11, that all of the used
metrics’ histograms can be approximated by Gaussian (red curve).
In TMQI’s statistical naturalness part, the assumption is that the intensity and the contrast are mutually
independent, therefore no conditional distributions are necessary for joint distribution expression. However,
this assumption is not valid when the colorfulness is added. Moreover, the conditional distributions would
be very hard to estimate. We therefore tried to find the distribution of the criteria combination for each
image (i.e. we calculated the product of the three metric values per image). The histogram is shown in
Figure 8.12. The resulting histogram can be approximated by Rayleigh distribution as shown by the red
curve.
The PDF of Rayleigh distribution is defined as
pdfRayleigh(x, σ) =
x
σ2
e−
x2
2σ2 , (8.20)
where x ≥ 0 and σ is a scaling factor. In this particular case σ = 0.27.
The proposed Feature Naturalness (FN) is then obtained as
FN =
pdfRayleigh(MI ×GCF × CQE1, σ)
max pdfRayleigh(x, σ)
. (8.21)
The denominator serves for normalization. It is the global maximum of the Rayleigh PDF with respective
σ from the equation (8.20). The higher the FN , the more natural should the image look.
11http://www.image-net.org/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Optimization Procedure
The goal of the parameters optimization is to obtain the “best” representation of an HDR image which is
suitable to be displayed on LDR displays. In the previous sections, two factors that play an important role
in how a dynamic range-reduced HDR image will appear on LDR display were identified. Here, these two
factors are used in an effort to optimize the visual appearance of the resulting tone-mapped image.
The said procedure is implemented as a constrained optimization problem. Therefore, the TMO param-
eters values which lead to minimum CR are firstly obtained. This CR value is employed as a constraint in
the next step of the proposed method.
Let the par = {τ1, . . . , τn} be the vector of TMO’s parameters. The dimension of the parameter space
is therefore n. Then
CRmin = min CR(par). (8.22)
In the second stage, the optimal TMO parameters values are found such that FN is maximized while the
resultant CR is not more than δ% larger than the minimum CR value (CRmin). The optimal set of parameters
paropt is therefore obtained as
paropt = arg max FN(par),
s.t. CR(par) ≤ CRmin × (1 + δ100).
(8.23)
The parameter δ controls the deviation allowed from the minimum CR value and therefore influences
the relative importance of the two metrics (CR and FN). A higher value of δ gives higher importance to the
FN metric. In this paper, we set δ = 5 as it provides reasonable results across various content.
To avoid the "brute-force" approach, the Nelder-Mead downhill simplex optimization method [278] was
also implemented within the algorithm. The method does not use any analytical nor numerical gradients
but directly searches for the minimum in the parameter space. The dimension of this space is defined by the
number of parameters.
For the purpose of TMO parameters optimization, the method has been slightly modified in order to
work in the discrete parameter space rather than continuous which decreases computational requirements
and the chance of ending up in the local minimum. In each step of the algorithm, when a new point of the
simplex is calculated, the nearest point from the discrete space is taken. In cases where simplex becomes
smaller than the step in discrete space, this could lead to false minimum detection. The stopping criterion
has, therefore, also been modified. Before the minimum acceptance, all the neighboring points are tested
and if any of the points results in the smaller function value, the algorithm searches again from this starting
point.
Since the Nelder-Mead optimization technique is a downhill method, the calculated FN values are
negated. It is also not adapted for the constrained optimization, therefore, in each step, it is checked if the
CR value for the particular point is within the required range. If not, the FN value is set to∞. In most of
the cases, this approach is able to find similar results as if every point in the parameter space was searched.
Performance Demonstration
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach, four TMOs are used. Global operators are rep-
resented by Drago TMO [230], Reinhard TMO [253], and simple linear tone-mapping with user adjustable
clipping and gamma mapping. Selected local operator is iCAM06 [214]. Implementations of Drago and
Reinhard operators are from the Banterle’s HDR toolbox [206]. Recommended gamma correction was
employed after tone-mapping with Drago TMO and color correction was used after Reinhard operator ap-
plication. As a base for comparison, parameters maximizing TMQI [148] are also found.
Not to bias the results by utilization of certain optimization technique, the parameter space of each TMO
has been sampled and all the combinations were calculated. Minimum and maximum values for proposed
method as well as for TMQI were found in these spaces. The optimal images as identified by proposed
approach and TMQI for the "Willy Desk" image from the Fairchild’s dataset [279] per TMO are depicted
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(a) Drago TMO – proposed (b) Drago TMO – TMQI (c) Drago TMO – default
(d) Reinhard TMO – proposed (e) Reinhard TMO – TMQI (f) Reinhard TMO – default
(g) Simple TMO – proposed (h) Simple TMO – TMQI (i) Simple TMO – default
(j) iCAM06 TMO – proposed (k) iCAM06 TMO – TMQI (l) iCAM06 TMO – default
Figure 8.13: "Willy Desk" image tone-mapped by different TMOs with parameters set according to the
proposed method, TMQI, and the default setup.
in Figure 8.13. Each row contains the images tone-mapped using particular TMO, while each column
corresponds to the parameters selection method. Note that the image was cropped to the full HD resolution
prior to the processing.
From the provided example, several things may be observed. For Drago TMO – Figure 8.13(a)-(c) –
the default parameters setting results in slightly unnatural reproduction of colors and TMQI gives an image
with very bright background (the wall behind the window) and darker foreground (less details on the t-shirt).
The proposed method’s outcome provides a good compromise between the two.
Default setup of the Reinhard TMO (Figure 8.13(d)-(f)) creates an image with a lot of underexposed
areas (the foreground is very dark). The result of TMQI has again high contrast between foreground and
background (even more than in the previous case). Proposed technique again maintains the details and
naturalness better than the two.
The proposed method applied on the Simple TMO (linear clipping and gamma mapping) results in a
small loss of contrast compared to the other methods but with the benefit of much better details preservation.
The image also looks more natural.
The only local TMO employed here is iCAM06. It is also the only operator that actually influences
the color components as well as the luminance. Here, the benefit of using also the information about color
in the proposed method is visible. TMQI provides image with higher overall luminance but the colors are
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very unnatural. The proposed technique on the other hand handles the colors in the better way and results
in much more natural looking image. The TMO parameters selection approach will be further used in the
quantitative subjective study design.
8.4 Subjective Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped Images
The effort made in the area of subjective evaluation of tone-mapped images, together with discussion about
the experimental setups and research questions, has been provided in Section 6.3.
The application of the subjective experiments most relevant to this thesis is testing and training of objec-
tive metrics. Publicly available datasets of HDR images processed by different TMOs including respective
subjective scores are mainly restricted to the experiments performed by Cˇadík et al. [10] and Yeganeh and
Wang [148]. The former contains 3 HDR source scenes processed by 14 TMOs and the raw scores from the
rating and ranking experiments for each observer are available. It should be noted that these were collected
for the printed images. In the latter, 15 source scenes and 8 TMOs were used. However, only the average
ranks for each image are provided, making it hard to perform statistical analyses on the data. The TMOs
employed within the experiments also do not result in color shifts and color artifacts. Moreover, none of the
experiments considers rendered HDR content as an input. In the light of increased deployment of computer
generated (CG) content in several applications, the metrics’ abilities regarding this type of content should
also be studied.
Therefore, it is meaningful to create another representative and challenging dataset for the objective
criteria testing and training with natural and CG content. The following sections describe the design, con-
ducting, and processing of the results obtained from the study [283,284].
8.4.1 Source Content Selection
To create a representative dataset, as challenging content as possible should be selected. Even though
the main attribute determining the degree of tone-mapping needed is dynamic range [285], several other
properties of the scene can also play a role [286]. Two objective content selection methods have therefore
been employed to identify the scenes with the most interesting parameters in the pool of HDR images
(more than 150 images obtained from the publicly available databases [279,280,287,288] or created within
internal projects12,13).
Narwaria Method
The content selection method proposed by Narwaria et al. [286] is based on quantifying perceptual loss
when decreasing the dynamic range. Firstly, M images with dynamic range linearly mapped in the range
from 0 to maximum luminance which is always decreased with a factor∆m are created from i-th HDR im-
age. For each contrast reduced image, the perceptual distance map with respect to the original is calculated
using HDR-VDP-2 [53] (see Section 3.1.2 for more details). The difference between consequent maps is
calculated using Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD) based distance measure [289], defined as
distKLD(m, i) =
X∑
x=1
Y∑
y=1
PDM∆m,i(x, y)
PDM∆m,i(x, y)
PDM∆m+1,i(x, y)
, (8.24)
where PDM∆m,i(x, y) and PDM∆m+1,i(x, y) are the perceptual difference maps on successive levels for
i-th content, and (x, y) are the pixel coordinates. Further, a clustering based analysis is performed in order
to quantify the challenging nature of the content.
12http://www.ultrahd4u.eu/ (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
13http://www.images-et-reseaux.com/en/content/nevex (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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The distances for each source content are put into a vector DISTi =
{
distKLD(m, i)
}
. The difference
matrix D = {. . . , DISTi, . . .}, in which the columns are the vectors DISTi, is then analyzed with Fuzzy
C-Means (FCM) clustering [290]. The algorithm iteratively minimizes the weighted within group sum
of squared error to produce the best division into the specified number of clusters. The authors use two
clusters – less and more challenging content (lower distances vs. higher distances). The result also provides
a membership function specifying the degree of membership of the each content to the cluster. Therefore,
the content can be ranked according to the probability of membership among the more challenging content.
The higher the probability, the more challenging the content is. The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm
5.
Algorithm 5 Content selection method proposed by Narwaria et al. [286]
for i = 1 : number of source images in the pool do
form = 1 : M do
Create an image with maximum luminance lowered by ∆m
Calculate PDM∆m,i using HDR-VDP-2
end for
form = 1 : M − 1 do
Calculate distKLD(m, i) according to equation (8.24)
end for
Create vector DISTi =
{
distKLD(m, i)
}
end for
Create the difference matrix D = {. . . , DISTi, . . .}
Analyze matrix D using FCM clustering algorithm
Rank the source images according to the probability of membership in the more challenging cluster
Method Based on Under/Over Exposed Regions
The second method is based on the criterion proposed in the Section 8.3.1 of this thesis. It assumes
that less challenging scene can be better represented by a single exposure image. The HDR image is
therefore divided into set of single exposure images (i.e. the procedure inverse to bracketing when cre-
ating an HDR image). The procedure is implemented in Banterle’s HDR Toolbox in MATLAB [206] as
GenerateExposureBracketing() function. The minimum and maximum log2 luminance is firstly
calculated and rounded (down for the minimum and up for the maximum). Minimum and maximum expo-
sure times are then obtained as
texp,min,i =
⌊
log2
(
min(Li)
)⌋
+ 1,
texp,max,i =
⌈
log2
(
max(Li)
)⌉− 1, (8.25)
where Li is the luminance of the i-th HDR image, operators ⌊.⌋ and ⌈.⌉ stand for rounding down and up.
The vector Ti is then obtained by linear spacing between texp,min,i and texp,max,i with the step of 1. The m-th
exposure is obtained as
expi(m) = 2
−Ti(m). (8.26)
Them-th single exposure image created from the i-th source content is then
Im,i =
(
expi(m)× Li
)2.2
. (8.27)
The area of underexposed and overexposed regions (see Section 8.3.1) is then calculated for each of
them and the minimum value over the exposures is taken. The higher this value is, the more challenging the
content is considered.
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5.5220 6.7466 7.2287 7.4702 4.8800
5.4310 4.0304 4.0413 5.5676 5.0158
(a) Natural content
9.9864 5.5915 9.8074 5.1847 5.7866
4.7744 7.8368 4.0687 6.5645 14.8605
(b) Synthetic content
Figure 8.14: Downsized tone-mapped versions of the source content with log10 dynamic range.
Final Selection
The final content has been selected subjectively from the most challenging images as identified by the two
methods. The main goal was to provide the diversity in terms of scene types, visual appeal, and low-level
properties such as colors, spatial frequencies, etc.
Given the importance of the type of content and context, 10 natural and 10 synthetic HDR images
have been selected. Since the display resolution was full HD, content with higher resolution was down
sampled (using low-pass filtering followed by subsampling) and cropped such that no visible artifacts were
introduced. Downsized tone-mapped versions of the source content, together with their log10 dynamic
range calculated as
DRlog10 = log10
max(L)
min(L) , (8.28)
are shown in Fig. 8.14. Note that the minimal non-zero luminance value is considered in equation (8.28).
Note that no highly photorealistic CG content has been included, since the mechanisms influencing
the preference in such images can be affected by the level of its naturalness. To suppress the influence
of naturalness as a variable, only noticeably computer generated content not attempting to reflect natural
world has been selected. Such content can be found in applications such as cartoons, video games, artificial
worlds in virtual reality, etc.
8.4.2 Selection of Operators and Their Parameters
To provide inter and intra TMO diversity (i.e. diversity across TMOs as well as within each TMO), four
TMOs with two different parameters settings have been used. Additionally, TMO proposed by Mai et
al. [235] which optimizes the mapping-curve for backward compatible HDR compression and therefore
does not enable parameter adjustment has been included. Resulting 9 versions of each source content made
the test well balanced in terms of time requirements and variability of images.
Global operators are represented by Drago TMO [230], Mai TMO [235], and simple TMO with linear
clipping and gamma mapping. The representative of local TMOs is iCAM06 [214] and gradient based
Mantiuk operator [255] is also included. The latter two can also affect color reproduction, and are thus very
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1A 2A
Natural content Synthetic content
Setup with reference Setup with reference
1B 2B
Natural content Synthetic content
Setup without reference Setup without reference
Table 8.3: Description of the four parts of the experiment.
suitable for the purposes of the database. The use of the probably most popular Reinhard TMO [253] was
discarded since it lead to results too similar to images produced by other TMOs.
The parameters of the operators (except for Mai TMO) were selected according to the optimization
procedure described in Section 8.3.2 and by optimizing TMQI [148]. This was to create a conflict of the
objective values and thus ensure that the content is challenging from the perspective of objective metrics as
well. In cases where the two optimizations lead to perceptually close results (this has been checked visu-
ally), the parameters have been manually adjusted in order to provide perceptually different, yet appealing
image. This happened in few cases only. None of the images in the resulting dataset are therefore visually
similar. Final database is composed of 90 natural and 90 CG tone-mapped images.
8.4.3 Methodology
The possible subjective methodologies were already discussed in Chapter 6. Considering the multidimen-
sionality of the quality (different artifacts, colors, contrast, etc.) the SS [11] procedure would be very
demanding on the observers. The procedure has also been found more complicated in the context of image
enhancement as described in Section 7.3.4. The reasons why the ranking [13] is impractical are stated there
as well. PC [12] procedure is, therefore, again considered as the best alternative for collecting observers’
opinions. To decrease the number of comparisons, ASDPC methodology is used.
Following the discussion from the Section 6.3, two setups are considered – scenario with the reference
displayed on the HDR screen and no reference scenario. In the no reference scenario, the research question
for the observers comes naturally – “Which image do you prefer?” On the other hand, in the scenario
with the HDR display, the goal is to determine the observers’ preferences (not fidelity to the reference) and
see if they can be altered by the presence of the reference. To properly and clearly formulate the research
question, more information about the dataset is needed.
A pretest with expert observers has been conducted in order to shed a light on observers’ behavior. It has
also served to determine the time requirements of the test. It has been discovered that, even with ASDPC
methodology, all 20 source images (i.e. 360 comparisons) cannot be evaluated under 30 minutes which is
the upper limit for observers’ fatigue recommended in ITU-R Rec. BT.500 [11]. Therefore, it has been
decided to separate the test in four parts according to the Table 8.3. In each part, 180 (9× (√9− 1)× 10)
comparisons needed to be done.
Regarding the research questions, the expert observers were interviewed after finishing the task. All
of them reported that several times they qualitatively preferred a version that was visually further from
the reference, supporting the outcome of the study by Ashikhmin and Goyal [144] who discovered that
when provided a reference, fidelity and preference scores may differ. Since tone-mapping is considered as
a post-processing procedure in this thesis and as such, its goal is a maximization of the perceived quality,
observers’ preference are of more interest for the database. To check if the preference can be influenced
by the presence of the HDR reference itself, it has been attempted to make the task in the setups with and
without reference as similar as possible. After consultation with the expert observers, the research question
in the scenarios with HDR reference (i.e. 1A and 2A in the Table 8.3) has been finalized to: “The real scene
is shown on the central display. Which of the two side versions do you prefer?”
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(a) Setup with HDR reference (1A & 2A) (b) Setup without any reference (1B & 2B)
Figure 8.15: Experimental setups with and without HDR reference.
8.4.4 Test Room
The test took place within the facilities of IVC group at Polytech Nantes. The room complied with the
recommendations stated in ITU-T Rec P.910 [12] as shown in Table 2.2. The two viewing set-ups are
shown in Figure 8.15.
For displaying the HDR images, SIM2 HDR47E S 4K display was used, which is a 16-bit, 47-inch,
1080p LCD TV with maximum and minimum displayable luminance of 4000 and 0.03 cd/m2, respectively.
The two LDR displays were 8-bit, 46-inch (Philips 46PFL9705H) with maximum displayable luminance of
200 cd/m2. The displays were calibrated, gamma corrected, and color corrected using X-Rite i1Display Pro
tool.14 The viewing distance was set to approximately three times the height of the screen (active part). In
the experiment with HDR reference, for each comparison, the observers saw three stimuli: one on the HDR
display placed at the center and two on the LDR displays on either side as shown in Fig. 8.15(a). Since there
are two types of displays, the room illumination was adjusted accordingly. In particular with HDR display
(brighter) in the center, the illumination at the center (just above the HDR monitor) was set to form the
luminance of 100 cd/m2 while the diffused light made up the illumination for each LDR display (about 50
cd/m2). Such a setup ensured a suitable illumination setting for the observers, and they were comfortable
while viewing both HDR and LDR stimuli. A dual modulation algorithm [291] considering the PSF of
the screen, local dimming, and coarse LED sampling was used for displaying HDR scenes. This mapping
affects the scene’s appearance which can by all means influence the results even though the observers
were asked about their preference. The most accurate way to quantify the impact of the pre-processing
is via calibrated subjective test wherein image (video) displayed on HDR monitor is compared with other
displays (e.g. OLED). Unfortunately, this is not straightforward because the ambient light conditions in the
two cases (HDR and OLED) can be different. The strategy of using different ambient light, as was used
here, can be a possible trade-off to that end. On the other hand, an objective approach could also be used
by employing perceptual models of visibility to quantify the loss of contrast/picture details as a result of
pre-processing (the scenario leading to lower losses should ideally produce a better looking image). Such
studies seem to be missing in the literature. However, for our purposes, the setup still ensured that the
reference is the same for all the observers, unlike the studies with “real-world” reference.
8.4.5 Observers
20 observers participated in each part of the experiment (Tab. 8.3). Given the four separate parts, our
study involved 80 observers in total. They were recruited through a university mailing list and therefore
14http://www.xrite.com/i1display-pro (retrieved on 30/08/2016)
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Figure 8.16: BTL scores with 95% confidence intervals for the natural content in both setups (1A & 1B).
not experts in image processing. Each participant was checked for visual acuity and color perception with
Monoyer and Ishihara test, respectively.
The subjects voted using a keyboard. After pressing an arrow, a green frame occurred around the
corresponding image and the vote was confirmed by pressing Enter, thus minimizing the probability of
error. At the beginning of the session, two random image pairs were shown, enabling observers to get
familiar with the interface. The votes from these evaluations were not saved and included in the results.
8.4.6 Results
Observer’s preferences were transformed to an interval scale using the BTL model [30]. Statistical signifi-
cance of differences in BTL scores for each pair was also determined using the procedure described in [36].
The full results for natural and CG content can be found in Figures 8.16 and 8.17, respectively. The level of
agreement between observers is higher in case of synthetic content resulting in smaller confidence intervals
of BTL scores. Nevertheless, even for the natural content, clear trends can be identified.
Analysis of Differences Between Setups
Here, the influence of the HDR reference on observers’ preferences is determined. To do so, the image
pairs which were evaluated differently when the reference was shown and when not are found. This can be
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Figure 8.17: BTL scores with 95% confidence intervals for the synthetic content in both setups (2A & 2B).
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Natural content I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 Σ
F = 1 6 5 4 6 11 13 10 7 14 7 83
FS = 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 2 0 7
Synthetic content I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 Σ
F = 1 5 5 2 6 4 1 5 2 2 4 36
FS = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 8.4: Number of pairs identified as evaluated differently between the two setups (with and without the
reference) for each source content.
quantified using a measure F , defined for images Ai and Aj as
F (Ai, Aj) =
{
1 if sign{∆BTR(Ai, Aj)} 6= sign{∆BTN(Ai, Aj)},
0 otherwise.
(8.29)
where ∆BTR(Ai, Aj) is the difference of BTL scores for stimulus Ai and Aj in the setup with the reference,
∆BTN(Ai, Aj) is their BTL scores difference in the scenario without the reference, and sign{.} stands for
the signum operator. Thus, F indicates whether or not the presence of the HDR reference had an impact on
the user preference, and is simply based on the sign of the difference between the BTL scores.
However, the reversal of the scores (i.e. F = 1) alone may not imply that the observed differences
are statistically significant (i.e. it cannot be concluded from the data which image from the pair has higher
perceived quality). Another measure FS can be defined as
FS(Ai, Aj) =


1 if sign{∆BTR(Ai, Aj)} 6= sign{∆BTN(Ai, Aj)}
∧
SR(Ai, Aj) = 1
∧
SN(Ai, Aj) = 1,
0 otherwise.
(8.30)
where SR(Ai, Aj) and SN(Ai, Aj) represent the 95% significance of BTL scores differences in the scenario
with and without reference, respectively. They are equal to 1 if the difference between scores is found to
be statistically significant, otherwise they are 0. Thus the pair is considered to be evaluated differently (i.e.
FS(Ai, Aj) = 1) only if the BTL scores are reversed and the difference is statistical significant in both
cases. Thus, FS extends the quantity F by considering not only reversal of scores (i.e. sign change) but also
the associated confidence levels. Hence, it represents a more reliable measure to quantify statistically the
impact that the HDR reference might have on the observer preference.
Tab. 8.4 shows how many pairs were identified by the measure as differently evaluated in the two
scenarios (i.e. with and without reference) for natural and synthetic content. It can be observed that the
cross-scenario agreement between observers is truly higher for the second part of the experiment (i.e. with
synthetic content). More importantly, there have been no cases where the scores for a pair would be re-
versed with statistical significance (there are no cases with FS = 1 ). For further statistical tests towards
determining if the differences in evaluation are caused by the presence of the display or just by the variations
in observers’ opinions, the permutation test (also known as bootstrapping) as described in Section 2.3.4 are
employed.
Here, instead of the number of significantly differently evaluated pairs determined by Fisher’s [37] or
Barnard’s [38] exact test (see Section 2.3.4), F and FS are used to quantify the difference. Therefore, ΣF ′
and ΣF ′S is calculated in each iteration. This is more appropriate since the incomplete design of PC test was
employed. The results obtained from 10,000 iterations are depicted in Figure 8.18.
From the probability distributions for ΣF ′ it can, again, be inferred that the mutual agreement of par-
ticipants was much higher in the case of synthetic content (median of Pr(ΣF ′) and Pr(ΣF ′S) for synthetic
content is 32 and 0, compared to 59 and 1 for natural content, respectively). Nevertheless, the distributions
in Figure 8.18 show that the permutation of observers in between groups influences the final result which
suggest that there is an agreement among observers in both setups, i.e. the opinions are not random.
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Figure 8.18: Results of Monte Carlo simulation after 10,000 permutations.
Second interesting result is that the influence of the HDR reference on the study outcome for synthetic
content was not found statistically significant (Pr(ΣF ′ < ΣF ) = 0.7933 and Pr(ΣF ′S < ΣFS) = 0.7673)
while this effect was present in case of natural content (Pr(ΣF ′ < ΣF ) = 0.9956 and Pr(ΣF ′S < ΣFS) =
0.9925). This is probably caused by a combination of several factors. To shed a light on perceptual mech-
anisms in play, a closer look to the image pairs that were evaluated differently between the two setups has
been taken. Smaller versions of examples of such pairs are depicted in Figure 8.19.
The contradiction between images 8.19(a) and 8.19(b) is probably caused by the shift in color repro-
duction. Without the reference, the image 8.19(a) is possibly seen as more appealing for its more saturated
colors. When provided the reference, observers can see that the image 8.19(b) has more natural reproduc-
tion of colors and even though they are asked about their preference, they tend to see the image 8.19(a) as
much more unnatural than if the reference is not present. The HDR reference can also provide additional
information such as at what daily hour was the scene captured which can also affect the judgment. The
image reproducing the illumination more faithfully tend to be preferred even though the observers were not
asked to choose the closer image. Such an example is represented by images 8.19(c) and 8.19(d). Without
the reference, the image 8.19(d) is preferred for its colorfulness and details.
With regards to the CG content, it did not trigger such effects and the results from both setups can
therefore be considered as equivalent. It is possible that the absence of the naturalness dimension enables
observers to focus on the low level aesthetic properties (such as color saturation, contrast, clarity, etc.) only,
thus depending less on the presence of the reference. However, further study with more synthetic content
should be carried out in order to find out if the effects from Figure 8.19 cannot be triggered in case of
CG images and if the presence of the reference does not influence the observers’ judgement in case of this
type of content. Since the color reproduction was one of the main factors driving the difference, it might be
interesting to run the test with monochromatic natural images to determine whether the effect is maintained.
Nevertheless, the analysis confirms that the presence of the reference can influence the results of the
study, even if the same research question is asked, and the highest care should be taken when drawing
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Figure 8.19: An example of natural image pairs evaluated differently in the two experimental setups.
general conclusions from differently obtained datasets.
8.5 Performance of the Objective Metrics on Tone-Mapped Images
Compared to classical quality assessment tasks, objective evaluation of tone-mapped images brings several
extra challenges. These were already discussed in Chapter 1. The full-reference metrics applicable to the
tone-mapped HDR images are described in Section 6.4. Recently, Granados et al. [292] came out with
two more measures for contrast loss and contrast waste, taking into account a camera’s noise and human
contrast perception. However, the implementation of the metric is not available.
Another way is to evaluate the quality of the tone-mapped image alone using no-reference measures.
However, most of these criteria are trained on typical distortions (see Section 3.2.6) and their applicability
out of the context therefore has to be verified. Nevertheless, several distortion unaware metrics have been
introduced as well. Their description is provided in Section 3.2.7. Aydın et al. [5] pointed out that the
aesthetic properties of the tone-mapped image are of high importance in the quality perception and proposed
a measure based on sharpness, clarity, depth, and tone.
The majority of the mentioned objective methods have not been validated against the ground truth for
tone-mapped content, and this is more so for the case of CG content. Hence, it is necessary to test them
in this context. The analyses will be done on the data from each part of the experiment separately. It is
also possible to merge the subjective data from particular scenarios and provide more general performance
results but it is more informative to analyze the metrics with respect to each scenario, moreover, when it has
been proven that the setup can have a significant impact on the results. The methodology from the Section
5.2 is again adopted.
15 existing objective methods have been selected for comparison. For the sake of brevity, the methods
are denoted by numbering as described in Table 8.5 in following graphs. Since DRIM [146] only provides
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2D error maps (calculated for each tone-mapped version with respect to the HDR reference), a simple
averaging of those values has been adopted to obtain a single score. DRIMl is therefore the average for the
contrast loss map, DRIMa for contrast amplification, DRIMr for contrast reversal, and DRIMall for average
of all the computed maps. Note that since lower values of DRIM maps correspond to higher quality, the
score differences for this metric have been inverted. The MATLAB implementation was obtained from the
authors. Lastly, scores for the block based version of the FISH [69] metric (FISHbb). Technically, it is a
no-reference metric for sharpness but its performance on the aesthetics of photographs taken by different
cameras [293] makes it a good candidate for the given task as well. The analysis has been published in [284].
TMQI [148] TMQI-II [152] DRIMl [146] DRIMr [146] DRIMa [146]
1 2 3 4 5
DRIMall [146] FSITMr [153] FSITMg [153] FSITMb [153] BLIINDS-II [80]
6 7 8 9 10
NIQE [84] QAC [85] CS [86] CurveletQA [83] FISHbb [69]
11 12 13 14 15
Table 8.5: The numbering of the evaluated metrics.
8.5.1 Results of Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis
Firstly, the metrics’ capabilities in distinguishing between significantly different and similar pairs (i.e. to
what extent the differences in metrics scores are smaller for similar pairs) are determined. The resulting
AUC values for this analysis in all four scenarios can be found in Figure 8.20. Significance of differences
is calculated according to the procedure described by Hanley and McNeil [135] and to compensate for
multiple comparisons, Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [125] is used. In the significance plots, if the method
in the row works statistically significantly better than the one in the column, the corresponding square is
white. Black signifies the opposite case. Gray square marks the cases without significant difference in
performance. The AUC value lower than 0.5 means that according to such metric, similar images are
mostly having larger differences in scores than different images.
Based on the AUC values, we can see that none of the metrics can cope particularly well with the
task of recognizing different and similar pair. Most of the performances are around AUC value 0.5, which
is equivalent to a random guessing. Moreover, statistical significance plots show that the performances
are mainly equivalent. For natural content, FSITMr (#7) metric reached the highest AUC values in both
scenarios (see Figure 8.20(a) and (b)). The poorest performance is achieved by DRIMa (#5) in scenario 1A
(Figure 8.20(a)) and FSITMb (#9) in the scenario 1B (Figure 8.20(b)).
When the CG content is considered (Figure 8.20(c) and (d)), the best performing method is DRIMl (#3),
closely followed by DRIMall (#6). TMQI-II (#2), on the other hand, performs poorly. This might be caused
by its base in naturalness estimation.
The performances are generally slightly higher for the synthetic content (Figure 8.20(c) and (d)). Nev-
ertheless, the AUC values below 0.7 suggest that none of the metrics can be used as a reliable detector of
significantly different pairs.
8.5.2 Results of Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis
This section tests the metrics’ ability to recognize the better image in statistically significant pair. The
results of ROC analysis are processed in the same way as in the previous section and are depicted in Figure
8.21.
In this case, AUC values lower than 0.5 mean that the metric is systematically assigning higher score to
the images with lower quality (which is again in contradiction with the real purpose of an objective method).
It can also be seen that the natural content is very challenging for the tested metrics. The highest AUC value
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(a) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 1A
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(b) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 1B
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(c) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 2A
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(d) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 2B
Figure 8.20: The results of the Different vs. Similar ROC Analysis for each scenario (see Table 8.3).
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(a) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 1A
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(b) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 1B
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(c) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 2A
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(d) AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the scenario 2B
Figure 8.21: The results of the Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis for each scenario (see Table 8.3).
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Figure 8.22: Framework of feature selection algorithms. Redrawn from [294].
in the setup 1A (Figure 8.21 (a)) is achieved by FSITMr (#7). Nevertheless, the AUC values are around 0.7
which corresponds to the correct classification around 66% only. The worst performing methods are DRIMa
(#5) and QAC (#15). However, in case of DRIMa, the misclassification means that observers tend to prefer
cases when the perceived contrast is amplified as compared to the reference. This is in line with findings
from image post-processing that human observers prefer enhanced content against the pure depiction of the
real world [7]. The scenario 1B (Figure 8.21(b)) shows comparable performance of most of the metrics and
the performance is even lower.
The synthetic content, as depicted in Figure 8.21(c) and (d), shows that the DRIMall (#6) provides the
best assessment with very high AUC values in both scenarios (which is not surprising since there was no sta-
tistically significant difference in observers’ evaluations). DRIMl (#3), and FSITM for all channels perform
well as well. Such a good performance of the metrics quantifying only the differences in perceived contrast
or low level features also supports the hypothesis that in case of CG content (that is not too photo-realistic),
the observers’ evaluation is shifted towards low level characteristics of an image, since the naturalness is
no longer a factor. The poor performance of the measures where the naturalness quantification is involved
(such as TMQI and TMQI-II) also supports this claim. The performance of no-reference measures is gen-
erally poor. The specific nature of the distortions introduced by tone-mapping is probably too complex and
differs too much from the assumptions of such methods. It seems that in terms of correct recognition of
better image in case of non photo-realistic CG content, the quality can be reliably estimated by DRIM or
FSITM metrics.
8.6 Feature Selection for Quality Assessment of Tone-Mapped
Images
The analyses in Section 8.5 showed a very poor performance of the available objective metrics when eval-
uating natural content. The purpose of this section is to identify the most relevant quality related features
and combine them in a meaningful way, creating a reliable fusion metric.
The existing strategies for feature selection are thoroughly described in [294]. Such techniques were
practically used in the area of image quality assessment, for example, by Nuutinen et al. [295]. Their goal
was to identify the quality related features in order to reliably compare the images coming from different
cameras. The purpose of the feature selection strategies is to select a subset from the full set of features that
will be able to model the data most accurately.
The classical framework of feature selection algorithms is depicted in Figure 8.22. According to the
ways of generating subsets, the strategies can be roughly divided into three approaches:
• Complete search algorithms,
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• sequential search algorithms, and
• random search algorithms.
The complete search strategies guarantee the selection of the globally optimal subset (with respect to the
given criterion). Even though some methods not requiring testing all possible combinations, such as branch
and bound [296] or beam [297] algorithms, have been introduced, these strategies are mostly very time
consuming and not practical for larger feature sets.
The sequential search algorithms either start with one feature and add one at the time, or begin with
the full set and sequentially remove one feature. Which type to choose depends on the desired size of
the subset. If smaller subset is more convenient, the adding of features is more appropriate [295]. The
possible strategies include sequential forward selection, sequential backward selection, or bidirectional
selection [298]. The disadvantage is that the approach cannot guarantee finding of the global optimum and
only focuses on a certain path.
The last group is created by the random search algorithms. The initial subset is generated randomly.
Further on, a sequential approach, adjusted to include randomness such as random-start-hill-climbing or
simulated annealing [297], can be used. Alternatively, new set can also be generated completely randomly
again. Such approach is also known as Las Vegas algorithm [299]. The randomness helps avoiding follow-
ing a single path.
In terms of evaluating the currently selected subset, following approaches can be identified:
• Filter models,
• wrapper models, and
• hybrid models.
The filter models use a criterion independent on any mining algorithms. These criteria can be based e.g.
on distance [300], information [301], dependency [302], or consistency [298]. The wrapper models use a
performance of a mining algorithm used on the selected subset to evaluate the subset. The wrapper models
are generally more effective but also more computationally demanding. The hybrid models combine the
two approaches. The often used stopping criteria include:
• All the possibilities have been tested,
• a maximum number of iterations has been reached,
• a maximum number of features have been reached,
• adding more features does not provide any improvement,
• a sufficiently good subset has been found, etc.
The following sections will describe the selection procedure used for identification of the most relevant
features for quality assessment of tone-mapped images, their combination into the fusion metric, and its
performance verification.
8.6.1 Selection of the Most Relevant Features
Cˇadík et al. [10] identified the perceptual attributes contributing to overall quality perception for natural
content. These are brightness, contrast, details, color, and artifacts. They also argue that the perceived
contrast depends on lightness, chroma, and sharpness. The resulting fusion metric should, therefore, com-
bine these perceptual attributes.
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The Las Vegas algorithm [299] was used to provide an initial insight into the combinations behavior.
After that the resulting data have been carefully investigated and the subset for the sequential algorithm has
been selected.
The full set consisted of 60 metrics’ scores. The goal was to meaningfully combine as small number
of features as possible while providing good performance. In classical feature selection scenario, all the
features are treated as independent entities. However, since size of the subset is supposed to be small, it is
not desirable to combine multiple metrics of the same type together, i.e. the subsets including two different
contrast metrics can be omitted. Therefore, several groups of criteria have been created. This enabled to
focus on the more meaningful combinations only. Every subset in the Las Vegas algorithm was generated
by randomly selecting the groups from which the criteria will be taken. Each group was assigned with
different possibilities. Some groups enabled selection of only one criterion from the group, some enabled
random selection of several metrics, and some required usage of all the criteria in the group.
Group 1 The first group consisted of full-reference criteria comparing the contrast and structure of the
HDR reference and the tone-mapped version. The metrics in the group were: structural similarity
from TMQI [148], structural similarity from TMQI-II [152], contrast reversal from Section 8.3.2,
contrast loss DRIMl [146], contrast reversal DRIMr [146], and contrast amplification DRIMa [146].
If the Group 1 was used, random amount of metrics have been randomly selected for the subset.
Group 2 The metrics in the second group estimated full-reference feature similarity in each channel –
FSITMr [153], FSITMg [153], and FSITMb [153]. If this group was selected, all three of the metrics
were used since it had been found less meaningful to estimate the feature similarity in one or two
channels only.
Group 3 The third group included metrics of contrast (see Section 3.2.3). These were GCF [106], Weber
contrast [70], Michelson contrast [71], SDME [74], and RMS contrast [73]. Here, only one metric at
a time could have been chosen.
Group 4 The fourth group comprised colorfulness metrics, as described in Section 3.2.4, i.e. CIQI [76],
CQE1 colorfulness [73], CQE2 colorfulness [73], and color saturation. Again, only one metric from
this group could have been in a subset.
Group 5 The fifth group was created by sharpness/blur metrics (refer to Section 3.2.2). The members were
Variance [57], Frequency Threshold [58], Gradient [59], Laplacian [59], Autocorrelation metric [59],
Histogram Frequency [60], Kurtosis [61], Marziliano [62], HP [63], Kurtosis of Wavelet Coefficients
[64], Riemannian Tensor [65], JNBM [66], CPBD [67], S1 [68], S2 [68], S3 [68] with improved
pooling (SIII) according to Section 7.5, FISH [69], and its block based variant FISHbb [69]. Only one
blur/sharpness metric was allowed to be in a subset.
Group 6 The sixth group was formed by Aesthetics metrics proposed by Aydın et al. [5] and described in
Section 3.2.5. Any number of them could have been randomly selected into the subset.
Group 7 The seventh group consisted of saliency models. These were included since more details should
provide more salient regions. The scores were therefore created from the saliency maps by averaging
assuming that more salient regions will result in higher average saliency. The included models were
Frequency-tuned saliency model [303], Graph based model [304], Itti-Koch model [305], Spectral
residual model [306], Incremental coding length saliency model [307], and SUN [308]. Only one per
subset could have been selected.
Group 8 The last group was formed by the metrics not belonging to any previous category. It included
NIQE [84], CS [86], QAC [85], BIQI [78], BRISQUE [82], BLIINDS-II [81], Curvelet based metric
[83], statistical naturalness from TMQI [148], statistical naturalness from TMQI-II [152], feature
naturalness from Section 8.3.2, mean intensity from Section 8.3.2, percentage of under and over
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exposed areas from Section 8.3.1, JPEG2000 metric [56], and JPEG metric [55]. Any number of
these metrics could have been randomly selected to be included in any subset.
Optimization Function
In each iteration of the Las Vegas algorithm, the subset was randomly generated by selecting the groups
that will contribute to the subset and, according to the group properties, the criteria from it. After selecting
the subset, the optimization algorithm has been run to train the weights of the contribution of each metric in
the subset. Only the linear combination of metrics has been allowed since it ensures the transparent insight
into the contributions of each criterion. The selected model in i-th iteration was defined as
SCOREi = τ1 ×metric1 + τ2 ×metric2 + . . .+ τki ×metricki , (8.31)
where τ are the weights for eachmetric in the subset of the size ki.
Having a single dimensional ground truth data, this would be a simple regression problem. However,
given the evaluation criterion described below, the parameters τ needed to be found using an optimization
procedure. Considering the high dimensionality of the parameters space, the direct search methods, such as
Nelder Mead downhill simplex [278], were not found suitable since they are too prone to ending up in the
local minima and are very dependent on the starting point. The ga() function in MATLAB using a genetic
optimization algorithm [309–311] has also been tested. Nevertheless, the best results were obtained using
MATLAB’s patternsearch() function [312,313].
Evaluation Criterion
The evaluation criterion that has been used as a base for optimization, as well as for evaluating the subsets,
is based upon the two analyses described in Section 5.2. The SCOREi resulting from the particular pa-
rameters selection was evaluated against the ground truth obtained from the extensive subjective study (see
Section 8.4). Note that only the data from the scenario 1A (see Table 8.3) were considered. This was found
more meaningful regarding the presence of the full reference criteria in the feature set. The resulting fusion
should, therefore, be able to model observers’ preferences with respect to the original scene.
The resulting AUC value from the Different vs. Similar analysis AUCDS,i and Correct Classification
of Better vs. Worse stimulus C0,i have been averaged in order to provide an overall performance value
PERFi, thus
PERFi =
AUCDS,i + C0,i
2
. (8.32)
This should ideally lead to optimizing the performance with respect to both of the performance analyses.
The parameters resulting in the best performance for the i-th subset have been saved together with the
overall optimized performance PERFopt,i. Note that the full database has been used so the optimal value
showed how well could the combination of the features in the subset perform if trained and tested on the
same data. This, by all means, leads to over-fitting. Nevertheless, for the purpose of feature selection, it
provides the information about which features can be used to model the data in the best way. To provide a
general combination, different training procedure has been adopted. This will be discussed in Section 8.6.2.
Final Selection
The Las Vegas algorithm has been run for 2,000 iterations. The optimal performance values with respect to
the size of the subset are depicted in Figure 8.23. An interesting outcome can be that even with high number
of features, the overall performance does not get over 0.83. This is probably caused by the challenging
nature of the two performance analyses together. Combining the features to work universally with respect
to both of the analyses would probably require more sophisticated non-linear model. Nevertheless, the goal
was not to perfectly model the data. To have an insight on which features are the most relevant for the
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Figure 8.23: The optimal performance values with respect to the size of the subset after 2,000 iterations of
the Las Vegas algorithm.
modelling, a closer look has been taken on the best performing subsets for each subset size (i.e. the subsets
having the performance values PERFopt in the Figure 8.23 in the most right in each row).
Interestingly, four features were present in each of the best performing subsets from the size 4 to 13.
These metrics were structural similarity from TMQI-II, FSITMr, FSITMg, and FSITMb. Therefore, they
have been selected as an initial subset for a forward selection sequential algorithm. The forward selection
has been chosen since only the small number of features has been assumed to be added without jeopardizing
the generality. The subsets training and evaluation remained the same as in case of Las Vegas strategy. The
stopping criterion has been set to stop the algorithm when adding another feature will not result in increase
of PERFopt and simultaneously increase of both AUCDS and C0. The rational was to avoid over-fitting the
data by focusing more on one aspect of the performance than the other.
These conditions have lead to adding only one feature – feature naturalness as described in Section 8.3.2.
Such subset has been found convenient for several reasons. Firstly, the size of the subset (five features) is
small enough to avoid over-fitting and thus potentially provide more generality. Secondly, the combina-
tion of these features makes sense also with respect to the quality related perceptual attributes as described
by Cˇadík et al. [10]. Structural similarity measures the reproduction of contrast and structure which pro-
vides an information about details and artifacts. The feature naturalness determines if the combination of
brightness, contrast, and color of the tone-mapped version is plausible for a natural looking image. The
FSITM quantifies feature similarity, therefore, it should capture changes in details reproduction and detect
the presence of artifacts. Moreover, since all three channels are included, the color artifacts should also be
found.
8.6.2 Training of the Parameters
The previous sections identified the most relevant features for quality assessment of tone-mapped images
on the earlier developed dataset. This section describes the training of the parameters to provide higher
generality of the proposed approach. Typically, the dataset is being repeatedly randomly divided into train-
ing and testing parts and median results are provided. However, this still tests the performance within one
dataset. It has therefore been decided to train the parameters of the combination on completely different
database.
For this purposes, the dataset developed by Yeganeh and Wang [148] with TMQI has been chosen.
It is formed by 15 source images and 8 TMOs. Since the database contains only within content ranks
and, therefore, does not allow for any other analysis, simple maximization of average KROCC has been
adopted. This has been done using patternsearch method. The resulting Fusion Metric for Tone-
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Metric
Content no.
Average Hit Count Min
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
FMTMI 0.93 0.79 0.64 0.71 0.71 0.57 0.79 0.57 0.79 0.64 0.86 0.86 0.62 0.71 0.93 0.74 7 0.57
TMQI 0.79 0.64 0.64 0.71 0.64 0.93 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.86 0.71 0.57 0.55 0.64 0.86 0.68 4 0.55
TMQI-II 0.79 0.29 0.57 0.50 0.50 0.93 0.71 0.50 0.71 0.79 0.71 0.43 0.62 0.57 0.79 0.63 2 0.29
FSITMr 1.00 0.71 0.50 0.79 0.57 0.64 0.79 0.50 0.86 0.64 0.93 0.71 0.55 0.71 0.93 0.72 5 0.5
FSITMg 0.93 0.93 0.50 0.71 0.57 0.36 0.64 0.57 0.79 0.57 0.86 0.57 0.55 0.64 0.93 0.67 2 0.36
FSITMb 0.71 0.71 0.29 0.71 0.64 0.29 0.29 0.29 1.00 0.79 0.71 0.71 -0.25 0.50 1.00 0.56 2 -0.25
Table 8.6: KROCC of the metrics for the dataset developed by Yeganeh and Wang [148]. Hit count is the
number of contents for which the metric performed the best.
Metric
Content no.
Average Hit Count Min
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
FMTMI 0.98 0.86 0.79 0.86 0.83 0.69 0.88 0.69 0.90 0.79 0.93 0.95 0.68 0.88 0.98 0.85 3 0.68
TMQI 0.90 0.79 0.81 0.88 0.74 0.98 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.93 0.88 0.71 0.68 0.74 0.95 0.81 4 0.68
TMQI-II 0.90 0.50 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.98 0.83 0.67 0.81 0.90 0.83 0.60 0.79 0.76 0.90 0.77 2 0.5
FSITMr 1.00 0.76 0.64 0.90 0.71 0.74 0.90 0.57 0.93 0.79 0.98 0.86 0.65 0.88 0.98 0.82 5 0.57
FSITMg 0.98 0.98 0.69 0.86 0.71 0.55 0.79 0.62 0.90 0.71 0.93 0.76 0.74 0.79 0.98 0.80 1 0.55
FSITMb 0.81 0.81 0.60 0.86 0.79 0.43 0.43 0.45 1.00 0.86 0.86 0.86 -0.18 0.71 1.00 0.68 2 -0.18
Table 8.7: SROCC of the metrics for the dataset developed by Yeganeh and Wang [148]. Hit count is the
number of contents for which the metric performed the best.
Mapped Images (FMTMI) is, thus, defined as
FMTMI = τ1 × SS-II + τ2 × FN + τ3 × FSITMr + τ4 × FSITMg + τ5 × FSITMb, (8.33)
where the parameters’ values are determined by maximizing average KROCC on the Yeganeh’s dataset.
The final values are τ1 = 0.2129, τ2 = 0.0443, τ3 = 1, τ4 = 0.0621, and τ5 = 0.0931. The highest weight
has been assigned to the FSITMr, the smallest to the FN. Nevertheless, all the metrics provide a valuable
contribution.
8.6.3 Performance Verification
The performance of the proposed fusion metric has been evaluated and compared to other existing criteria on
three available datasets. The performance comparison procedures for Yeganeh’s [148] and Cˇadík’s database
were using rank order correlation coefficients (see Section 4.3) only, since the nature of the subjective scores
provided with the datasets did not allow for more sophisticated statistical analysis. Moreover, the same
way has already been adopted when proposing new criteria [148, 153] and, therefore, allows for the direct
comparison under the same conditions. The performance on the dataset introduced in this thesis is done by
the novel ROC based framework from Section 5.2.
Note that since the parameters have been trained on the Yeganeh’s database, the comparison is not
completely fair and is included for the purpose of completeness only. The resulting KROCC and SROCC per
content, together with an average value, number of times when the metric was among the best performing
methods (denoted as hit count), and minimum value, can be found in Tables 8.6 and 8.7, respectively. In
terms of KROCC, the proposed metric provides the highest average coefficient value, the highest hit count,
and the highest minimum value. With respect to the SROCC, it still reaches the highest average coefficient
value, but results in lower hit count than FSITMr and TMQI, and has the same minimum value as TMQI.
Overall, the performance of the proposed metric is satisfactory and can be considered superior over the
state-of-the-art metrics.
The dataset developed by Cˇadík et al. [10] contains 3 source images processed with 14 TMOs. The
values of KROCC and SROCC in the same format as previously are in Tables 8.8 and 8.9, respectively.
In case of KROCC, the proposed method ranks the highest on average, results in the same hit count as
TMQI-II and FSITMg, and reaches the highest minimum value together with TMQI-II. It should be noted
that TMQI-II and FSITMg did not perform well on the Yeganeh’s dataset. This suggests higher universality
of the proposed FMTMI. Moreover, it reaches the highest average SROCC value, as well as the highest hit
count and minimum SROCC. Its performance can, therefore, again be considered superior over the other
criteria.
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Metric
Content no.
Average Hit Count Min
1 2 3
FMTMI 0.64 0.74 0.77 0.72 1 0.64
TMQI 0.56 0.77 0.62 0.65 0 0.56
TMQI-II 0.67 0.64 0.69 0.67 1 0.64
FSITMr 0.44 0.67 0.59 0.56 0 0.44
FSITMg 0.44 0.87 0.62 0.64 1 0.44
FSITMb 0.41 0.56 0.74 0.57 0 0.44
Table 8.8: KROCC of the metrics for the dataset developed by Cˇadík et al. [10]. Hit count is the number of
contents for which the metric performed the best.
Metric
Content no.
Average Hit Count Min
1 2 3
FMTMI 0.80 0.89 0.90 0.86 2 0.8
TMQI 0.71 0.91 0.77 0.80 0 0.71
TMQI-II 0.78 0.82 0.86 0.82 0 0.78
FSITMr 0.64 0.71 0.74 0.70 0 0.64
FSITMg 0.64 0.92 0.77 0.78 1 0.64
FSITMb 0.64 0.77 0.86 0.76 0 0.64
Table 8.9: SROCC of the metrics for the dataset developed by Cˇadík et al. [10]. Hit count is the number of
contents for which the metric performed the best.
Lastly, the metrics are compared on the dataset developed in this thesis (scenario 1A, see Table 8.3).
It enables the performance evaluation using the proposed ROC based analyses. The result of the Different
vs. Similar ROC Analysis is depicted in Figure 8.24. It can be seen that the proposed FMTMI reaches
the highest AUC value. However, the performance is statistically better only with respect to TMQI-II and
FSITMg. The Figure 8.25 shows the result of the Better vs. Worse ROC Analysis. Here, the proposed
metric significantly outperforms all the other metrics while reaching the AUC value of 0.9243. The correct
classification of the better images from pairs is 84% which is a significant improvement in reliability over
the other criteria.
Considering the performance on all three publicly available databases, the proposed FMTMI showed
good generality and proved to be the most reliable criterion for objective quality assessment of natural
tone-mapped images so far.
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Figure 8.24: AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Different vs. Similar ROC
Analysis in the scenario 1A from the developed dataset (see Table 8.3).
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Figure 8.25: AUC values with 95% CI and significance of differences for the Better vs. Worse ROC
Analysis in the scenario 1A from the developed dataset (see Table 8.3).

9
Conclusion
In this thesis, the quality assessment paradigm is revised in order to tackle the challenges brought by image
post-processing algorithms. Unlike in classical quality evaluation scenarios, the quality can no longer be
quantified as a fidelity of the processed version of the stimulus to the original one. Considering the ability
of post-processing techniques to adjust the aesthetic properties of the stimuli leading to increase in their
subjective appeal, the notion of quality needs to be extended to include the aesthetic attributes as well.
Moreover, the stimulus of the best possible quality is not known. The thesis identifies both subjective
and objective methods suitable for quality assessment of two relevant groups of post-processing algorithms
– enhancement techniques, represented by image sharpening, and tone-mapping of high dynamic range
(HDR) images. In this way, the whole framework for objective metrics testing and design, tailored to these
specific applications, is developed. It includes the guidelines for preparing ground truth datasets and a novel
performance comparison methodology.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
The purpose of this section is to clearly summarize the contributions of the thesis and to explain their impor-
tance for the scientific community. Firstly, a thorough introduction into subjective experimental methodolo-
gies, including statistical methods for processing of the results, has been provided, followed by the descrip-
tion of the popular objective quality metrics. State-of-the-art procedures for evaluating the performance of
the objective criteria, together with the methods for determining statistical significance of differences, have
been introduced as well. These parts of the thesis represent an overview of the current state in the field of
quality assessment and provide the basis upon which the following main contributions are built.
9.1.1 Novel Method for Evaluating the Performance of Objective Metrics
Current methods used for evaluating the performance of objective criteria suffer from at least one of the
following drawbacks: They do not consider the uncertainty of the opinion scores, they require mapping
to the common scale, they are applicable to the MOS-like scenarios only, and/or they do not allow for
simple combination of multiple datasets. To overcome these disadvantages, a novel methodology has been
proposed. It has been designed to test metrics’ abilities regarding two practically oriented scenarios: (a)
how well can the metric distinguish between qualitatively different and similar pairs of stimuli, and (b) how
well can the metric recognize which of the stimuli in the qualitatively different pair is of better quality. The
performance is quantified by two separate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses enabling simple
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numerical comparisons of the individual metrics including the means to calculate statistical significance
of differences in performances. The pairwise approach ensures universality over various data formats.
Moreover, the results from different subjective experiments can be easily put together regardless their initial
format, enabling simple combination of multiple datasets without the necessity of any mapping. Last but
not least, considering the statistical significance of the subjective scores makes the method suitable for the
post-processing scenarios where the observers’ personal taste has much more impact than in the standard
applications.
9.1.2 Subjective Study on Sharpened Images Including Over-Sharpening
Despite its importance for understanding the quality perception and automatic enhancement, the phe-
nomenon of over-enhancement is not very well studied. It is mainly due to its challenging nature caused
by the variability of personal opinions. This thesis attempts to tackle this issue on the example of image
sharpening. The dataset including blurred, sharpened, and over-sharpened content has been carefully pre-
pared using four different sharpening techniques in two setups. Adaptive Square Design Paired Comparison
(ASDPC) methodology has been found the most suitable for the evaluation given the simplicity of the task
for the observers, robustness against participants’ errors, and, most importantly, its discriminatory power
which enables to capture the trends in the overall quality perception with a reasonable number of observers.
In combination with the novel method for evaluating the performance of objective metrics, it creates a ro-
bust quality assessment framework capable to gain valuable data from the subjective studies and use them
efficiently for objective criteria design and comparison.
The subjective study itself, although conducted on the lower number of source contents, provides several
valuable insights. Firstly, it confirms that human observers prefer the images to be enhanced with respect to
the original but the optimal amount of sharpening differs for each source content. Secondly, it also verifies
the fact that HVS is very sensitive to the naturalness of human skin. The content including uncovered skin,
especially in the close-up, typically allows for less enhancement. The best enhancement has been achieved
by the most sophisticated enhanced unsharp mask method. Most importantly, the results of the study can be
used to test the abilities of objective criteria in the context of sharpening and over-sharpening by different
techniques.
9.1.3 Improved Pooling Strategy for Sharpness Metrics
The best performance on the developed sharpened images database has been reached by two local sharpness
measures – S3 [68] and FISHbb [69]. It is generally accepted that the perceived sharpness of the stimulus
is affected by the sharpest regions only. The obtained sharpness maps are, therefore, pooled exclusively
from these areas. However, it has been observed that when the content is over-sharpened, there is an
increase in sharpness in the regions with low sharpness. This motivated the design of several pooling
strategies considering the areas with low sharpness as well. The following performance comparison has
shown that including these areas in the sharpness pooling can, indeed, significantly improve the reliability
of the metrics. It also maintains the availability to correctly recognize blurring and does not bring any
additional computational requirements.
Overall, the best metric in the given context is S3 with the proposed pooling based on the dynamic range
of the sharpness map, robust against outlier values, with subtracted minimum (see equation (7.23)). It can
be considered as the best currently available method for objective quality assessment of sharpness when the
over-sharpening effect is also involved. In case of FISHbb, the strategy based on the classical dynamic range
– equation (7.21) – provides the best overall performance (significantly better than the original strategy).
Nevertheless, it reaches slightly lower performance than the original metric for one of the contents.
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9.1.4 Novel Method of Using Full Reference Metrics on Enhanced Images
Considering the assumption of most of the full reference quality metrics that the original image is of the
best possible quality, their usage in the post-processing scenarios is not meaningful. Although Vu et al.
[142] came up with the reversed strategy (refer to Figure 6.1), it has only been designed for the positive
influence of the enhancement, i.e. it does not consider the possibility of over-enhancement. This has
been demonstrated on the dataset introduced in this thesis. Therefore, a novel method which includes the
assumption of over-enhancement has been proposed.
It uses an intentionally over-enhanced anchor image as a “negative reference” and calculates the score
for the enhanced image from its similarity to the original and to this anchor. Note that the main motivation
of the method is automatic image enhancement and, as such, it is designed to be reliable within the en-
hancement technique. Good performance across different techniques is not needed. The proposed method
has been tested on image sharpening using unsharp mask. The most suitable strategy for the anchor image
creation, together with other parameters, has been found from the subjective study. Another experiment has
been conducted in order to verify the performance. The results suggest that the method can be successfully
used for automatic image enhancement.
9.1.5 Novel Method for TMOs Parameters Selection in Security Applications
The absolute majority of tone-mapping operators (TMOs) enable setting of several parameters in order to
adjust to the scene. Most of the time, the parameters are either left in their default state or set manually to
maximize the quality as subjectively perceived by the user. The first way may not be able to fully exploit
the potential of the given TMO, the second one is dependent on the user’s abilities and personal taste, and
can also be less fair when comparing different TMOs. In this thesis, an attempt is made to come up with
an objective way to select the TMOs parameters that will provide a result close to the optimal quality while
maintaining reproducibility and fairness.
The requirements put on the operators are dependent on the application. Given the increased number of
HDR surveillance cameras, one of the hot application areas for tone-mapping is security. The surveillance
systems can be expected to adapt HDR solutions in terms of capture but it is less probable that HDR displays
will be used in the near future. Thus, a novel universal and computationally simple parameters selection
method has been designed to optimize the tone-mapping process. It is based on minimizing the under and
over exposed areas which should enable reproduction of as many details as possible for the given TMO. The
method has been demonstrated to clearly outperform the default setting of the parameters on three global
and one local TMO.
9.1.6 Novel Method for TMOs Parameters Selection in Multimedia Applications
In security surveillance, the focus is purely on the reproduction of details. However, in multimedia ap-
plications, the overall aesthetic quality is of interest which brings a dependency on more factors. Above
all, human observers require the images to look natural. The amount of details comes after this. Good
tone-mapped image should, therefore, balance the two requirements.
The proposed parameters optimization procedure attempts to maximize the naturalness while simultane-
ously keeping the amount of reproduced details sufficiently high. To quantify the two entities, novel criteria
have been proposed. The maintaining of details is measured by detecting the reversal of contrast between
HDR original and a tone-mapped version. The metric is computationally simple and, thus, suitable for the
optimization. The naturalness is considered to be a product of three features – overall intensity, contrast,
and colorfulness. The distribution of this product for 5,000 high quality natural images has been determined
and approximated with Rayleigh distribution. The probability that the product of these features for the re-
sult of the particular TMO parameters settings belongs to this distribution quantifies its naturalness. The
advantages of the proposed approach have been demonstrated on four TMOs and it has also been used for
preparing the database for quantitative subjective experiment.
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9.1.7 Subjective Study on Tone-Mapped Natural and Computer Generated Images
The main purpose of the subjective experiment conducted on the tone-mapped images has been to obtain a
representative and challenging dataset for objective metrics training and testing. Since apart from the digital
photography, an important application of HDR and tone-mapping is also computer graphics, the content
includes both natural and synthetic images. Two objective content selection procedures have been employed
in order to preselect from the pool of more that 150 scenes the source images that will be challenging for
TMOs. The final selection consists of 10 natural and 10 computer generated (CG) images. Four TMOs, each
with two different sets of parameters, accompanied by one more TMO, without the possibility to tune its
parameters, have been chosen in order to provide both inter and intra TMO diversity. The parameters have
been optimized using the proposed tuning method for multimedia content and by maximizing TMQI [148].
In the cases where the two methods lead to similar results, one of the settings has been manually adjusted
to increase variability. All this effort has been made to come up with noticeably different images.
For the reasons similar to the subjective experiment on sharpened images, the ASDPC methodology
has been adopted. However, two experimental setups have been considered – scenario with the reference
displayed on the HDR screen between the two LDR displays and the no reference scenario with the two
LDR displays only. The purpose of the two setups has been to determine whether the presence of the
reference can have an impact on the observers’ preferences. Note that observers have been asked to select
the aesthetically preferred version in both scenarios.
The differences between the experimental setups have been statistically analysed and the results have
shown that the presence of the reference can influence the observers. However, this effect has only been
found in case of natural images. CG images have been evaluated equivalently whether the reference was
displayed or not. A possible explanation is that the reference can alter the perception of naturalness and
provide other information, such as daily hour (e.g sunset vs. daylight), which can influence the participants’
decisions. For example, if both of the images are of good quality and one of them is closer to the reference
in naturalness while the other has more dazzling colors, the preferences can be changed by the display of
the original. This phenomenon might be weakened by the absence of naturalness in the synthetic content.
However, it is also possible that the CG content in the dataset have not included the cases which would
trigger such effect. A specific study needs to be designed in order to determine if the preferences regarding
the CG content cannot be changed by the presence of the reference image.
Fifteen applicable objective metrics have been tested on the dataset. It has been found that DRIM [146]
is reliable when used on CG content. Considering that it measures the reproduction of contrast, it seems that
the preferences regarding this type of content are mainly driven by the low-level features. Not surprisingly,
the metrics working with estimating the naturalness (such as TMQI [148] or TMQI-II [152]) perform poorly.
In case of natural images, none of the metrics performs particularly well. This identified the need to design
a novel objective metric for natural tone-mapped images.
9.1.8 Novel Metric for Tone-Mapped Images Based on Fusion of Features
Given the poor performance of the tested metrics on the natural tone-mapped images, a novel criterion has
been designed. Firstly, a feature selection procedure, based on the modified Las Vegas algorithm followed
by forward selection sequential algorithm, has been adopted to identify the most relevant features. Five
features have been selected – structural similarity from TMQI-II [152], feature naturalness proposed in this
thesis, and FSITM [153] for all three channels. FMTMI is then formed by the linear combination of these
features, trained on the dataset developed by Yeganeh and Wang [148]. The performance of the metric has
been verified against all available datasets and has proven to be the most universal and reliable from the
currently available criteria.
The further work could include investigating more complicated machine learning based approaches for
combining the features. Since the two separate ways for reliable quality assessment of natural and CG
images have been identified, an objective way for content classification needs to be found in order to design
a universal metric independent on the content type.
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